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Agreement

In Area Send Five

To Gty Hospital

Considerable Routine

Lonf Controversy Ends

Work Accomplished

With Arrant ement

In Regular Session

By License Committee

Election inspector!for Holland’s
six wards were named for the
Sept. 14 primariesat a regular
meetfng of Common Council Wed*

COfTS

Hree Accidents

For Bus Lines

Election

FIVE

Four persons from the Oraod
Rapids area and one Holland resident were admitted to Holland
hospital within a few hour* Wednesday night following three sep*
arate accidents In and near Hol-

Made

An agreement on working operof the Holland City Bus
line and thf Lake Shore bus line
was announced by Aid. Bertal
ations

land.

An East Grand Rapids woman
nesday night.
remained in Hollahd hospital toSlagh, chairman of the license
v Appointmentsfollow:first ward,
day for treatmentof Injuria recommittee, at the regular meetJohn Woltman; second, George
ceived in a car-truck crash late
ing of Common Council WednesVolkers; third, A1 Faasen; fourth.
Wednesday afternoon at Ninth
(Penna Sas photo)
day night.
Ed Lam: fifth, John H. Van Dyke,
and Columbia in which a full load
Dozena
of
peraona
gathered
at
Ninth
and
Columbia
late
Wednesday
City Attorney Peter S. Boter
and sixth, Bert Stegink.
of hot asphalt virtually buried
afternoon
when
a
paaaenger
car
collided
with
a
dump
truck
which
explained that the two operators,
City Clerk Clarence Greven*
the passenger car.
turned over epilling ita entira load of hot asphalt on tha ear. The
Alfred
Brinkman
and
John
Vangoed called attention to a school
Mrs. Clara Willey, 58. paasencurve in the pile of "coal" ahowa the contoure of the car. Mr. and
der Kolk, have come to an agreefor inspectors in the county
ger in a car driven by her husMri. Clarence Willey of Eaet Grand Raplde, riding in the car, were
ment.
marking
the
end
of
a
conclerk’s office in Grand Haven Aug.
taken to Holland hoepital. The man was released after treatment
band, received bruises to her left
troversy extending over many
26 at 7:30 p.m. Aldermen also
but Mre. Willey remained ae a patient there today. Driver of tho
arm and chat injuries. Her husmonths.
were urged to attend the school.
truck, Dick Boeake, of Grand Rapida, wae not Injured.
band, Clarence M„ 60, received a
Boter said the agreement la
Council approved applications
small cut on the forehead and was
designed to eliminate certain
for constructing and- repairing
released after treatment.
This Is the architect’sconception of the new
church will be ueed during ita constructionwhich
routes in areas where duplicasidewalks to Louis Ten Brink and
Driver of the truck, Dick BossHamilton Reformed church which will be built next
will begin Friday evening with ground-breaking
tion of effort led to friction beto the Neil and A1 Construction
ke, 37, Grand Rapids, traveling
to
the
present
church
on
M-40.
It
will
have
a
ceremonies.
tween
the
operators.
Vander
Co. (Neil and A1 Kalkman). An
routh on Columbia, told officers
aeatlng capacity of between 600 and 700. The old
Kolk will be allowed to operate in
application to transfer a license
the passengercar failed to atop
the city and two miles outside
for operating a produce stand
for the through street, and said he
the limits but will not operate in
from John Reels to Herman
swerved to the left in an effort is
Brinks, in business at 94 West
Montello park or Central park
avoid the accident
at
Eighth St., also was allowed.
except for certain factory runs
Allegan,Aug. 19 (Special)
The impact bounced the car
A letter from property owners
and chartered school bus runs.
Prosecutor Chester A. Ray an- Title for
over the curb bordering Lincoln
on West 23rd St. between WashBrinkman will cease picking up nounced today that arrangements
park and Upped the truck over
ington and Van Raalte Aves. repassengers in the city for trans- have been completed for an Inon Ita side emptying ita load of
James
Vickers
of
Grand
Haven
questing information on laying a
portation inside the limits and quest Monday into the triple
Ground will be broken Friday
hot asphalt over the car. Boeska
storm sewer in preparation for
will adhere to regulationsper- drowning tragedy last week at nosed out Bill Kolean by. an atiwas headed with the asphalt ta
paving the street, was read by at 7 p.m. as the first step in conmitted in his Michigan Public Ser- Green lake.
mated two feet to win the OtClerk Grevengoed.City Engineer struction of a new Hamilton Revice commission permit. The The inquest will start at 9 a.m. tawa county soap box derby the southern pari of the city
where p4ving is under way.
Illness
Jacob Zuidema said plans already formed church. James Busscher,
agreement will be effectiveuntil Monday and Is expected to conrr»wn for the second consecutive
Tht Willey car was badly damhave been completed for the pro- vice president of the church conJuly 1, 1949, and then is expectea tinue two or three days under
aged and seared by the asphalt
ject which must wait first for the
to be renewed on an annual basis. Coroner Clyde A. Dickinsonof year Wednesday night on Columsistory, will turn over the first
sanitai7 sewer.
After the explanation, Slagh’s Wayland. The prosecutor will call bia St. hill. The winning time over which workmen aid it hated to
Dr.
360 degrea. Point of impact was
shovel
of earth followed by John
Drain contracts from the counmotion that a city license be 20 to 30 witnesses.
the measured course was 13.5 secthe left side near the rear. Tbs
ty involving property east of the Brink, Sr., chairman of the buildgranted Vander Kolk was approvRay said he and Sheriff Louis onds.
Dr. J. C. Bergen. 88, former
truck was damaged on the right
city of Holland was referred to ing committee.
ed. This application had been Johnson have questioned from 25
Just across the finish line, Ko- side. The truck driver was not inthe Board of Public Works. A
The new church will be located Hope college professor and pastor
pending for some time.
to 30 persons Monday and Tuesjured.
notice of letting an inter-county on a lot adjoining and north of of Hope church here for 14 years,
In other business, Slagh also day. Pilrposc of the inquest is to lean skidded his raar to keep
Police aid t summons for faildrain contract and review of ap- the site of the present church on died Wednesday morning in a
asked who has control of speed decide whether the deaths were from hittingsome spectators and
tipped
over
after colliding with ure to yield the right of way to
portionmentsin connectionwith M-40 at the north end of the vilboat violationson Lake Macatawa due to an act of some one person
Minneapolis, Minn., hospital after
the Maplewooddrain was refer- lage. It will include a large auand was informedby City Attor- or persons. If the jury -decides Vickers. Neither driver was in- through traffic would be issued
a year's illness.
jured.
the driver of the car.
red to the engineer and assessor. ditoriumwith a balcony, and a
ney Boter that such control is in some person or persona is reHundreds of persons jammed . Another accident Wednesday
A veteran of three wars, he will
The clerk reminded council that basement with a chapel and sevcharge of the Coast Guard which sponsible, the prosecutor will isColumbia Ave. from 18th St. to night involving two care at the
it usually takes action this time eral* classrooms. The church will be buried with full military honoperates under federal law.
sue a warrant.
20th St. to view the photo finish intersectionof CasUe Park road
of year to pay the Board of Public seat between 600 and 700. There
A suggestion by Aid. Earl Raors at Ft. Snelling, Minn., after
Until now, officers have been races.
and the old US-31 sent n Holland
Works for the fire alarm fund in are now more than 250 families funeral services Monday at 2 p.m.
gains of the Chamber of Com- unable to reach any decisionwheThird plaa went to Dave Rum- woman to tha hospital for treatthe amount of $2,400 and the in the congregation.
merce committee that jurisdiction ther such person or persons is liin First IVesbyterianchurch at
sey who eked across the finish ment of shock and minor injuria.
general sewer fund in the amount
A program has been arranged Minneapolis. He served as chapof the slips and dock facilities at able and have been unable to idenmarker ahead of Vernon Keech.
Mias Norma Wolcott
Mrs. Eliza Regnerua, of 157
of $30,619.71,both as set up in for the ground-breaking cere- lain in the Spanish-Americanwar
Kollen park be turned over from tify any one or two perrons who
the budget. The orders were ap- monies. The Rev. Peter J. Muys- and World Wars I and II.
Miss Norma Wolcott of Evans- the Park board to the Harbor might be responsiblefor the Rumsey’s time in the semi-final Howard Ave., was the only casheat equaled the winning time of ualty in the crash Involving can
proved and warrants ordered kens, who has been pastor of the
Born at Brooklyn, N. Y., in ton, 111., has been engaged as in- board was tabled.
drownings caused when a row 13.5 seconds.
driven by her husband and bgr
drawn.
church the last four years, will 1860, he attended Rutgers uni- structor in Spanish at Hope colMayor Pro Tern Harry Har- boat with six occupants was
Bill Kolean raced the measured Thomas Doran Hath of Highland
Council granted a 90-day ex- read scripture and prayer. History versity at New Brunswick,N. J.
rington, who presided in the ab- swamped by waves.
course in the fastest time when Park, 111. She was released after
tension to Elzinga and Volkew, of the church will be told by the where he was a member of Phi lege, it was announced today by sence of Mayor Bernard De Pree
ha won a thrillingquarterfinal treatment/
Dr.
Irwin
J.
Lubbers,
president
the Modders Plumbing and Heat- Rev. A. H. Strabbing,who be- Beta Kappa honor fraternity,and
who is vacationing with his family
hat from Dave Rumaey in 13.3
ing Co., and the Newkirk Electric came first pastor of the church was graduated from Union Theo- Miss Wolcott,a native of Elyria, in Seattle, Wash., suggesteda
Health told Allegan deputke
seconds.
Co., all doing work on the new after Its reorganization in 1887. logical seminary. He came to 0„ received her A. B. degree from complete survesy of sidewalksin
that this was his first visit to this
Softballers
The results of the qualifying section of the itate and he did not
hospitaladdition.The request was He served from 1889 to 1893 and Hope college as head of the Bible Wooster college, Wooster, O., in the city. He said no such survey
1947,
with
a
major
*in
Spanish.
uns
determined who would raa know the road He was en route
granted to keep the original con- again from 1904 to 1909. Rev. department in 1888.
has been made since WPA days.
.n the quarter-finalheats. Cick- to Castle park to visit friends.
She attended Wooster on a fourtracts in force while the hospital
Dr. Bergen left Hope college to
Claims and accounts totaled
Strabbing is 92, oldest living memer* with the fastest time, 13.45
work is working with federal ber of the church. He is now re- sene the South Dutch Reformed year scholarship. She received a $10,068.67.Other claims and hosBoth cars were towed away.
seconds, in the qualifying heats
tuition
scholarship
in
1948
to
government for a possible grant. tired and living in Hamilton.
Two
Grand Rapids persona
church in Brooklyn,returning in
pital, $14,119.20; library. $498.15;
Hart and Cooley of the City
The clerk reported cemetery Architect Chris Steketee of 1892 to become pastor of Hope Northwesternuniversity where park and cemetery,$2,808.91; Softball league had little diffi- was matched against third quali- were injured,a car was demolishfier Keech, who had 13.75 sec- ed and a big cement abutment was
bonds due Aug. 1 had been pre- Grand Rapids will describe the church. During ||is pastorate here she completed her graduate work Board of Public Works, $26,485.95;
culty in taking an 11-3 victory onds. Rumsey with his second
sented for payment in the amount church structure. Remarks con- the new auditoriumadditioif was for an M. A. degree in Spanish. hospital building fund, $30,677.62.
over the Baker Furnituresquad plaa qualifying time of 13.7 sec- moved in a crash at 2 am today
While at Wooster she was presiof $2,000, plus interest of $135, cerning spiritual growth of the erected.
when a car missed the big' curve
The
city treasurer reported Wednesday night in a post-season
onds was pitted against fourth
dent of the honorary Spanish fratand explainedthat the previous church and closing rites will be
From Hope church Dr. Bergen ernity, Sigma Delta Pi. and was BPW collections of $38,781.87and contest on the Pine Ave. diamond. plaa Kolean, who had 13.85 sec- at the railroad .tracks at Wat
bonds approved Aug. 4 were bonds
Olive.
given by Rev. Muyskens. Con- went in 1906 to Dubuque, la., as also a member of Chi Alpha Chi. miscellaneous city collections of
Herk Cramer went all the way onds.
which had not been presented for
John W. Jones, 42, driver of the
$10,542.57,city taxes of $84,928.50 on the mound for the winners,
gregational singing will be includ- pastor of Westminster PresbyterVickers advanced to the finals
Also interested in music, Miss
payment before this year. At- ed.
ian church, then became president
and school taxes of $93,620.28,or allowing six hits, while J. Hallan, by racing across the finish line car, received a broken left arm
Wolcott was a member of the
tempts had been made to locate
of Albert Lee college at Albert
Baker hurler, gave up eight safe- far ahead of Keech in 13.9 sec- and body injuria, and Milo MichWooster college symphony or- a total of $189,091.35.
the bonds several times but to no
elberg, the owner, reaived posLee, Minn. After two years he
ties.
onds.
chestra. the girls’ chorus and the
avail since the bonds were transsible
fractured ribs and multiple
went to the First Presbyterian
Hart and Cooley scored in every
Rumsey and Kolean raced side facial laaraUon.
Westminster chapel choir. At Wolf Whistles Illegal;
fcrrable and could not be traced.
church in Minneapoliswhich he
innings
but
the
sixth.
They
sent
by side down the hill to the acNorthwestern she was a member
The bonds were approvedfor payThe two found their way to a
served for 30 years. In his later
two runners home in the first on companiment of the crowd’i
of Sigma Delta Pi and Phi Sigma On Your Car, That Is
ment.
home nearby and called a taxi
years he preached at the Homeone
hit,
addvd
another
in
the
secPolice Chief Jack Van Hoff
cheers. Kolean surged one-half They were admitted to Holland
Iota, honorary Spanish and roCouncil also authorized a transwood Presbyterian church in Minfrowns on wolf whistles on cars. ond on Joe McCarthy's double, length ahead to win his place in hospital at 2:30 am and at 4:30
mance languages fraternities.
fer In fire truck maintenanceand
neapolis.
In fact, such gadgets are con- and then scored three more times the finals in the record shatterMiss Wolcott has done research
replacementfund and the Riveram were transferred to Grand
He was married twice. His first
work
at Wooster and for the past trary to the city charter and offi- in the third inning. Wlodarczyk’a ing time of 13.3 seconds.
view park reserve fund at Peoples
Rapids.
L. J. Holmes. 44-year-old Des- wife, the former Ellen Dean, died
triple
was
the
big
blow
of
the
The
semi-finals
consolation
race
half year has had a special as- cers are under orders to remove
State bank. These two funds had plains, 111., resident who has been
Sheriff’sofficers said the ear
in Holland, 44 years ago. He latthird
inning
rally.
between Rumscy and Keech was
signment for the making of Span- them or send the drivers to Munibeen carried as savings accounts staying with the Westburgs at
er married Grace Updegraf,who
Baker scored its first marker in another thriller. Rumscy won the was traveling south on US-31
cipal
Court.
ish
abstracts
for
the
geography
Since this arrangement is con- Waukazoo. narrowly escaped survives.
and in failing to make the curve
The wolf whistle,latest twist in the fourth on two singles and an heat and ended up in third plaa
department of Northwestern unitrary to regulations of the Fed- drowning before noon Wednesmoved
the heavy abutment knockOther survivors are four sons
versity.
an array of "napproved noisy car error. A double by Colton and two in the county derby by a one-halt ing down the signal pole. Officer!
eral Reserve bank, they will here- day when his small kayak capsizNeil of Holland, the Rev. Hansen
walks
produced
another
HC
run
length margin.
accessories,is attachedto the car
after be classifiedas “Time De- ed on Lake Macatawa not far
added the abutment was more
Bergen of Eau Claire, Wis., the
Vickers also copped first plaa
manifold. Properlyhitched up. it in the fourth. Then in the fifth
posit-Open Account."
from Campbell'sboat works.
damaged in this crash than in
Rev. Willis Bergen and Talmadge
inning,
the
winners
really
turned
in
the
design.
His
slak
black
and
makes sounds wl ich the chief
The clerk read a BPW letter
Holmes, near exhaustionafter •Bergen, both of Washington, D.
on
the
heat,
getting
four
hits, chrome trimmed racer, with regu- any other eras ha therd in the
doesn't regard as "pretty."
listing an estimate of $2,345.75for
jundering in the water, was pick- C.; a daughter. Mrs. Edward
past. They are continuingtheir
Van Hoff pointed to the section good for four tallies and the ball lar automobile coil springs and investigation.
780 feet of sixnnch water main ed up by Steve Schmid, Macatawa Mohns of Grand Rapids; a brothgame.
This ended their scoring.
brake bands on the back whali,
in the city charter which states
on 25th St. between Lincoln and park resorter from Webster er, Ernest Bergen of Wexford,
Baker rallied for two scores in was good for first plaa and 300
it is unlawful to use sirens,exColumbia Ave. This is a confirma- Grove, Mo., and his roomate at Pa.; 10 grandchildren and seven Hospitalizes
haust compressionor spark plug -the sixth on singles by J. Oonk, L. points. Rumscy placed second in ‘New Look’ Scheduled
tion of the verbal estimatepre- Yale, James Gault of Flint, who
great grandchildren.
Beem and G. Swierenga.
the design and earned 250 points
whistles on motor vehicles. This
sented Aug. 4 when a hearing was were in Schmid’sfather's17J-foot
Grand
l (Special)
while James Vette of Grand Hav- For Holland City Hall
section also states that a "reasonset for Sept. 1.
motor boat.
—A box of 20-year-old fireworks able warning” by horn is permit- Grand Haven
en took third and the 100 points
Council also approved payment
Tht two young men took C-0 Bans Reservations
The city hall will sport the new
demolisheda truck, set fire to a ted, but says unnecessary noise is
that goes with it.
of $24,476.36on five paving pro- Holmes to the Coast Guard station
look
soon.
shed and sent two men to Munici- a nuisance punishable by law.
On
Streamlined
Cars
Judges were Joe Moran. Leon
Injured in Accident
jects.
where he was given artificial resCommon
Council Wednesday
pal hospital Tuesday afternoon.
Moody
and
Harold
J.
Haverkamp.
The chief said his men have reCouncil was reminded that Aug. piration and first aid by Jack
There will be no reservations v The injured are Ray Fox. 68,
Grand
(Special) Moody served as starter for ail night gave the Buildings and
25 is the date set for a special Boerema. life guard at Macatawa,
moved about six wolf whistles so
Grounds commit ta permission to
and his son-in-law. Thomas Pol- far.
—An accident Sunday at 8:20 p.m. races.
council meeting to consider ob- Chief Boatswain’s Mate Horace on the C&O Chicago to Grand
advertise for bids for a new englase.
24,
who
were
cleaning
up
at
the
corner
of
Franklin
St.
and
Other
Holland
contestants
and
Rapids run when the eight sleekjects to paving district roads.
E. Searcy and Boatswain’sMate
Beech Tree Rd. involved cars their qualifying times wore: Rog- trance’ to the building which
a shed near Fox’s evergreennurlined cars are added to the run
1/C Gustave Nynas.
Car Catches Fire
sery on Country club road.
driven by Lester Leonard, 22, of er Essen burg, 14.55, and Terry would be extended to allow douPublic Invited Aboard
Dr. Fred Kramer. Macatawa re- which stops in Holland, W. A.
ble doors to eliminate drafts in
They were tossing* powdered Firemen put out a small fire in Grand Haven, and Charles Solo- Zylman, 15.6.
sorter from Webster Grove, also Ziel, division passenger agent told paint used in making fireworks
the corridors.This would be on
mon
of
Lansing.
Solomon
failed
a
car
at
Fendt's
Auto
Service,
Other
Grand
Haven
contestants
Naval Reserve Boat
assisted as did Dr. William Wes- The Sentinel Wednesday.
onto
the truck to take to the 16th and Harrison, about 5 p.m. to stop at the stop street. Leon- and their qualifying times were. the River Ave. side.
Holland boat enthuiasts will get trate of Holland who arrived latPlans call for a small copper
“It will be a straight run on a dump when a can exploded. The Monday. The car caught fire while ard's wife, Sophie, was taken to Walter Bessenger,15.85 and
a chance to view a Navy PC boat er.
tile roof over the new extension.
first come, first served basis,” blast knocked Herman Izzard, 24, employes were engaged in welding Municipal hospital for treatment James Vette, 16.3.
all day Thursday, Lt. ComCoast Guard officers said they
from a ladder 300 feet away.
Each contestant was given two The motion specified bids not to
operations.They pulled the car of leg injuries. Solomon was givmander Robert Reid announced received a report a man had cap- Ziel said.
He
did not say when the new
Fox
and Polglase were treated out of the building.Damage was en a ticket by city police for time trials and the averages de- exaed $1,000.
today. Reid, commander of the PC sized in Small bay and headed
In discussing improvements at
cars will be added to match the for shock and cuts caused by Hy- said to be confined mainly to the failure to yield the right pf way termined who would race in the
1240, a Naval Reserve training that way. By that time Holmes
the city hall, Mayor Pro Tem
present streamlined engines but ing glass and splinters of wood upholstery.Firemen were out only and failure to stop at the stop quarter-finals.
ship which docked at the Globe had been picked up by Schmid's
Walter Martynick was chair- Harry Harrington who presided
indicated it wilDbe soon.
from the truck.
a short
*.
street.
Oil Co., said the publfc is invit- boat and was heading for the staman of the Grand Haven Jaycee at the hour-long mating in the
ed to inspect the ship from 1-4 tion. Coast Guard spokesmen said
commit ta in charge of the soap absence of Mayor Bernard De
p.m. Thursday.
the kayak had a small sail and
box derby and Bud Knoll, also Pra, suggestedconsideration be
The crew, all members of the capsizes quite easily in choppy
a
Grand Haven soap box com- given to make the treasurer’s,
Indianapolis,Ind. Naval reserve water. They were inclined to dismitteeman, was on hand to help office more accessibleto penons
corps, consists of six officersand count rumors that the small boat
paying light and water bills.
The epidemic of rare old money Newfoundland coin for 10 centswho has been collectingcoins for Ave.. has an 1827 one-ant piea identify the racers.
46 enlisted men. They are com- had been swamped by waves from
several years, has i large size Lib- which she reaived from her
William Meengs. of the sponli*. Holland, which started less dated 1894.
pletinga two week training course water aiders.
Neal Driy of North Shore drive erty head penny dated 1817.
grandmother on her birthday sev- soring Holland Kiwanis club, actthan two weiks tgo when The
Several Pay Finei
. on Lake Michigan. It has already
owns a 1783 coin, also believed to
Gerald Smeenge, of 364 West eral years ago.
ed as masted of ceremonies.
made cruises to Muskegon, FrankSentinel published a story and re- be Spanish.It is about the size 21st St., also has an 1817 penny,
Fourteen-year-oldCharles , E.
Vickers has won the Grand In Municipal Court
Summer Tax Collections productions of two old bills ownfurt, and Mackinac Island.
plus an 1853 penny, a three-cent Rich, of 330 Wesi, 21st St., who Haven city soap box championof a 50-ceot piece.
The boat will leave here Fri- Higher Than Last Year
ed ^by William Verhey, today
Edgar Anderson, 18, route !,
D. F. Harris, 359 Columbia Ave., silver piece dated 1863, and many collectscoins from all over the ship for the last four consecutive
day morning tot Michigan City,
spread to coins and more coins.
world, has in his collectionsan years.
paid fine and odsts of $20 in Muperhaps lays claim to some of the Indie n head pennies.
Ind., it was reported.
City TreasurerHenry J. BecksOldest coins reported thus far oldest U.S. coins. He followed his
Bruce Fogert. , route 1, has an 1844 penny, anc three-ant picas
The following awards were nicipalCourt Tuesday on a charga
fort announced today that $424, • are owned by Robert Burton who hobby of collectingold coins dur- 1840 coin his father found along dated 1852 and 1853.. The latter made: first place, wrist watch; of driving without due caution.
208.3X had been collected in sum- received them from a friend in ing 20. years in the depot office. the j-ailroad tracks at Cardiff,111., coins, minted during the Civil, second, portable radio; third,
VA Representative
Other fines were ptid by- Rugmer taxes at the dose of the Aug. Grand Rapids. They are ancient He gave his oldest coin, an 1808 and gave to his son when he was war, have been in the family a long camera, and fourth, fishing rod sell B. Koeman, 25. rout* 4, stop
To Be Here Friday
16 deadline.
Rojnan coins, green with age, and half dollar, to his daughter, Mrs. a youngster more than 50 years time and were handed down from and reel.
street $3; Donald Slenk, 28. rwfta
J. C. Sjogren, itinerant con- . This represent* 96 per cent of were found in excavations in Esther Edward of Seattle, Wash., ago.
1, speeding 60 mila an hour, $13;
his father. His grandfather, E. B.
tact representative of Veterans total levy of $441,506.01, laving Rome. No. dates are discernible oqly last week.
Jaspy Nykamp, 18, rout*
Earl G. Potter, 256 East Ninth Rich of Traverse City, had the
Lut
Rites
Thursday
Administration, will have office delinquent taxes totaling $17,299.- but they bear the head of Caesar.
Hamilton, red light $4; FrankOther coins in his collectionin- St., has had an 1841 and an 1857 1844 penny ever since he was a
hours at the post office buijding 64.
Henry Goodyfce. 72 West 30th clude a three-cent silver piece dat- penny in his oossession for years. small boy. He gave the coin to his For Mrs. R. C De Vriei
lin M. Meyers, 31, Muskegon,
Friday from 8:45 ajn. to 3:45 pm.
The 1948 percentage1* higher St, .owns an. old 1782 coin believ- ed 1865, seven dimes ranging The 1857 penny has a flying eagle son, Charles L. Rich, who in turn
speeding, $10.
Purpose of this service is to than the collectionsfor the same ed to be Spanish. A hole had been from 1841 to 1857, a silver half- on the back.
Funeral services for Mrs, Mary
gave it to his 14-year-old son.
Parking cats of $1 each were
assist veterans of Holland and sur- period in 1947 when collection* drilled at the top, apparently for
Harry Hulst, of 99 East 24th E. De Vria, 79-year-old widow paid by Gerald Unbolt rout*
dime dated 1854, two-cent pieces Mrs. Minnie Sargeant, of 47
rounding area with matters eon- totaled 1403,833.11or 919 per the necklace, but the coin had dated 1864, 1865 and 1866. large East 13th St., has an old copper St., has an 1826 50-ant piea of Dr. R. C De Vria were Arnold Etabaaa, of 13
eerning educationalbenefits, in- ant of the 1425,414.14 levy.
worn thin in that spot. The old ohe-cent pieces dated 1837 and penny dated 1818. The coin ia which has 13 stars. It was taken
be today at 2 p. m. from River Ave.; Oarenet
surance applicationsand claims, A two per cent penalty i* charg- coin is the size of a nickel Goo- 1851, a Columbian Exposition half almost the size of a half dollar in at Hulst’* market, 'yean ago. the Dykstra funeral chapel with Zeeland; Glen Gcerts,
applicationsfor diability eompsn- ed on tax bill*, until Sept 10 dyke also has a United State*
An 1858 half dollar is owned by the Rev. Marion de Velder of Washington; Henry
dollar dated 1893, and a white and hat a liberty head and 13
sat ion and various other federal when the penalty i* boosted to six
two-ant plea dated 1897, an one-ant piece dated 1963.
Mrs. A. R Goodman, 365 Maple Hope church officiating.Burial 5; Marinus Bruursema. «
•tars. and state veterans^ benefits.
per cent
1891 dime, an 1852 dime, and a
will be in Pilgrim Hoy cemetery. 32nd St.
Mre. W. E. Kouw, 992 Hayes
^
Eugene Teuslnk of Central park,
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New House Leads

Vanderveen Hurls

Building Permits

Terfect’

Filed Last
.

Be

Brickcrete and Cement;

Two Stalk

in

Garage

applications for building permit*
filed last week with Building Inspector George Zuverink and City
Ork Clarence Grevengoed.
The pennit was taken out by
John Arendshorstand lists Five
Star Lumber Co. as contractor.
Dimensions for the house were
listed at 49 by 29 feet and the
farage will be 31 by 21 feet.
The house will be of brickcrete
and cement construction with asphalt roof. The garage will have

Howard Bosch, struck

A

total of 13 permits were isThese fair maidens, ellmblng a steep bank at
and they Goahorn lake, look like they enjoyed their plunge
amounted to $18,550.
at the deep lake near Saugatuck which le a
Other permits are:
favorite epot for good twlmmere. From left to right,
they are Helen Lazar, Helen Matlehok,Leona
Miller Jones Co., 18 East Eighth
St, Install Structure glass in front
of stoie, $1,500; Eliinga & Volkera, contractors.
Jerry Mulder, 19 West 18th Stput foundation under front porch
and enlarge, 18 by 8 feet, frame
and cement construction, $250;
self, contractor.
John Van Null, 260 East 15th
Final plans and arrangements
St., build chicken coop and root
for
the Macatawa Bay Yacht
over rear door, 14 by 20 feet
club
annual fashion show were
frame and brickcrete construction with asphalt roof, $300; self, discussed Monday at a meeting of
contractor.
committee chairmen in the home

sued for the week

Fashion

MBYC

Show

to

Maren end Jean Brown, all of Joliet, III* who are
retorting at Saugatuck. Goahorn lake hat been
particularly popular the laat few weeka when Lake
Michigan hat been rough and cold on several
occasions.

Climax

of Mrs. William Beebe,

who

L«

or.

Martin Oudemol, 178 River
repair rear porch, 100;
Walter, Paul and Ray Van den

Ave*

•everal years.

A

carpenterby trade, he was
veteran of World War I aerving with the AEF in France.
Surviving are the wife; six sons,
Herbert and Carl of Spring Lake,
Nelson, Donald and Jack of Detroit, and William with the U. S.

a

Army

in Germany; two daughand Marian Wydeck of Royal Oak; six
grandchildren, two brothers and
ter*, Mrs. Virgil Badder

out at least

five slaters.

Wed

to

locals

were

methodical
about their run-scoring Monday,
jumping to a two run margin in
the third Inning on two hita. They
added two more in the fourth on
three hits— all singles.
Five additional tallies crossed
the plate in the fifth to turn the
contest into a rout First Baseman Claude Dykema smashed a
triple during the rally and GU Bos
followed with a homer.

Personals
(From Tuesday*! Sentinel)
Mr. and Mr*. Aurthur Groenhof,
Elaine and Majorie Van Loo, are
spending a week visiting New
York City and other points of
interest in the east.
Donald J. Welters, son of Mr.
and Mrs. Ed Wolters, has returned to his home after six months
in the Jackson hospital.He will
celebrate his fifth brthday next
Monday.
Mr. and Mrs. Herbert L. Vander
Ploeg and daughter, Amber Ruth,
Kenneth Cook and Mr. and Mr«.
Peter Cook, have returned from a
vacationtrip brought the upper
peninsula and to the Wisconsin

Thrill Derbyists

t

Eleven soap box derby entrants
were thrilledwith circus stories
by A1 Priddy, Wisconsin master

showman, who

V-J Anniversary
Zeeland, Aug. 19— Hundreds of
persons jammed Legion field in
Zeeland Friday night to mark the
third anniversary of V-J day.
Professional'entertainers
led off
the show wiLi a mixed bam dance

Brink, contractors.
Melvin Van Tatenhove. 382 Pine
Ave* add four foot addition to
garafK, 30 by 22 feet will be com- will be a final feature of the club bers seated the people.
plete abe of garage, frame and social activities.
cement construction with asphalt
root 1100; self, contractor.

North Shore Cubs

Friday in Municipalhospital of a
heart ailment He was born in Detroit and came to this vicinity
from Onaway. He had been 111 tor

Circus Stories

music and comedy program. The
act included two guitar*, a base
fiddle and a mandolin.
Following the barn danoe music, 75 prizes were given contest
winner* by Zeeland merchants.
The bam dance musiciansreturned for another round of music
Miss Carla Brat
and comedy and were followed by
Mr. and Mrs. Peter Brat, 40
Zeeland high school band
West 40th St., announce the enHanchett,music chairman; Mrs.
A huge fireworks display,in- gagement of their daughter, CarHarold Van Tongeren, models;
cluding skyrockets, sizzlers, Nia- la, to Jim Tamminga, son of Mr.
Mrs. Egbert Gold, decorations;
gara Falls and others brought the and Mrs. William Tamminga of
Mrs. E. T. Holmen, refreshments;
oh's and ah’s of the patrons. The Lakewood Blvd.
and Mrs. George Copeland, pubprogram ended with the fireworks
licity.
showing of the American and
Also on the yacht club schedule
fleane Family Reanion
Dutch flags.
is the masqueradedinner dance to
Zeeland’s
volunteer
firemen
I/#IJ mi Mnnttlln Path
be held Saturday, Aug. 28; in the
sponsored the show and the
" "*OntillO rOTk
club house. The circus theme will
letic association and band memForty- two members of
be continued for this event which

Elliott

Dorothy Folkertsma

Ath-

Pleune family gatheredfor a reunion on Sunday at the summer
home of the Rev. Peter H. Pleune

Accepts

at Montello Park.

Roger Bonga

Second Reformed church

Dr. Russell Pleune and family
in

62, resi-

dent of this area aince May, died

Engagement Told 1

Zeeland Marks

R. piomp, 276 Weat 11th St, repair front porch and back porch,
$125; Thomas Stratsma, contract-

Grand Haven, Aug. 19 (Special)

Social Activities

18th St, re-roof and repair, $250;
serving as co-chairman of the
self, contractor.
Leon Wenzel, River Ave.. used event with MrrfLdgar Landwehcar office (temporary), 8 by 10 The show is to take place Thursfeet moved in temporary build- day, Aug. 26, at 2 p. m. in the
in*. $250.
club house.
John Nyason, 15 South River Carrying out a circus theme,
Ave., install asbestos siding on en- the style show will be a "Merrytire house, $480; Vanden Berg of go- round of Fashion," featuring a
Gland Rapids, contractor.
style clinc and the "Lady in the
Nicholas Piersma, 122 West Locket" look. The clothe* to be
36th St, tear down old rear porch modeled will be furnished by a
and build new one, five by nine Grand Rapids department store.
feet, frame and cement construc- The affair will be open to the
tion with asphalt roof, $150; self, public.
contractor.
At the meeting Monday were
- John Gruppen, 369 Maple Ave
,
Mrs. A. W. Tahaney who will be
repair front porch, $150; self, con- in charge of tickets;Mrs. Hadden

Man

—Otto Henry Wydeck,

once.

The

Heart Ailment
Fatal for

diamond.
Vanderveen didn't walk a batter
struck out 12. Every Zeeland
hitter, with the exception of
Thirdbueman Barr and Pitcher

stalls.

Mrs. Bertha Damitra, 23 West

Game

not allowing a hit, a run, or a man
to reach first base in tha seven
inning contest.
Meanwhile his teammates were
collecting10 hits and nine runs to
whip the Zealanders, 9-0. The con-(
test was played on the Pine Ave.

to construct • $14,000
houtt and a $1,000 garage at 85
Weat 11th St., headed the list of

..

English Girl

seums beats all He hurled a "perfect” game against the invaders,

A Wd

two

Weds

Harve Vandermn has turned In
aome excellent performanceson
tha mound tor the Dykema Tailors
this season, tut his exhibition
Monday against tha Zeeland Coli-

Week

Structure Will

Local Man

came from Temple, Texas; Dr.
Gordon Pleune and family from

Saginaw Position

related

many

of
his experiences at a meeting of
the Kiwania club Monday night
in the Warm Friend Tavern.
Youngstera were wide-eyed as
the circus trainer told how lights
went out in the Big T«p the first
time he worked as prop boy to a
trainer putting 37 lions through
their paces in a big cage.
"All I could see was 37 pairs
of fiery eyes looking at me. I

Dells.

Mr. and Mra. John M.

An

interestingsetting of palms,
ferns, candelabra.white and yellow

Cammtnga

Miss Doris Wieskamp,student
nurse at Hackley hospital, Muskble. The Rev. B. Kok, pastor of
egon, has returned to resume her
First Protestant Reformed church,
studies after spending a threagave her ir. marriage.
week vacationwith her parent*,
Miss Cynthia Ver Hulst, the Mr. and Mrs. Harry Wieskamp,
bride’s only attendant,wore a
96 East 21st St.
pink taffetagown with sweetheart
Lt. Comdr. and Mrs. Fred S.
neckline and full skirt. She also
Bertsch, Jr* and daughter, Susan,
wore a single strand of pearls arrived Sunday night from Long
and carried a bouquet of pink Beach, Calif., to spend a few
roses and white snapdragons.
weeks with their parents, Mr. and
Edward Cammenga assisted his Mrs. Fred S. Bertsch of Holland
brother as best man. Ushers were
and Mr. and Mrs. John Timmer of

and featuring the flags of
the United States and England,
formed the improvisedaltar for
the marriage of Miss Ivy Wild of
Manchester, England, and John M.
Cammenga of Holland. They
spoke their vows in a double ring
ceremony Thursday at 8 pan. at
The Marquee.The Rev. S. T. Cambacked up but my ‘ back was menga of Grand Rapids, uncle of
the groom, officiated.
Melvin Haveman and Edward Muskegon.
against the ban. I was too frightThe bride is the daughter of Windemuller.
ened to scream and all the bad
Recent visitorsat the Nicholu
Mrs. S. A. Wild of Manchester, Following the ceremony, a rethings I had done in my 14 years
De Vries home, 324 Centred Ave*
England, and the groom Is the ion ception was held for 65 guests
of living paraded before me. 'ftien
were Mr. and Mrs. Dave Bioeholf
of Mr. and Mrs. John Cammenga, from Holland, Zeeland and Grand
the lights went on and 1 found
and five children Ofc Bellflower,
the lions were going through 598 Graafschap Rd. The couple Rapids. The couple left Imme- Calif* and Mrs. Clara Vander
met in Germany while he was in diately following on a wedding
their paces. Luckily, all the orders
Werff and her two sons and their
were by sound. The next day the the U.S. Army and she was work- trip to WiscoTsinand Minnesota. wive* of South Dakota.
ing as a secretary for the United For traveling the bride wore a
trainer and the owner congratuMrs. Sam Hathaway and Mrs.
Nations RcMef organization.
pink dress, a white topper and
lated me on my presence of mind
Alvin Kohn and children of Flint
Traditional wedding music was white accessories and a corsage
and I didn’t dare tell them I was
have been guests for a few days
played by Miss Isla Stegink who of red roses. They will live at 598
too frightened to scream. Soon I
of Mrs. Dora De Boer, East 32nd
St.
was on the road to becoming a also accompanied the soloist, Ver- Graafschap Rd.
non Van Lente. He sang "I Love
The bride, who came from Engtrainer." Priddy said.
Births at Holland hospital in"Animals can and do think. You Truly" and "The Lord’s land in March, has been emp’oyed cluded a son to Mr. and Mrs.
Prayer.”
as a stenographer at Weller James Ter Haar, 428 Central
They think all the time and lots
The
bride'sgown, brought from Nurseries. The groom came to
of limes they’re a lot smarter
Ave* on Monday; a son, David
England, was fashioned with Holland from Grand Rapids
than you think. Why shouldn’t
Lee, to Mr. and Mrs. Julius Ver
sweetheartneckline, long sleeves about 10 years ago. He is ema cat mew to get out when she
Hoef, 278* West 10th St* and
knows some dumb human will pointed at the wrists and tiny but- played by his father at Lincoln a daughter,Nancy Sue, to Mr.
tons down the back to t’ie waist ManufacturingCo.
open the d<*>r for her." he said.
and Mrs. Jay Tinholt,89 East
line. The skin ended in a train.
Pre-nuptial showers were given
Derby Chairman Herbert Bult30th St* both this morning.
The fingertipveil was edged with for the bride by Mrs. John Carahuis called attention to the counMrs. Norman Marquette and
lace. The bride earned a bouquet nitnga, Miss Dorothy Schuiieraa
ty derbies here Wednesday at 6:30
three children of Ionia, are spendof Hibbard rose* and white snap- and Miss Janet Rhoda and Mias
p.m. with four top winners of Holing the week at the home of Mr.
dragons. She wore a single strand Delores Van Zanten anJ Miss
and Mrs. Tim Smith of Jenskhi
land and Grand Haven competof pearls to compete the ensem- Cynthi. Ver Hulst.
ing. He introducedall the boys
Park. Mr. Marquette will spend
gladioli

Zeeland was the scene of a wedRochester, N. Y.; Mr. Anthony T.
ding last Tuesday at 8 p.m. when
Word was received at the Sen- Pleune from Cedar Rapids, Iowa,
Miss Dorothy Folkertsma, daugh- tinel Monday Malcolm Elliott, Dr. and Mrs. Peter H. Pleune present, some of them bringing
Stop
the week-end at the Smith home.
ter of Mr. and Mrs. K. J. Folkert- former coach of the Holland Hur- from Louisville,Ky* Mrs. H. J.
Floyd Zoerman, son of Mr. tnd
their fathers, and presented each
Holland Man Pays Fine
Mra. Harry Zoerman of Virginia
North Shore's Cubs had little sma of Zeeland, was married to ricanes. was named to head the Sprick, Mr. Fred L. Pleune. Mrs. boy with a flashlight
Roger H. Bonga, son of Mr. and recreation program in greater Albert Oilman. Mr. Henry M.
difficulty ia taking Its Wooden
PresidentTony Last presented
On Drunk Driving Count Park, submitted to major surShoe victory Monday night, when Mrs. Henry Bonga of Grand Rap- Saginaw. His appointment is ef- Pleune and their families came prizes to the winners, a $25 check
Grand Haven, Aug. 19 (Spec- gery Monday morning at Holfrom Grand Rapids. Related to Bill Kolean, first place; $15
land hospital.His condition is rethey stopped an invading Hamil- ids. The Rev. William J. Hilmert fectivethis week.
ial)— Howard Nevenzel,30. HolElliott recently received his guests were Mrs. Mary Steketee to David Rumsey, second place;
ported as "good."
ton aggregation,8-3. Carl Relmink read the double ring ceremony.
land, who was arrested Mondav
Gridiron
Drills
Miss A. Van Koevenng played masters degree from Michigan of Holland, and Miss Josephine $10 to Roger Essen burg, third
Evangelist Harry Bowerman is
was again on the mound for the
night by Grand Haven atate poconductting gospel tent meetings
Cubs, and allowing six scattered the wedding music and accompan- State college, and this summer Buob of Grand Rapids.
place, and $5 to Terry Zylman,
lice
on
a
drunk
driving
charge,
Coaches Curley Wiegerink and
bits. His teammates collected ied the soloist, Miss Francis served as an umpire in the Michfourth place.
paid $80 fine and $4.05 costs from Tuesday through Friday at
igan State baseball league.
Len
Van Hoven of the Holland
eight hits off Marsh and Johnson, Johnson, of Whitehall.
Other derby entrants present
when he was arraigned Tuesday 7:30 p. m. four miles north of
Native
of
Lithuania
The bride, given in marriage In addition to coaching the HurHamilton flingen.
Holland on the Grand Haven
were Terry Ver Hulst Gordon HurricanesMonday issued the op- before Justice Peter Verduin.
road. Old-fashioned singing and
The winners opened the scoring by her father, wore a sheer mar- ricane gridders, Elliott coached Die$ in Grand Haven
Boer, Stanley Jacobs, William ening call for grid drills. The
Sam
McCloy,
45, Muskegon, dein their second, and then added quisette gown with off-the-shoul-five years at Boys Vocational
Bremer, Bob Holmen, Bob Bouw- squad will begin iLs workout on manded examination when he was preaching are features.
Grand Haven. Aug. 19 (Special) man and Ray Vinstra. Some the 19th Si Athletic field at 6 arraignedMonday afternoon beThe condition of Edward R
three more in the third on Jerry der bertha, long sleeves and a school in Lansing and also at
—Tony Smith, 50, route 2, Grand brought their fathers.Judges also p.m. tonight.
Witteveen's base clearing homer. full skirt ending in a train. She Lansing Technical High school
Jones
of Saugatuck, who is confore Justicp Frederick Workman
Haven, died in Municipalhospital were present
Hamilton netted two tallies in the wore a fingertip veil of French
Hopes are high for a good sea- on a charge of embezzling$4,509 fined in Holland hospital,is reFriday night. He was born in
fourth inning on a single, a triple illusion fastened to a band of
Lee De Free of Holland, form- son in the Michigan Independent from Herbert and Emma Jenkins. ported to be "good."
Funeral Rites Set
by L. Sole, and a double by R. marquisetteand earned a bouLithuania May 20 1898, and had erly of Midland, played piario sel- Football league this year, accordThe Michigan-Florida annual
Examination was set for Aug. 27
quet of white snapdragons and
WemxeL
FennviUe, Aug. 17 (Special)
lived in this vicinity for eight ections. Si Borr treated with ci- ing to Owner Fred Bocks.
and
bond
of $2,500 was furnished. will be held In the auditorium of
The winners continued their gladioli centered with a white or- Funeral services for Herbert B. year, coming from Chicago. He gars in honor of a new daughter With the addition of several He was arrested by state police Ionia Fair grounds, Ionia. A potaooring pace in the fourth when chid. Her three-strand pearl neck- McCarn, who died Sunday at the did marine work on the Great
who arrived Aug. 5. Tom Long- new backfield men, the locals are Harold Overlop, 23, Hudson- luck dinner will be served at 1
they garnered their final four tai- lace was a gift of the groom.
county hospital, will be held Wed- Lakes.
street was welcomed as a new expected to unveil a smooth run- ville, arrested Aug. 11 by city p.m. Those attendingmust bring
Bridal attendants were Miss nesday at 2 p.m. at the Baptist
Uai on four hits, includinga triple
He was in ill health for three member.
ning attack when they take the jwlice after being involved in an their own table service,beverage,
by * Witteveen. Hamilton's final Betty Schmidt of Hillsdale, maid church in FennviUe. The Rev. years and was admitted to the
Among the guests were Jerry field Sept. 11 at Highland Park accident, pleaded guilty to reck- sandwiches and a dish for the
counter crossed the plate in the of honor, and Miss Barbara Pur- Gerrit Dykman of Holland will of- hospital Thursday when his conFord, Jr., of Grand Rapids, Char- in the opener. Coaches admit that less driving charges before Jus- menu.
sixth inning with the aid of two ton of Birmingham, Mrs. Ruth ficiate and burial will be in Ches- dition became critical There are
Mothers of World War II vetles S. Price of ML Vernon, Ohio, the line will need plenty of work. tice Verduin and paid $25 fine and
hits.
Van Prooyen of Grand Rapids and hire
.
no known su: /Ivon..
erans are invited to attend the
The two coaches have a rigor- $4.05 costs.
Joseph F. Kelly of Grand Rapids,
Jerry Witteveenand H. Water- Miss Norma Ver Hage of Zeeland,
Floyd McLan of North Carolina, ous conditioning program planned,
Charles D. Solomon, 20, of first meeting of a "Mothers’ dub”
way led the North Shore attack bridesmaids. Miss Schmidt wore
Jack Okie of Gary, Ind., and S. and they expect to "drive" the Lansing, arrested Sunday night In to be held in the Royal Neighbor
M!
with two hits apiece. L. Sole was a chartreuse gown and the bridesBase of the ministry of economic boys hard, It was reported.
connectionwith an accidenton hall on Wednesday at 8 pun.
the hitting star for Hamilton with maids wore identicalgowns of
Bocks also said he will an- Beech Tree St., pleaded guilty be- Prof. and. Mrs.xE. E. Brand and
affairs of the East Indonesian
throe safeties.
yellow, light blue and pink, renounce a reserved seat and sea- fore Verduin to a charge of fail- son, Richard, have returned home
government
spectively.Little Janet Whitsitt,
son ticket plan for the coming ure to yield the right of way at from Iowa Falls, la* their forwearing a white taffeta gown,
season which Includes five home an intersectionand paid $20 fine mer home, where they spent 10
was flowerglrl.
league contests.
days with friends ana relatives.
and $1.05 costs.
Jack Folkertsma, of Grand
“Victoria Blight’
Optimist club members will
Rapids, cousin ot the bride, was
hold their first annual outing with
best man. Ushers were James
the Opti-Mrs. Wednesday evening
Folkertsma, brother of the bride,
at the American Legion Memorial
Is
Kenneth Van Prooyen and WilCountry club. Dinner will ba
liam Dykstra of Grand Rapids.
served at 6:45 p.m. Golf and other
*n>e sixteen attending the AlleFarmers of Ottawa county are
sports are being arranged and
gan Women’s camp Aug. 3-5, About 100 guests attended the
M
;\a it;
urged by Arnold, county agriculwere Mrs. Leslie Miner. Mrs. reception at Holland American
games will be played. Gary St am
Legion
Memorial
park.
Mr.
and
tural agent, to take consideration
Harlan Wynne and Mrs. John B.
and Charles Knooihuizen, assisted
Mrs. T. P. Whitsitt wore master
of the oat disease called Victoria
Reyijolds of Allegan, Mrs. Frank
by Art Slager and Ken Van Reand mistress of ceremoniesand
bMght. This disease appeared In
Foster, Mrs. Harry Gregory, and
genmorter are making arrangeIowa in 1946 and has been found
Mrs. William Larsen of Glenn; Mrs. G. F. Smith and Miss Sena
ments for the event
Telgenhof were in charge of the
in many places since then. It is
Mrs. Tom Kelsey of Martin; Mrs.
Otto P. Kramer and his daughcaused by the fungus HelmlnthosNonnan Dehn, Shelbyville; Mrs. gift room. Serving the guests
ter, Miss Gertrude Kramer of New
were
the
Misses
Marion
Klies,
porium Victo.iae.All hybrid oat*
Clarence Grinage, Plainwell; Mrs.
York City, who left six weeks ago
in which the variety Victoria was
i for a trip abroad by plane, have
Harry Cary, Mrs. Harvey Shan- Catherine Bosch. Dorothy Winone of the parents Were readily
non, Mrs. Margaret Klintworth, strom, Maxine Den Herder and
returned home. They visited Stock!
Lois Van Dyke.
attacked. These varieties include
Mrs. Roger Farstad. Mrs. L. A.
holm, Gutenberg and Copenhagen,
For their wedding trip to NiaV'eland Boone, Tama. Forvic.
McDonald, Mrs. Maude Irwin and
Amsterdam and Coeverdenand
gara Falls, Mrs. Bonga wore a
Vicland has proved to be a
Mrs. Orlo Fletcher of Otsego.
the Peace Palace at the Hague in
popular oat in Michigan. SpeciThe camp was held at Algonquin lime green suit with white accesthe Netherlands,Bruzzels, Paris
mens of this new disease has so
Lake near Hastings with Mary E. sories and a white orchid corsage.
and London. In London Mr. KraThey will live in Grand Rapids.
far been found on Vlriand or othBullis, home extensionagent in
IT
mer saw Bishop Lewis B. WhitteMr. and Mrs. Henry Bonga en
er Victoria-hybrid
oat* In councharge. Assisting were Miss Maxmore, of Grand Rapids, who was
tie* of Michigan, Van Buren,
illa Thompson. A. D. Morley, tertained the wedding party at a
attending the Lambeth Conferrehearsal
dinner
Monday
night
at
Shiawassee,
Ottawa,
Calhoun.
county agriculturalagent and F.
ence.; Mias Kramer will viait here
The new Eaton oat is becoming
Earl Haas, county club agent. - the American Legion Memorial
with the Kramer family for the
|fe-f iquite popular in this state. Thia
Crafts included leather work, Park club house. The occasion alrest of the summer.
variety is resistantto the Victoria
Itollan hemstitching and toy mak- so marked the 25th wedding anniversary
of
the
bride's
parents.
blight
Other
bond-hybrid
varieing. Chief fishermen, Mrs. Kelsey
r.m
ties are now under teat to deterMiss Mary Lee Miller
and Mrs. Kehn with i little assismine their reaiitance;
Unoa, provided fish for one break- Jailed hr Drunk Driving ,
To Wed Owosso Man
Although seeo borne infection
Bumipa, Aug. 17 (Special)
can be controlled by teed treated
Min Ruth Smith. R. N., of the Grand Haven, Aug. 19 (Special)
Mrs. Gottleib Miller ot Bui nips
with new improvied cereian, the
county health depart- —Lloyd Bingham, 27, of Battle
fungus may be carried by the wind Wearing Mg smiles for a job well lee winner and runnerup In Mid- announces the approachingmardiscussed public health Creek, was arraignedthis mornblown from untreated fields. The done are these championsand reft- get douMee; LeBoy Teermmn, run- riage of her daughter, Mary Lee,
with the campers. John ing ind paid $85 fine and $5.40
safes* practice is to grow resisnerup In Midget doubles. Top row to Loren Hartman, stationed it
extension fore* ter. talked costs and must spend five days in
’Wj
nersup In tha Holland City 'Ten- (loft to right)) are: Jody Bonk*, Great Lakes, HI He ia the son of
tant varieties,also treat the teed
^troas around homes and the county Jail on a drunk driving
woman on a short tour cha e. He was, arrested by State Shaking hand* before their title an and Uttlo John Landwehr look since treatment prevent! smut nis tourney.First row (loft to winner In Midget Girts singles; Mr. and Mrt. Hubert Hartman of
oa. Hersckel won this match In and seedling blight'
right) are: Paul Dykema, Sub Sally D
Owoaeo. The wedding will take
There they sew a police Saturday when he side- match la the Holland City Tennis
three
seta to retain Us single*
MMgot doubles winners Richard •taffee; Maiieae Boning, winner place on Sept H.
oak to determine swiped a parked car on M-104. tourney Saturday are Merle Dlscrown. Landwehr finished runnerFrom 70 to 80 million board feet
la <?W* stagfes;Petty Mayen,
several of ' he car belqpged to Henry Feath- brow (left) Boh Hersfhel, tingle*
ftp In the Sub-Midget doubbp |of lumber are required each year
waa adopted bf
•rgili of Spaing Lake township.
Tennis Direct!* doe Mor- event In an
•for production of matches

Hamilton

A

Hurricanes

Open

|
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School Forest

19,

1941

! Van liere Hurls

Wildcats Capture

Boasts Stand

1-Hit

Of 95,000 Trees

No matter who the Holland
Color Ad baseball team put* on
the mound, the result usually

Shutout

(Loop Playoffs

a

Holland High Biology

means the same

Clasies Plant Trees,

pitched shutout. Friday night it
wai Clairie Van Liere who turned in a masterful one hit whitewash job on tlte Hamilton nine
on the losers’ diamond. The final
count was 1-0.
Meanwhile his teammates were

Do Replacement Work
A review of work at the Albert
C. Keppel Memorl 1 forest, operated by Holland high school, reveals a present stand of at least
95.000 trees on two 40-acre tracts
on Lakewood Blvd.
Work on the original Keppel

mately 125.000 seedlings and
transplants have been planted.
Work also involved the preliminary stabilizing of the sand by
planting beach grass and by

rows were weeded and cultivated,
the shrubs around the cabin were
pruned and the ragweed along the
drive was destroyed.
On the north 40 a full program
n.' soil stabilization and tree
planting was carried out. Each
boy worked one day in October
on the program and then in
December a second day was spent

well

series.

Gordon Hul»: was the winning
pitcher, allowing just three hits,
all

of which came in the second

inning.

The

closest the Mixupa

came to scoring waa in this Inning when Jack Kempker tripled,'

having considerable difficulty with
the pitching of M. Johnson who
permittedjust five saieties— two
going to Ted Bos, catcher.
Holand netted it* only marker
in t>ve first inning when Van
Liere doubled and came home on
a single by Bob Borgman.
Although Van Liere struck out
nine batters and walked only
three, it took some fancy fielding
on the part of his infield to pull
him out of trouble. Once in the
sixth inning his colleagues executed a double play to snuff a

area the past year consisted chiefly of replacementwork, checking
sand blows, nursery work and
general forest management. Work
on the other tract obtained a few
years ago. consisted of sand stabilization, tree planting and some
replacementwork.
Throughout the years, approxi-

“brushing” on nearly half of the
80 acres.
Accordingto the annual report
compileuby Lida Rogers for the
Board of Education, the early fall
work on the Keppel tract consisted of the usual clean-up work
necessary in getting the cabin,
fireplaces and yard ready for
winter. Seed beds and transplant

thing—

In the windup of City Recreation baseball Friday night, tha
Wildcatsstopped the Mixupa, 4-0
to annex the C league playoff

but was out trying to stretch tha,
hit into a homer.

The

Wildcat* scored single
runs in the first, fourth, fifth and
sixth innings. Hulst and Ronald
Boeve each had <wo hits off Edwin Bredeweg, the losing hurler.
Playing steller defensive ball
for the winners were the Plagenhoet brothers,Jim and Dick.
This contest ended nine week*
of baseball,sponsored by the City
Recreation commission, under tha
direction ot Leon Moody and Carroll Noriin.

possible Hamilton rally, and
again in the seventh they did tlie
same thiag with two runners on

Ganges News

base.

Dale Van Dorple, 1947 Boys singles winner, presents Dave Moran. 1948 Boys champion, the
Holland Evening Sentinel trophy, symbolic of
winning the Boys divisioncrown, In the city net
tourney. Looking on, in the center, Is Peter Paulus,
runnerup In the Boys singles and doubles. Others in
the picture fleft to right) are: Lester Overway,

runnerup In Sub-Midgetdoubles, Paul Dykema,
Sub-Midgetsingles winner and Midget doubles
winner; Bob Piersma, Boys doubles winner and
LeRoy Teerman, runnerup in Midget doubles. A
record number of entries competed this year under
the directionof Joe Moran.

lope Students Married

Living Here Following Marriagi

n Grand Rapids Rites

Hamilton s only blow was delivered by Centerfielder R. Wentzel m the sixth inning.
In tlie last four Wooden Shoe
league contests. Color Ad pitching has permittedno runs and a
combined total of only five hits.

(From Friday’! Sentinel)
Mrs. Rena Rhodes entertained
12 ladies Tuesday evening at her
home in Gangea, honoring Mrs.

Mary

Personals
(From Saturday'! Sentinel)

The Rev. and Mrs. Marion

Van Valkenburgon

her

88th birthday anniversary. Visiting and reminiscing were enjoyed after which ice cream and caka
were served. Mrs. Van Valkenburg wa* born near Toledo, Ohio,
and has lived in this community
for over 50 year*. Her husband
died in 193L A gift was present-

de

Voider and family have returnedfrom a vacation in Iowa and a
land is announcement of the martrip to the West. Rev. de Velder
The Summft Bible school, sponriage of Miss Mildred Ann Ver- will be in charge of regular serged by the Rural Bible Missions,
maire and David M. Hoogerhyde. vices at Hope Reformed church
nc. of Kalamazoo, la in session
both Hope college studentsfrom Sunday at 10:30 a.m.
at the Ganges Methodist church
in pruning the large red pine trees
Terry and Paul Nienhuis of
this week. Robert F. Shannon of
Grand Rapids.
east of the cabin. Branches thus
Maplewood, are spending a few
The marriage of Miss Marjorie
Hopkins, is the county worker
Tiie
double
ring
ceremony
was
pruned were used to make Christdays in Oakland with Mr. and Lucking, daughter of Mr. and
assisted by local people. Every
performed at 4 p.m. Saturday by Mrs. Kenneth Hoeve and Kendall
•mas decorations or to spread on
morning a bus picks up the chif*
Mrs.
George
Lucking
of
Kalamathe Rev. Cornelius Vande Naaid Wayne.
the large sand blow areas in the
dren
and returns them at noon.
spring.
of Staten Island. New York, in
Mr. and Mrs. J. H. Drnek and zoo, and John Donald French,
The attendance has been more
C.ntrai Reformed church, Irand family, 261 West 15th St., have son of Mrs. J. D. French, 1113
During the Christmas vacation,
than 100 each day. A program
Rapids. The altar was decorated returnedhome Alter a two-week South Shore Dr., and the late
five boys were employed for one
will be given Friday evening by
with baskets of white gladioli, as- tour of upper Michigan and Can- Mr. French, was solemnized Satday to check ove; the whole forest
the children to which all parent*'
ters and larkspur against screen ada.
and trim out all secondaryleads
urday at 8 p.m. in Stetson chapel
fend friends are invited.
of huckleberry. Leo Te Paske Miss Harriet Mulder, 374 Wash- on the Kalamazoocollege cam- Two Zeeland vehicles cracked
that had developed. This was done
Mr. and Mrs. Albert Btevtr,
sang before and during the cere- ington Blvd., has returned home pus. The Rev. Abraham De
under the gu.dance of a Soil Conup in a car-truck crash during the announce the wedding plans df
mony.
servation Service aide.
after spending the summer at the Young, former pastor of First ReThe bride is the daughter »f University of Michigan, Ann Ar- formed church, Kalamazoo, offi- busy noon traffic at 17th St. and their daughter, Miss Eilene BeeIn the spring,the boys and most
ver, and Calvin Plummer, soa
Martin Vermaire and the late bor, where she studied Latin. This ciated at the double ring cere- Van Raalle Ave. today.
of the girls in the seven biology
of Mr. and Mrs. Louis Plummer
Mrs.
Vermaire
of
Grand
Rapids.
classes spent a third day at the
fall she will go to Plainwell where mony in the presence of 275
The accident occurred when a of Ganges. The wedding will talm
The groom is the son of the late she is a Latin instructor.
forest. Besides, tree planting, they
guests.
semi driven by Charles Hendricks, place In the Presbyterian church
Mr. and Mrs. David Hoogerhyde
lined put 3,250 scotch pine seedMr. and Mrs. George Smith.
Palms, candelabraand vase arThe bride wore a period gown Virginia Park, will have « their rangements of white gladiolidec- Jr., 17, of 214 Centennial Ave., at Grasse Point Woods near Delings into transplant rows; rebuilt
of French marquisetteover sat- week-end guest, Jack Green of orated the altar. Mrs. W. Curtis Zeeland, hit the left center of a troit Aug 20 at 8 p.m. A number
four seed bed frames, sowed scotch
from here are planning to attend.
in styled with an off-the-.shoulderAlgonac.
pine seeds in thes,. beds, repaired
Snow of Hope college played the car driven by Mrs. Elsie Klant, Mrs. Laverne Foote and Mr*.
neckline outlinedwith Chantilly
covers for the outdoor fireplaces,
J. Hardld Voss, route 6. has re- traditional organ music and ac- 42.. of 325 North Main St. ZeeO. W. Carr entertained 25 mothlace. The skirt, shirred in front, turned to his home after under- companied Tim Harridan who
restocked the angleworm pit.
land. Riding with her was her ers and chfkken at a pink and
cleaned the cabin, made and hung
was caught up with orange blos- going surgery at Holland hospital. sang 'Through the Years.” ''Behusband. Clarence, and Mrs. Sar- blue shower, In honor of Mr*.
soms over a hoop of satin and
new curtains,raked the yard, and
Members of the Macatawa Bay cause." and "The Lord's Prayer.” ah Thrall. 55. of 235 East Mai*j
Robert Cunningham Tuesday evaa*
Chantilly lace. Her veil of im- Water Ski club left this morning
checked over the white pine trees
Given in marriage by her father, St., Zeeland. The Klant car was Ing. Many lovely gifts were r*
ported ilhtsion was held by a for Pent water where they will the bride wore a Victorian style
for weevils and destroying them.
traveling west on 17th St.
ceived after which ice cream and
tiara of orange blossoms. She car- give a water ski exhibition today
On May 26. 30 to 35 young forwedding gown of ivory bridal The impact swung the car cake were served.
ried a colonialbouquet of glamei- and tomorrow.
esters re-enacted various activities
satin cut with a drop neckline, and around, hitting the stop street
Mrs Russell Vincent and son
lias and stephanotis.
at the forest for motion pictures
Mr. and Mrs. George Lenters, fitted bodice, long sleeves, full s.gn and then came to rest facing
David of Saginaw are here for
Attendants were Mrs. Gerald L 148 Reed Ave.. announce the
taken by Hilbert Frans.
skirt and tram. Her veil of sheer the opposite direetion.The truck the week with her parents Mjy.
Walcott of Pontiac, sister of the birth of a son, Ronald Jay, Thurs- illusion edged with Alencon lace
The forest continues to attract
jumped the curb and landed in and Mrs. Clinton Ely.
bride, as matron of honor, and day, Aug. 12.
visitors in the field of forestry
was caught into a wide satin head- the yard of '.he John Swieringa The 4-H club of Ganges met
Miss Barbara MacLachlan of
and conservation. Many former
Dr. and Mrs. J. R. Mulder have band accentedwith rosette*.Her home only a few feet from the
with Mr. and Mrs. Sanfoid PlumGrand Rapids. Miss Ruth Bartho- left for Chicago where they plan
students and ex-servicemenhave
arm bouquet of white roses fea- house.
mer Tuesday evening.
lomew
of
Chicago
and
Mrs.
Erninspected the forest and during
Mr. and Mrs. Jsy Floyd Bartels
to visit friends and attend the tured a white satin bow.
Mrs Thrall received head cuts Mr. and Mrs. George Enders
est
Post,
Jr.,
of
Holland,
as
bridesTulip Time many tourists made
Mr. and Mrs. Jay Floyd Bartels as maid of honor. She wore a pasChicagoland Music Festival.Dr.
Miss Mary Van Loo of Kalama- from a shattered window in the and their friend. Miss Grace Weluse of the picnic facilities.
are living at 595 Howard Ave., tel pink gown styled similar to maids They wore period gowns of Mulder will l>e in charge of ser- zoo, maid of honor, wore a gown car. Mrs. Klant received a cut lip
ters of Chicago, are spendingthe
faille
with
off-the-shoulder
berfollowing their marriage July 30 the bride's with insertions of small
vices Sunday at Bethany Reform- of yellow taffeta similar to the and had a tooth knocked out.
week with Mrs. Enders’ mother,
in All Saints Episcopal church, ruffles. She wore a small hat of thas. padded hips and bits ties. The ed church of Chicago, a former bride's, but with a full net skirt Both were taken to Holland hosVedding Performed in
Mrs. Bertha Plummer.
matron
of
honor
wore
nile
green
Saugatuck. The bride is the form- starched veiling matching her
pastorate.
and contrasting purple sash. Her pital in an mbulance but were
Morning services at Gangs*
er Margaret Elenor Brooks, gown and carried a colonial bou- and the bridesmaids. French lilac
forth Holland Church
Mary Stuart hat of yellow tafleta expected to lie released after M. E. church have been changed.
All
carried
Colonial
bouquets
of
daughter of Lawrence Brooks of quet of pink and white roses.
was decorated with purple rib- treatment.
Sunday school is at 10 am, add
Vacation Bil le School
Miss Pauline Mildred Stegenga, Saugatuck and the groom is the
Rolland Bartels hi tended his ^vender glamei lias and larkspur.
bons. She wore yellow mitts and
The youthful truck driver said preaching service at 11 am.
John
De
Vos
was
best
man
and
daughter of Mr. and Mrs. Dick son of Mr. and Mrs. John Bartels, brother as best man. Seating the
To Be Held in Armory
carried an arm bouquet of purple he “ran around” with a son of
Mrs. Clovis Dornan, is in tha
Stegenga, route 2. and Peter 575 College Ave.
guests were James Woodall of ushers were Gerald T. Walcott
John
De
Vries of Grand Rapids gladioli tied with yellow chiffon. the Klant family.
Holland hospital for medical cart
James Breen, son of Mrs. Grace The Rev. Charles B. Upson Saugatuck and Bernard Van Zan- of Pontiac, brother-in-law of the and his ‘Crossroad Gospel Train”
The bridesmaids.Miss Peggy The truck, owned b, Hendricks' for a few weeks.
bride. I^on Hikade and Sam De
Breen of Coopersville,were rftar- read the double ring ceremony. ten of Holland.
French
of Holland, sister of the father,did not appear to be badly
will
be
in
the
Holland
Armory
Frank R. Mosier has sold hi* 40
Stefano of Grand Rapids.
ried Thursday in North Holland Baskets of white gladiolisurA reception for 150 persons was
Aug. 23-27 from 10-12 a.m. in groom, and Mrs., Leon Hikade of damaged, but both vehicles were acre farm, section 15 to Charles
More
than
200
guests
attended
Reformed church. The Rev. Morris rounded the altar and were plac- held at the parish house. Guests
connection with the vacation Grand Rapids, wore identical hauled away by wreckers.
Plummer of Ganges.
G. Folkert read the double ring ed on either side of the altar wpre served by the All Saints tlie reception in the church par- Bible school being sponsored by gowns of Nile green taffeta with
Mr. and Mrs. Charles Flora of
lore.
Assisting
about
the
rooms
ceremony at 8 pm. before an steps. Bouquets also marked the Guild.
Kalamazoo spent Sunday her*
were Mrs. W. M. Halliday, Mrs Beechwood. Central Park. Maple- net skirts.They also wore Mary Harbor Resolution
altar decorated with palms, ferns, family pews.
Out-of-town guests were prewood and First Baptist churches. Stuart hats and mitts to match
with he-- parents, Mr. and Mr*.
white gladioliand candelabra.
Mrs. Kent played the tradition- sent from Lakewood. O., Muske- I.eon Hikade, Mrs. Robert GreenAlbert Nye.
Children from four to 16 will their gowns and carried colonial Change Is Halted
hoe
and
Mrs.
Thomas
Rector.
Miss Ruth Slotman played the al wedding marches and accom- gon, Chicago, Cadillac. Battle
The annual reunion of th*
Mrs. Hoogerhyde attended Ot- be enrolled and will be trans- bouquetsof purple gladioli edged
wedding music and accompanied panied Mr. Kent who sang ‘O Creek. Kalamazoo, Holland and
Harry 'Harrington, chairman of Chase family was held in Allegan
ported to the armory in lour with green shirring and ties.
tawa
Hills
high
school
and
was
Miss Lorraine Riemersma of Perfect Love” and 'The Lord's Zeeland.
Charlotte and Gail Butler, small the Holland Harbor board, has County park Sunday. Aug. 8.
graduated from Hope college last buses.
Grand Rapids who sang “O Prayer.”
Mr. Bartels was graduatedfrom
cousins of the groom, were flower been informedthat any new reso- Guests were present from LanJune. She is a memlier of Delta
Promise Me" preceding the cereThe btide wore a gown of white Holland Christian high school and
girls. They were attired in white lution in local harbor improve sing, Benton Harbor, Grand Rapmony and 'The Love of God” and muslin le soie trimmed with Chan- is employed as a fnechanic at Phi sorority.She will teach this
tafleta dresses and wore bands of ments will have to wait until Con- ids and Byron Center.
fall in Holland Mr. Hoogerhyde
‘The Lord's Prayer’ during the tilly lace. The gown was fash- Rooks Transfer Lines.
gress reconvenes next January.
yellow
rose buds in their hair.
Mr. and Mrs. O. R. Trapp enwas. graduated from South High j
ceremony.
ioned with a high neckline and
The couple left on a wedding
Ernest Mreusen of Holland was The informationcame in letters tertained a company of friends
school and will be a senior this ' &
The bride wore a gown of Vic- deep V insertionof Iqce in front trip to Niargara Falls. Canada
best man and the ushers .were from Sen. Arthur Vandcnberg and Saturday evening in' honor of
torian Chantilly lace, fashioned and back. The lace extended down and New York state. For travel- fall at Hope college where he U
Richard Lucking of Kalamazoo, Rep. Bartel Jonkman.
their 30th wedding anniversary.
affiliatedwith Emersonian fratwith off-the-ahoulderneckline, the length of the hoop skirt and ing, Mrs. Bartels wore an aqua ernity.
Harrington had written both Their children came from Chicabrother of the bride, Robert Snow
long pointed sleeves and a full train. A fingertip veil of bridal silk gabardine suit with an orand Ernest Post. Jr., of Holland, officials requestingthat the go for the celebration.
Following their wedding trip to
skirt ending* in a square train. illusion was held in place by a chid corsage and white accesand W. Wayne Sailors of Sturgis. phrase "parUeularl\ with a view
Mr. and Mrs. Leo Van Tasaell of
Canada and the East Coast. Mr.
Her fingertip veil of importedillu- rolled band of tulle and pearl and sories.
At the reception in the Civic to replacing the present rubble Marquette are spending a few
and Mrs. Hoogerhyde will live at
sion was caught with a halo of caught at the sides with orange
The bride was honored at pre- 138 West 14th St. For traveling
auditorium lounge, Mr. and Mrs. mount pier connectionsby con- weeks with her parents, Mr. and
seed pearls. She carried a cascade blossoms. She carried a prayer nuptial showers given by Mrs.
Robert Lucking of Spring Like crete connections at a higher ele- Mrs. George Loveridge.
the bride wore an aqua suit with
bouquet of gardeniasand white book topped with a white orchid John Barfels and daughter, Alma;
were master and mistress of cere- vation' be eliminated from that
Mr. and Mrs. John McVea enblack accessories and an orchid
roses and wore a double strand of and a handkerchiefcarried at a Mrs. John Van Dyke, Jr., and
monies. Music was furnishedby part of the official resolutionor- tertainedfriends from Chicago
corsage.
wedding 54 years ago.
pearls,gift of t. e groom.
Mrs. Gil Altena and Mrs. LaMiss- Connie Leaske, cousin of dering a public hearing to deter- over the week-end.
Miss Arlene Birkholzattended Grave.
Miss Lil.ian Stegenga. sister of
the bride. Mrs. Ernest Post. Jr., mine whether it is advisable to
Mr. and Mrs. Hilbert Hillman
the bride, was maid of honor. She
Drenthe Soldier’s Body
of Holland and Miss Geraldine modify the existingproject m any entertained friends from Kalamawore a pink gown of marquisette
zoo Sunday.
Upplegerof Birmingham presided way.
held in the camp on Sunday morn- Will Arrive in Zeeland
with Chantilly lace cascading to
at
the punch bowl. Others assistCol. J. O. Colonna at the pubing, while two Catholic Masses
the hem lint She carried a casi Excellent
ing at the refreshmenttable lic hearing here Aug. 3 had interare held.
Zeeland. Aug. 19 (Special— The
cade bouquet of pink and white
were Mrs. Robert Dewey, and preted the order in such a way Attempt Burglary Made
body of Pfc. Howard Berens. 19.
roses and delphiniums.
Mrs. Joseph Corsiglia of Kalama- that the Corps of Engineers were At Ninth Street Church
arrived in Zeeland Wednesday
Grover Breen was his brother *
Commodores Ball morning.
zoo. and the Misses Lois Heidanus, more or less limited to whether
best man. Ushers were Paul and
Doris Marsh and ’hyllisHeidan- or not high concrete connections
An attempted burglary was rePfc Berens was inducted into
Staged at Yacht Club
Bon Breen, also brothers of the
us. cousins of the bride.
ahould replace the rubble mounds. ported at Ninth Street Christian
service Sept. 14, 1943. He received
groom.
'The food is excellent and the
Mr. and Mrs. French left on a He suggestedlocal interests at- Reformed church some time early
Commodores and their wives training at Camp Blanding, Fla.,
A reception for 100 guest* was men should return with about 10
ten-day motor trip through Can- tempt to change the wording of Saturday morning but nothing waa
and
Ft. Meade, Md., before going
were
honored
Saturday
night
at
held in the church parlors * Mr. more pounds then when they left
stolen,according to local police.
ada and the New England states, the resolution.
overseas to Italy.
Mrs. Frank Breen were in Holland,"writes the correspond- the Macatawa Bay Yacht club at
the
bride
wearing
a
white
suit
and
Local
interests
are
requesting
a
Police said the dial was knockSurviving are the parents, Mr.
charge of the gift room. Tables ent for Holland’s National Guard the annual CommodoresBall. Mr.
hat with red accessories and a survey to determine the necessity ed off tlie safe and the pins were
and
Mrs.
Herman
Berens
of
and
Mrs.
Jay
H.
Fetter
entertain./ere decorated in pink and white unit now undergoingtheir annual
corsage of red glamellias.
of modernizingthe local harbor. taken out of the safe door bingca.
Drenthe; three sisters.Mrs. Anwith bouquets of mixed flowers. training at Camp Grayling.The ed the group at their home on
The bride was graduatedin Harringtonsaid engineers will The burglars used some of the
drew
Lamer
of Zeeland, Mrs. ArSouth
Shore
Dr.
before
the
formServing were the Misses Cylin- Inen, 108 in all. arrived at Camp
June from Hope college where continue their study on rubble janitor's tools out of the base*thur Schipper.of Oakland and
a Idinner dance at the club.
da Dalman, Arloa Raak. Susie Grayling Jast Saturday and will
she was a member of Sorosis mounds, according to the original ment in their effort to open tha
Joan,
at
home;
the
grandparents,
Decorationswere in keeping
Jean Brandsen,Alaine Dalman, return home Aug. 21.
sorority. She has accepted a teach- resolution, but will not go into strong box.
Mr. and Mrs. Henry Beren* of
Millie 'and Lou Knoll. Mr. and Mrs.
'The first call is at 5:50 a.m. with the occasionLong blue run- Bentheim and Mrs. J. Beyer of Right-year-oldMamhall Elzlnga ing position in the Ypsilanti an advanced survey until brdered "It looked like the work of
ners.
extended
the
length
of
the
certainlyshowed op bir. father and
B. Schout and Mr. and Mrs. W. and we have chow at 6:30 a.m.
schools.The groom is a senior stu- by Congress.
amateurs,” officerssaid.
Drenthe.
ancle when be caught this 29-Inch
Gruppen were in charge.
We go out to the field at 7:30 and tables and white gladioliarrang*.
dent in business administration
Neighbors reportedthey heard
ed
in
circular
form
to
resemble
northern pike weighing 5.S pounds
A- program of sacred selections ittend classes until 11:30. Then
at the University of Michjgan
noises from the church at 3:30
n few days ago while fishing at where he is affiliatedwith Sig- Marriage Licenses
was given with closing remarks its enow time again,” writes the life savers were centered with an Mrs. Jennie Dofgor
a.m. in the morning.
anchor on which was 'ettered the
Bay Mills near Ssult 8te. Marie.
by the Rev. G. J. Rozeboom of correspondent .
ma Nil fraternity. He also attend- Melvin Ritchey. 25, ‘Penn, and
The safe is located on the main
name of the commodore and his Succumbs at Home
The youngster, n seasoned fisher- ed Hope college after service in Mildred Valenoourt, 23, Spring floor of the church in ths rear.
Coopersville.
He explains that the men un- boat Mr*. Robert Visscher was
man, hid a strike after fishing
Lake; Robert Joseph Parr, 26,
Mr. and Mrs. Breen left on a dergo a comprehensive training
Mrs. Jennie Dogger, 79, died less than a half hour. He played the Army Air Force. They will Fort Btnning,Ga. and Genevieve
chairman of the decorations comwedding "trip to northern Michilive in Ypsilanti.
Stockholm— World’s largest city
schedule on many phases of Army mittee and wa* assisted by Mrs. Saturday at her home. 650
the fish for 20 minute* before his
J. Mrok. Holland; Wilbert J. in area is believed to be KittUMu
gan. the bride wearing’ a tan suit life, nomenclature and firing of
Lincoln Ave., following a linger- father helped him take it into the
Harold
Van
Tongeren,
Mrs.
Edwin
Kraak. 21, Zeeland and Dorothy in Swedish Lapland. With only
with matching accessories and a the Ml rifle, pistol, carbine and
Racket and Mr* Edgar Landwehr. ing illness. Surviving are seven boat Before the little excursion Dies on Vacation
DeJonge, 20, Zeeland; Gillis Earl 18,000 inhabitants It covers more
corsage of wl.ite roses.
mortar. Lyle Vander Ploeg, one of
During the evening J. Frank daughter* and three sons, Mrs. Al- waa over, Marshall caught a seGrand Haven. Aug. 19 fSpecial) Brower, 21, Dorr, and Ida Clarissa ground than 18 times the are* of
Mrs. Breen attended Zeeland the newer members of the guard,
DuffyJ Jr., chairman of the club bert Prins of Holland, Anthony cond pike measuring 26 inches on —George Hunter Wills. Sr., 52. of Nienhuis, 18. Hudsonville.
High school and Hope college. She carded a perfect score on the rifle
greater New York city.
aocial committee, presentedcom- of West Allis, Wia, Mrs. Rhine the same dardevle lure. As for his Grand Haven, died unexpectedly
Clarence Kreuze, 23. Hudsonwill teach this fall in Rockford.
modore’s
stars to the present Vander Meulen and Mrs. John father, Peter FJzinga, or his Friday morning at Carp Lake, of ville and Josephine Zichterman,
Mr. Breen also attended Hope Here is a menu as given by the
commodore. Jay H. Fetter.
Schrotenboer of Holland, Mrs. ancle, Bob Waterman of Three a heart attack* He left Monday 24, route 3, Hudsonville; and Elmcollegeand 1>lans to enter Western correspondent: Fried chicken, asFormer commodoresare Hollis Arnold Dykhuilenof Marion, N,y., Riven, their score waa nlL
morning for a vacation. He was er J. Huttmga, 22. Hudsonville,
Theological seminary.
paragus, potatoes, gravy and can- S. Baker, O. W. Lowry, Lester F and Angie, Agnes, Marie, Peter
AMBULANCE SCT
employed at Bastian Blessing.
and Mary Jane Schutter, 20, Jenitaloupe. Platters of fri«I eggs «re Harrett, Philips brooks, A. W. and John, all at home; 18 grandWashington— First issue of fedson.
Norfolk. Virginia, is known as offered the men on many morn*
Tahaney, Peter Van Domelen, Jr., children and two great grandchil- eral reserve note* was made NoNew York replaced Philadelphia Robert H. Scheerhorn, 25, and
the workl’i greatest peanut mar- ings, he writes.
Chester
Van
Tongeren
and
Eddren;
also, five sister* and three vember 16, 1914, with the open- a* the natioq^ financial hub be- Joyce' Van 6u, 24, both of Hoiket.
Proteetant 0churth services are ward Jones.'
brothers.
ing of the federal reserve banks. twees 1830 $id 1940.
^
i
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Sunday School

Chamber

Ballots Are Mailed

After City Attorney McBride

9:36-42

IS,

IStt

Miss Jeanette C. Van Zanten

In 1915

The Chamber of Commerce
Monday circulated ballots for its had made his ruling that the comannual election to name four mon council and that body only
Dorcas was one of those women
members to the board of directors. had the power to purchase or
of means and leisurewho were to Ballots must be returned to the
be found in the apostolic church, Chamber office by 5 p.m. Sept. delegate the power of purchase of
motor fire apparatus, a vote on
and whose abilityand willingness 14.
The following have been nom- the question of purchasinga fire
to minster to their fellow Christtruck was taken and the council
ians accounted for their promin- inated by a specialcommittee apActa

THURSDAY, AUGUST

Misses Leah and Jennie Ten Cate
of Chicago are enjoying a week’s
outing at "Forest Den" cottage,
Castle Park.
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Dorcas, • Woman of Good Works

NEWS

by Henry Overling*

New Home of the
Holland City New*
ence in the communities to which pointed for that purpose: Stuart killed the proposed purchase for
Publi*hed Every Ttaurv
they belonged. But
need not E. Boyd, Cornel Brewer, William some time to come by a vote of
___ ,y by the Sentinel
8 to 3, according to a story apPrintingCo Office 54-5U suppose that her activitieswere J. Brouwer,Kenneth Dean, W. A.
Wert Eighth Street Hol- confined to making the coats and Diekema, John F. Donnelly, Jacob pearing in the Wednesday, Aug.
land lllcblgan
Fris, Dr. H. P. Harms, Arnold 18, issue of the Holland Daily

we

the garments which the widows

left today for an extensivetrip
stopping at Niagara Falls, Buffalo
and New York and will spend the
winter with her brother, the Rev.
J. W. Van Zanten at Metuchen,
N. J.
Miss Mae Stegenga entertain
ed 14 of her friends at her home
at a lawn party last evening.

Woman Follows
Husband

in

Death

Sentinel published in 1915.
Entered as second claa* matter at displayed after her death. Her Hertel, Joe Kramer, O. W. LowThe Holland Boy Scouts will Mrs Mary E. De Vries, 79. widthe post office at Holland.Mich. house may have been one of those ry and Chester Van Tongeren.
under the Act of Congress March 8. in which a congregation met; and
Four blanks also appear on the be the guests of the Holland In- ow of R. C. De Vries, di^d at
1179.
terurban at the big Water Fes- 9:45 p.m. Sunday in the home of
if so there would have been wide ballot for other nominations.
W. A. BUTLER Business Manager scope for her energies.At all
The present board of directors tival at Ottawa Beach Thursday, Mr. and Mrs. Frank Pifer, in
Friday and Saturday afternoons. Jenison park. She had been livevents she was a person of con- consistsof C. G Andreasen, C. B.
Telephone— News Items 3193
Deputy State Game and Fish ing with the Pifers since the death
Advertising and Subscriptions.
3191 siderableimportancein the church McCormick, Henry Maentz, Henry
Warden
Salisbury has been
Ter
Haar,
Jay
Better,
Dr.
Irwin
The publisher shall not be liable at Joppa and one whose loss was a J. Lubbers, Henry Geerds, Marvin watching the Kalamazoo river, of her husband five weeks ago.
Mrs. Pifer was a sister of Dr. De
matter
of
the
gravest
concern.
fhr anv error or errors in printing
and advertising unless a proof of
Woman’s work in the church Lindeman, George Tinholt, John near Saugatuck,recently for vio- Vries.
such advertisementshall have been dates back to New Testament Van Dyke, Clarence Grevengoed, lators of the state fish laws who
Mrs. De Vries was born Dec.
obtained b? advertiser and returned
Bernard De Pree Peter S. Boter have been in the habit of slipping 23. 1868, daughterof the late Dr.
by hi™ in time for correction with times. Nearly every woman among and George Damson.
into Michigan from Chicago for a and Mrs N. M. Steffens. Survivsuch errors or correctionsnoted the early disciples mentioned in
few days’ fishingand then making ing are a sister, Mrs. Dirk V.
plainlythereon,and In such case If the gospels and the epistles is
any error so noted is not corrected
a get away. Sunday the state dep- GWysteen of Long Beach, Calif,
associated
with
some
form
of
publishersliabilityshall not exceed
uty made it a point to be on the and several nieces and nephews.
such a proportion of the entire space Christianservice. The primitive
Kalamazoo and rounded up a Chioccupied by the error bears to the churches were hives of industry.
cago party of fishermen who had
•pace
A
subtle
change
had
come
over
tlaement
neglected to secure a license.
the position of women since the
The 36th annual conventionof
TERMS OF SUBSCRIPTION
dawn of Christianity,and wo find
One year 83.00; Six months II 25; them taking their place in the
the Ottawa County Womans
three months 75c; single copy 5c
Christian Temperanceunion will
SubscriptionspayableIn advance and Christian community with a simGrand Haven, Aug. 19 (Special)
held at the Reformed church in
wll' be promptly dlecontlnuedIf not ple dignity men and women alike,
—No primary electionwill be be
rtnewed.
Spring Lake on August 25 and
servants of the Lord Christ.
necessary for probate judge and
Subscriberswill confer a favor by
26. Mrs. F. J. Vos of Holland is
Allegan. Aug. 19- Allegan1 City
rsporttng promptly any irregularity W’hat were the qualitiesDorcas circuit court commissioners, counin delivery. Write ot Phone 3191.
used in her Master's service ? ty leaders were informedMonday. president of the Ottawa county Council was read to proceed TuesThey were mainly two- -a loving Prosecutor Howard W. Fant re- association and Holland is rep- day with plans to improve the
Christ-taught heart, and a skill- ceived an opinion from Chief As- resented by still another officer, city's water system after Circuit
THE QUESTION OF
Mrs. R. N. De.Merell, correspond- Judge Raymond L. Smith dissolvfull generous hand.
"FBIVILEGE”
sistant Attorney General Elburn
temporary injunction and
Dorcas was a woman with a Parsons, based on facts that only ing secretary. Mrs. Etta Whitman ed
In the recent Allegan Gazette
is superintendent of mothers' dismisseda case to halt such
libel caae that eivkd in a jury loving heart. It is said that pro- two candidates have filed nomina-

No Primaries for

In the

Old

Good

Days

Femville

Man

Dies at Hospital

The

public meeting Wednesday
night to discuss the gas question
was well attended, according" to
a story appearing in the Jan. 9
issue of the Ottawa County Times
published in 1903 by M. G. Manting. Jacob Lokker, president of

—

Fennville, Aug. 19 (Special)
Herbert B. McCarn, 75, former
marshal and street commissioner
here for many years, Jied Sunday
night at the county hospital near
the Business Men’s association, Allegan. He suffered a fractured
hip in a fall at his home five
presided. Prosecutor P. H. McBride opened the discussioiiand weeks ago.
Born in Cheshire townshipOct.
pronounced himself In favor of
private ownership at present. 9, 1872, he married Mae Stearns
Henry Pelgrim, manager of the of Cheshire in 1895. They celeBay View Furniture Cb., ex May- brated their golden wedding annior E. J. Harrington,J. J. Cap- versary three years ago. Mr.

McCarn liveo in Fennville for 33
pon, Andrew J. Ward, B. Steketee,
years. He was a member of the
F. C. Hall, G. Van Schelven, Con
De Pree and others expressed Odd Fellows lodge for 40 years.
Survivingbesides the wife are
themselves strongly jfiwvor of
tr daughters, the Misses Ncile
granting a franchise to a private
corporationwhile Dr. H. Krem- and Alberta of Battle Creek, Mrs.
Ann.Coller of Ana Arbor and Mrs.
ers, B. D. Keppel and John Nies
expressedthemselvesas strongly William Schunck of Pontiac; three
sons, Fred of Gunn Lake, Sidney
in favor of municipalownership.
of New Jersey and Max of Mason;
’A rising vote was taken on the
nine grandchildren;one great
question and there were 38 in fagrandchild and a brother, Archie
vor of grantinga franchise while
of Florida.
18 opposed it
The slicing of beets at the
Holland sugar factory was finished Tuesday afternoon. The plant
has run about 80 days and sliced
31.000 tons of beets from which

Accident Injuries

No. Its not Buffalo Bill or Jesse
Castle Park's own
Carter P. Brown, spor'ing a yard
wide (well almost) straw hat at
the Castle Park Junior horse show
last week. One rumor is that some
of the horses used it as a drinking trough after they had performed.

James but Us

The Milwaukee Journal has

6.250.000 pounds of sugar was
issued a 64-page Centennial ExpoFatal for Child
madf.
sition edition in three sections
The young people of Fourteenth
portraying a century of progress
Street Christian Reformed church
Zeeland, Aug. 19 (Special) — for the state of Wisconsin. Specmet Wednesday night and organ- Terry Lee Zagers, five-year-oldializingin historicalarticles, the
ized a young people'ssociety with
son of Mr. and Mrs. Julius Zag- Journal has several pages of art
the following pfficers: The Rev.
work and ads in color. It also
D. R. Drukker, president; Miss ers of Jamestown, died Saturday devotes several sections to farm
Marguerite Mulder, vice presi- afternoon in St. Mary’s hospital, interests,particularly dairy prodent; Miss Maud Marsilje, secre- Grand Rapids, of injuriesreceived duction and gives particular attary, and James Schoon, treasurer six weeks ago when he was hit by tention to the Centennialexpoa
and Miss Nettie Ten Houten, or- a car in Zeeland. Terry was visit- sition which opened Aug. 7 at
ing his aunt awl uncle. Mr. and State Fair park.
ganist.
meetings
improvements.
disagreement the Sneral public sperity gains friends but adversity ting petitions for probate judge,
The
Pere Marquette Railway Mrs. Clarence Yntema, at the
The Ottawa County Rural CarJudge Smith's ruling was an- company has about- 2,000 tons of lime he was hit by a car driven
in this section had a first-hand tries them. It was not so with her. and that there are no candidates
Hollywood script writers and
opportunity to get acquainted Adversity to her was the sole pass- for circuit court commissioners. riers held their annual electionof nounced late Monday afternoon af- coal at its Waverly yards,
by Jason Vander Weide, 28, of cameramen probably could have
officers last night. Anthony Ros- ter a hearing in Circuit Court in
with the difficulties and hazards port to triendship.Wherever need
County Clerk William Wilds
C. J. Smith has been elected Zeeland.
gained a few winters at the draof news gathering and news dis- or sickness, proverty or death, had been instructed to certify the bach was elected president;Gerrit which attorneys for the six plain- president of the Crisp Creamery
. Surviving are the parents; .matic libel trial in Allegan. One
semination. Any newspaper man wire streching out pale and pit- names of Incumbent Cora Vande Rutgers, vice president; John tiffs contended a thrte-fifths company to take the place of Ed- brother tonme- (he pandparenu, partis, arlj. abs01.binsincidcnt
Anywhere soon gets used do the eous hands, there was always one Water and Frederick T. Miles, Jr. Brinkman, secretary and treasur- vole was necessaryto pass such ward Watson who moved to Jeni Mr. and Mrs. Jacob Vande Bunte
occurred the first day when Leo
fact that the average citizen is hand ready to grasp them and lift as candidates for probate judge In er. The executive board is com- a bond issue. They said of 1,023 son.
of Hudsonville and Mr. and Mrs.
Hoffman who was defendinghis
posed
of
B.
Vander
Hoide,
Zeevotes
cast
in
a
recent
special
them
up.
And
thus
she
was
alunder the densest misapprehenthe November election. The
Miss Helen McCredie, a teacher Albert Zagers of Jamestown; al- own case was called to the stand.
land;
Joe
Padmos,
Hudsonville,
election,428 or 42 Va per cent opsion about the materialhe sees ways wanted. For as long as the November ballot will provide
in the fourth grade, of our schools, so a great grandmother,Mr*. Ida With Rex Orton, counsel for
world lasts tbe cry of human need spaces for write-in names for cir- and Dick Oosting, Holland. A re- posed the issue. Plaintiffsbe- has taken a position in the Grand Klooster of Jamestown.
In his dally paper.
plaintiff, shooting rapid-firequesport of the National convention lieved an expenditureof $18,000
In the Allegan case two citizens will always be heard, and they cuit court commissioners.
Rapids schools.
tions and Hoffman answering just
was
given
by
Clifford
Hopkins
would
accomplish
the
same
purwho
can
hear
it
and
answer
it
will
of that area charged that the
Miss Ruth Kerkhof has accept- Youth Injured Trying
as
quickly . . . and possibly more
who
was
the
Ottawa
delegate
at
pose as the city's plan which calls
Allegan paper had libeled them never be out of request. And beed th£ position as missionary
loudly . . , Court Stenographer
the convention in Detroit.
for an outlay of $125,000,'
and hence had damaged them to ing in request, they will always
among the mountain whites in To Push Car from Stud
Dan Vander Werf had a rough
About 500 people attended the
Appearing for the defendants Jackson county, Ky.
the extent of 110,000‘s worth. be hapy.
time. Dan finished the day with a
Trinity church Sunday school pic- were City Manager Philip H.
The Jury couldn’t decide whether How was Dorcas led to her life
The new Fourteenth Street Grand Haven, Aug. 19 (Special) big blister on the side of his little
nic
at
Castle
Park
yesterday.
Beauvais;
Roscoe
E.
Myers,
asthis had or had not been done, of loving helpfulness? No doubt
Christian Reformed church will be —Arthur Miller, route 1, Grand finger, the result of paper burns.
The picnic was a complete success sistant general manager at Blood
and to that question must be held there was something in her endedicated
the last week • in this Haven, was injured at 2:15 t.m.
Entry Into
in every way. It seems that things Bros. Machine Co.; George Uphi abeyance for the present
vironment that pointed that way.
month or the first week in Feb- Sunday morning while trying to
TTie easy camaraderieof attorpassed off too smoothly as trouble dyke, insurance agent; Mrs. EsBut a surprisingly large num- She appears to stand alone in the
help remove a car from the sard
ruary.
"Chances are excellent for a was bound to come before the
neys
behind thfc scenes has been
ther
Morris,
administrator
of
Alber of citizens are firmly con- world. She appears,too, to have Holland baseball club to enter
Miss Dora Nienhuis and Con- at Grand Haven Stale park oval.
vinced that when they carry a been in easy if not in affluent cir- the Michigan-Indiana semi-pro picnickers could get home. Soon legan Health Center, and John E. rad Smith of Crisp were married (Jack Straehlei of Oaklawn, III, well established throughout the
years, and the off-the-scenechumafter they started for home on the Vogt, sanitary engineer for the
story of skullduggery to an editor cumstances.She had time to deTuesday evening at 224 13th St, and Miller, a passengerin the miness of Hoffman and Orton was
baseballleague next season,” Russ
and it does not appear, said edi- vote life to something else than Vander Poel, booking manager for Holland Interurbancars, all the state Department of Health. All the Rev. A. Keizer officiating. Straehler car, left Harbor Ave.
no exception. At one point during
tor is in league with the crook her own support. In a self-center- the Holland Flying Dutchmen, re- power went out of the line be- testified of the great need tor betT. W. Oakley, local manager and crossed the sand to enter the the long seven-hourwait of the
cause
of
a
burned
out
switch
and
ter water facilities.
Or crooks and is protecting him ed life there are few conditions ported Monday.
of the H. J. Heinz Co., will leave oval which is closed at midnight. jury (which incidentallycould not
Plaintiffs’attorneyssaid they
or them. The citizen does not more certain to spell out misery Vander Poel made the state- the picnickers were stranded at
Saturday for Pittsburgh to attend The car became stuck in the sand agree) Leo asked Rex what of his
stop to think that the editor can #nd ill-health. No need to work! ment following a conferencewith various intervals between Holland would appeal the case. Plaintiffs the annual convention of mana- and Miller got out to push. When
worldly goods would Orton want
and Castle Park. It was more
be dragged into court, and often No interest in life.
Tate Edgell, a representative of than two hours before cars got in are Oliver Hayward, Edward gers of local branches of the firm. the car began to move, his arm if his client won the case. Dan
Whitney, Glenn Thompson, Floyd
il, as was shown in the Allegan
Dorcas would have been in a the semi-proleague, Friday.
The Bell TelephoneCo. has fin- was badly gash id on a door han- Vander Werk quipped: "A life
motion again. People who had J. Rockwell, Joseph Mosier and
ease. His paper is financiallyre- sad plight if it had not been for
"There is one condition, howished
its line from Grand Junc- dle. He was treated at Municipal subscriotion to the Allegan Gasponsible for the truth of every one thing the main thing in all ever. Holland must install more gone to the picnic in automobiles Charles Feek. Defendantsare the tion through Bravo, Fennville, hospital.
zette." There was a good laugh
word that is printed,and he must her history, the mainspringof all and better seating facilitiesat learning of the plight of the city of Allegan, City Manager New Richmond, Douglas and SauStraehler was charged by city
all around.
people
in
the
cars,
made
frequent
always be able to prove every her activities, the keynote of all Riverview Park" he said. Edgell
Beauvais and five councilmen.
gatuck. It will be extended to police of illegal entry into a state
word in court by evidence that the beautiful music of life she has visited Holland on several trips to Holland. Jitney bus men
park. He was to be arraigned City fathers enjoyed treats at
Benton Harbor.
council meeting when Second
will stand up in a legal sense. loved her Lord. But she learned occasions and is impressed with from Holland soon learned the
The Observer office and resi- Monday before Justice Peter Ward Alderman Mel Van TatCnThis fact soon develops in my to some purpose. She had learned the condition of the diamond, but predicament of the people and
Verduin.
dence are now lighted by elechove celebratedthe arrival of a
newspaper man a sense of respon- the meaning of that new com- said the seating facilities at the rushed to the scene. The sight of
tricity. The “juice" is procured
new daughter. The braver solons
the
jitneys
raised
the
spirits
of
sibilitythat the average citizen mandment, love one another as I park must be greatly improved if
from our own private plant, opaccepted “seegars" specially ladoes not even begin to appreci- haved loved you. And she had a local club would be admittedto the Hollanders, but when the jiterated by a gasoline engine. The
beled “It’a a Girl." Others had
ney
sign
was
knocked
down
and
ate.
learned that a truth becomes al- the- loop.
capacity of the dynamo is fifin
candy ban.
the price went up to 50c per pasBut along with it goes a sense together different when it is re"We are going to think about it senger up came the Dutch and
teen 16-candle power lights of 110
of responsibility to print the alized in action.
awhile and try to find out the revolts each.— Coopersville ObservCol. J. O. Colonna of Milwaukee
the
jitney
men
received
very
little
Katherine
Vander
Hulst,
39,
of
facts even though they are unNot only did she have the price- action of the fans to the idea,"
er.
Did you ever think ot losing a who was in Holland to conduct a
Zeeland,
recovering
in
trade
at
that
price.
This
news
pleasant to individualities
or the less gift of a loving heart, she had Vander Poel said.
Sheriff Dykhuis has announced $100 bill then find it in a trash public hearing on harbor improvestory appeared in the Thursday, Huizinga Memorial hospital Mongeneral public. In the Allegan also a skillful, enterprising hand.
The league is one of the strongments was taken on a cruise of
day from injuries received when the following appointments of box?
case the editor testifiedthat he Looking into the satchel of her est semi-pro loops in this area of Aug. 19. issue.
It happenedhere in Holland last Lake Macatawa and the harbor in
Herman Heyns was ordained she was hit by a car Saturday deputy sheriffs for the ensuing
felt it his duty to print the story possibilities,she saw that she did
the country and includes such
year; Bastian D. Keppel, Holland; Friday.
Bill Tahaney's yacht after the
that dragged him into court not have many talents there. She clubs as Lafayette. Kenosha, St. last evening as missionary of the afternoon while walking on M-21 Hans Dykhuis, Grand Haven;
Three youths from Missouri hearing. But he forgot the wooden
near
Waverly
road.
class
is
Zeeland,
Christian
ReformWhatever may or may not be was not what the world would Joe Auscos, Benton Harbor, Ft.
ed church.
Thrown 20 feet by the impact, Peter Bos, Holland; Cornelius came into a shoe store on Seventh shoes which were presented at a
true in this case, that is often call a gifted woman. She could not Wayne and South Bend.
Miss
Vander Hulst received a frac- Andre, Jenison; Austin Harring- St. and one of them purchaseda luncheon that noon, hence could
On
request
of
Charles
A.
Floyd,
true in any newspaper office.
prophesy like the daughter of PriStrength of tl\e league can be
ton, Macatawa Park; J C. Schaap, pair of shoes. He threw the wrap- not prove that they would float
Least of all does the average lip. She had a skillful hand. And determined from the fact that the general manager of the Holland tured collar bone and other bruisZeeland: Cornelius Vander Noot, pings from the footwear on the in the channel This claim was
es
as
well
as
shock.
Hospital
authInterurban
company,
the
Holland
reader understand the question she was a woman of initiative, St Joe Auscos in the 1947 season
Grand Haven; Fred M. Kamfer- floor and wore the new shoes.
made by Col. Henry Geerds who
af “privilege’' in news reporting. who could strike out a new. idea captured the National Semi-pro Chamber of Commerce will act as oritiessaid she would be released
beek, Holland; Don J. Ives, CoojJMeanwhile, a $100 bill which he presented klompen to Col. Colonin
a
day
or
two.
She
had
recoverhosts
at
the
farmers'
picnic
with
If a citizen has been accused of and to realizeit. In the meeting, championship at Wichita, Kans.
ersville;Benjamin B. Hass, Ber- had in his old shoes dropped out na and to Col. A. R. Striegl.
being a crook in a public docu- while tile others were preaching Star player on the squad is Benny an exceptionallyfine program and ed coasciousness by the time she
lin; Arend J. Klaver, Grand Hav- during all the trying on and changment like an indictment or a war- and praying, she would be silent; McCoy formerly of the Detroit free barbecueat noon at Jenison arrived at the hospital in a
en; James Parady, Allendale; Bert ing. John Bouwman swept up the
park,
Wednesday,
Aug.
25.
The
Holland
ambulance.
Some listeners to The Sentinel’s
rant, a newspaper may quote such but when the meeting was over
Tigers and the Philadelphia AthDriver of the car, 16-year-old C. Van Dyke, Zeeland; Arie P. loose wrappings from the floor newscastsover WHTC have telecommittees are as follows: ReAllegation without fear of prose- you would have seen ner in her letics.
ception committee, A. H. Land- Los Woodwyk, also of Zeeland, Zanting,Holland;John C. Dyk- and threw them into a trash box phoned to ask what the reporters
cution. But if a newsman knows little home busy early and late,
Other sportsmen in this area, wehr, chairman, Frank Bolhuls, t< Id officershe lost control as he huis, Grand Haven.
in the rear of the store.
mean when they say “that’s 30
In the depths of his heart and soul making garments by which she
who have been quizzed on the Fred Beeuwkes, G. J Diekema, was riding east on M-21. His car
All previous records were That afternoon the youth came for now.” That's
newspaper
1 that a man is a crook, he has to clothed the widows and orphans
idea, are enthusiastic about the
broken by County Clerk Hoyt last into the store, his face "very” term meaning “all done." The
keep still about it in print if he of Joppa. And thus, without know- plan to bring high class baseball G. Van Schelven, Charles A. '‘.ft the road and hit Miss Vander
Floyd, H. Groenewoud. N. Hof- Huls who was walking on the year in the issuing of marriage white, and explained how be for- term is said to derive from the
does not wish to be hailed into ing it, she became a kind of pion- to this city.
fiteen. Ben Mulder, M. A. Sooy; si.oulder.The car swung around licenses. The number issued was got about the money in his old days when national new* was recourt
eer in Christian work, and made
The league plays Sunday base- barbecue service committee,Her- in the opposite directionand roll- 385. The previous high record was shoe. They began to recount handceived by Morse code. Thirty storThere is a deep and widespreadherself famous in the church as ball, but a schedule could be ar370. Of the contractingparties ling the old shoes and traced the ies was about a day's work for a
man Van Tongeren, chairman; ed over on its side.
ignorance on the part of the gen- the founder of Dorcas societies.
ranged to exclude Holland from Bert Slagh, Dick Boter, J. VanWoodwyk was accompanied by who share in Mr. Hoyt's licenses papers to the trash box.
telegrapher. Another version is
eral public about the law of libel, What wonders the needle has
doing so, if they so desire,it was
152 hailed from Holland city. 81
1 Is younger brother, Anthony, 15.
der.sluis,
George
Van
Landegend,
They found the $100, trampled that most news editors try to get
especially as it is affected by this wrought since then in the hands reported.
from Grand Haven and 67 from and creased. After a full five minJ. S. Dykstra, N. Dykema, P. No- Neither was injured.
at least 30 stories on the front
questionof “privilege.’’ Occasion- of loving women; what garments
Zeeland.
Sheriff's
officers
indicated
they
utes the thankful Missourianleft page. The Ambusher leans toward
tier,
R.
Nies,
P.
Nies,
P.
Dulyea,
.ally a libel case like the one in it has made to clothe the hungry;
ihe store ready to resume his the former idea.
E. Stone, Milo De Vries and J. E. probably would charge Woodwyk’s
the Allegan court is a reminder what churches it has built; what Tour Light Plant
' happy" vacation.
Dekker; sport committee, Jake father with allowing an unlicensed
of the fact that there are hazards missions it has equipped.
Grand Haven, Aug. 19 (Special
Lokker, chairman, W. Visser, A. driver to operate a car.
In the distributionof news that
—On
Wednesday
and
Thursday,
When Dorcas died we get a
Klomparens,G. Cook, E. P. Davis, The Woodwyks live about two
We salute the new “Ho-Bo Ken- Speeder Arraigned
many are likely to forget
glimpse of the scene— all the wi- visiting Mexican officialsvisited
(From Saturday’* Sentinel)
blocks
from
the
Vander
Hulsts
in
C. Fris, D Jellema. J. Rutgers,
nels" out Virginia park way.
Grand Haven, Aug. 19 (Special)
dows stood by weeping and show- the Grand Haven M’..nicipal light
Mrs. Kate Veldbeer, Mrs. Leona
Zeeland.
W. H. Orr and B. Vander Poel.
In one house, the Verne C. Hohls
Nienhuis and son and Mrs. Gerald
ing the garments she had made, plane Paul Ar’igas and Pedro
-Richard Wallace, 22. of Grand
have a cocker, a setter and a cat.
Veldbeer and .children spent a few
we see now sincerely sne was Llubere of Mexico City, who are The classigof Holland of the
Rapids, who failed to respond to
Reformed church at its next meet- Tragedy Averted Here as
days’ vacationrecently in De- Next door the Floyd Boeremas
mourned. She had not only done members of the Mexican governa
trafficsummons charginghim
ing
will
be
asked
to
pass
upon
troit. Albert Redder spent last have two Irish setters, a beagle
good but she was good. And now ment power commission came to
the
feasibility
of
moving
the
ReWave
Swamps
Small
Boat
hound
"Lady"
and
10
hound
pupwith
speed’ng on July 29, 1947,
Thursday with Mr. and Mrs. Hentney felt she had died too soon. Grand Haven with Louis C. Rove
formed church at Graafschap to
pies who first saw the light of was picked up by city polic*
o.
Milwaukee
With
them
was
A.
ry
MaaL
In their trouble some one thought
a location more easily accessible TYagedy was averted on Lake * The annual neighborhoodpicnic day Sunday.
Monday on a warrant, brougnt
of Peter who was only a few miles A. Elizondo, Mex’can representaWhile the Boeremas boast of before justice George B. Hotfer
Calvin Pigeon, 23, of 24 West off. 'ine apostie came, no doubt, tive for Nordberg Mfg. Co. The on the south shore of Black lake. Macatawa Sunday afternoon when will be held at Tunnel park on
a
small
pontoon
boat
was
swampThe Misses Katherineand Bernumbers, the Hohls claim the rec- and paid $25 fine and $13.65 costs.
First S-., wa* sentenced to serve only to sympathize. But he found Mexican government is building a
Thursday evening.
30 days in the county jail Monday himself in an atmosphereof earn- diesel generating plant in Mexico tha Rosbach left last night for ed by the waves of a power boat
Mrs. John Mast was a visitor in oixj for solicitude.Their setter
when he appeared beforev Muni- est believingprayer and he recall- City similar to the Grand Haven Rehoboth,New Mexico, to resume pulling a water skier.
the home of Mrs. Gerrit Dries- "Punky" has just recoveredfrom
a broken leg (right rear). For
cipal Judge Cornelius vander ed the unlorgotten scene when his municipal plant. Artigas and their work as missionaries among The unidentified occupant of enga last Wednesday.
Meulen on a <Lunk and disorderly Master restored the daughter of Llubere studied the operations of the Navajo Indians after a fur- the small boat proved to be a
The young people of the Soutn two weeks the family was kept
lough of six weeks spent with rel- good swimmer and was taken Olive church, had their annual busy taking care of Punky and his
charge.
Jairus to life. He lifted up his the Grand Haven plant and also
aboard the motor boat. The man outing at Ottawa beach last splint
His companion,Russell Oske- heart to God, and then, gently visited several manufacturing atives here.
Impetus was given the plan to received minor cuts on one leg, Tuesday evening.
boose, 23, also of 24 West First and softly, yet knowning that the firms here that are supplied with
________ ____
build a concrete
road ______
from De caused by the propeller of the
St., * was sentenced to serve 10
Mrs. John W. Nienhuisaccom- The Coldwater Daily Reporter
Holy Spirit was breathing in the power by the light plant.
(rait to Grand Haven by way of small outboardmotor.
days andpay 310 fine and $3.90 words, he .said, "Tabitha arise."
panied Mrs. Leona Niephuis and has issued a three-section36-page
The motor also was rescued and Jan to Grand Haven last Tuesday “ProgressEdition"in connection
Lansing and Grand Rapids at a
costs, on a similar charge, or The closed eyelids looked out on
meeting of the trustees of the taken ashore with the boat. Glenn where they visitedMr. and Mrs with the opening of a new Reaerve 30 days in all.
lUtwit
life again. She came back to her
Michigan Good Roads associationVan Volkenburg was operating Raymond Nienhuis.
The two were arrested by local old work; doubtless,at first, with
porter building and three-day
in Lansing yesterday, according the motor boat pulling Don JalvIf yt Sum m ikt btllom,Stum
police.
sales offered by Coldwater meca little regret.She had been well
mdtfvmt
to a story appearing in the Fri- ing on water skis.
Others fined in Municipal Court content to depart and be with
chanta. The new newspaper plant
Local Water Skiers
day, Aug. 20, issue.
were R. J. Grace, 23, Lake Bluff, Christ; but soon the needs and
in a one-story building is modern
AUGUST
Two large meetings were held
111., speeding, $10; Harold V. sorrows of Joppa would absorb
in every
Show at Pentwater
C tod 0 Will Operate
tt-Cotomondo raid an
yesterday
afternoon
and
evening
Lindemulder,20, Cioero, HI., her longing heart once more.
The Independence Examiner,InDwppa. Franca. 1942
in the Central Park church New Streamlined Cart
driving without due caution, $15;
Ten members of the Macatawa dependence.Mo., recently issued
when
the
Mothers’
Council
gathDonald Woltera, Jr., 19, route 2,
Bay Water Ski club put on an ex- ’a 50th anniversary edition of 72
•-Garmana lavada Belered there. One of the features of
Passenger trains of the Ches- hibitionof water skiing Saturday pages. Largely an historicalediglum. 1914 Holland, due caution, $15; Robert Auto Hits Train
MMh.
the decorations was a large Jap- apeake and Ohio Railway Co. and Sunday at, Pentwater lake.
11 McVoy, 21, Grand Rapids, stop
Grand Haven, Aug. 19 (Special)
tion, the paper has several aecanese flag furnished by Mrs. which pass through Holland on The event was spoRsored by the
11— Bottle d Chattanooga
street, $4; Charles Hendricks, 48, — Leland Glover, 21, of route 1,
tions devoted to happenings in
1861
Willis J. Hoekje.
the Grand Rapids to Chicago ruas Pentwater chamber of commerce.
Zeeland, . permittingunlicensed Spring Lake, escaped injury last
1898 through 1947, a year to a!
The
handlers
of
fish
for.
the
hosoon will be operating with eight
driver to driW truck. $10r L F. Friday night when the car he was
Trick riding, double and tfam page.
#— FWd Great founded or
tels and restaurants'in Grand new streamlined stainless steel
Van Hess, of 570 Grove, drive, driving struck a “slow moving"
riding and clown acts were feaGeneva 1864
Rapids
are
very
much
perturbed
railroad
cars.
stop street, $2; Nattlie Thomson, passenger train at a Grand Haven
tured. Liz Sharp new • national
Maybe
It’s a bit late noW, but
over the new law which prohibits The new’ cars are part' of a lot junior girls champion, performed
Pontiac, no operator's license. $1. crossing.Only “slight" damage
85 — Fun US teapiane pov
If anybody found a pair ol glasses
the selling of perch caught from of 46 cars to b* used in the C and
Parking fines of $1 were assess- was done to the car. Witnesses
,
some of her tournament tricks. with dark red frames last Tulip
the inland lakes, and goes into efsystem. They were ordered Others skiing were Arlene Vander Time and doesn't know what to
Brouwer, of 361 Maple told police the signal lights were
84—
Maaocr*
d
Huguenot
fect August 24.
more than three yean ago.
Von Ins, route 4; working at the ci casing. Glover
Heuvel, Marilyn Gingrich, Laurie do with them, they belong to Mrs
Artl 1572
WMT 7M£ HtJCK.
The Misses Henrietta Bolka, Six coaches a twin-unit diner Ann Hohl, Bob Sligh, Dick Sligh,
Bidder, of 38 East was given a summons for failure
J. E. Henry, 2706 East 75th Place.
Bell Van Haaften. Ethel Luid- and an observation-dome car will Charles R. Sligh, Jr., Charles R.
rri VOUR NBCK.
CaAuwe, of 28, to stop his car in an assured clear
Chicago, 49. Mrs. Henry wrote of
ens, Gertrude De Witt and Fanny be used on the Chicago-Grand
distance. ^
Sligh, 111, Arthur Mortenson,and her plight to the Chamber of
.MICHIGANDI»A«TIMWI Of CONUIVATION
Wiersing of this city and the Rapids runs.
Bill Tellin*
Commerce some time,
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THI
nings were scoreless,with both
pitchers settling down to what
looked like it might be a pitcher’s duel. But the fourth inning
quickly disproved any reasoning

four for

the Porter
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IS, 1S4S

Sullivan

and played excellent defensive announced that Clarence Jahrlag

Cubs.

Engaged

Bow

ball.
captured the Senior Men's HandiBooking Manager Russ Vander
Losing pitcher waa B Icemen, cap tourney by edging Goorfl
Poel also announced today that
who waa in trouble in almoat Sllkkers,3 and 2.
the originallyscheduled game
every inning. H* went the aeven
The Holland golferswill Slay a
of that kind.
with the Chicago Neva Billiards
inning route for the Pop Ups.
return
match with the Spring
Slugfest
Outfit;
District Title
. Kalamazoo broke into the scor- has been cancelled. A new foe
Lake golfers at the Spring Laks
ing column first with four runs will be announced later.
Country club, Wednesday. HolGruil Ha?ea
in the third with the help of a
land bowed 321-27| in their Hist
Forfeit
13-4
three run homer into the left field
meeting.
)ies
at
Sanitariui
stands by LeftfielderThomas.
Holland waited until the fourth
Is
The regularly scheduledLions
The Holland Furnace company Grand Haven, Aug. 19 (Special) Duluth— The Mississippiriver,
Locals Connect for
inning to open their scoring bid—
league doubleheader turned out
softball aggregation heaped glory — Mn. Katherine Walker, 30, of
which hu its origin near Laks
but it was worth waiting for. Five
17 Hits and 16 Runs;
to be a single contest Saturday
upon itaelf Monday night when it Grand Haven township died in
solid singles and a double by Lou
Howell sanitarium a’. Howell Sat- Itiuca in Minnesota, flows north
Is
afternoon when Ford Phillies were
c.ptured the Weatem Michigan
Borgman sent six runners across,
Wlodarczyk Leads
urday afternoon. She had been in and east for almost 100 miles bogiving Holland a 6-4 margin.
forced to forfeit their game to
District softball title at Grand 1 health for the last four years
fore it finally turns southward.
It was all hitting and no pitchHolland police remained on the
After a scoreless fourth, the
Fillmore, because of a lack of
Haven. The locals easily disposed and had been a patient at tbe
ing in the Flying Dutchmeu- Cubs retaliated in their fifth to lookout Tuesday for 21-year-old players. In the first contest, the
of the Camfield Pop Up* outfit, sanitariumtinea June, 1947. She
Kalamazoo Porter Sullivan en- once again move into the lead. Dick Van Dyke of Holland who is
score
was
worse
then
a
forfeit,
13-4 to earn the right to repre- was bom May k, 1918 in Muskaamong
the
missing
with
a
ased
counter at Riverview Park Mon- They combined three hits with a
gon county. She married Howard
with
Hart
and
Cooley
drubbing
sent this districtin the Regional
day night. All told, 28 ryns were walk and a balk by Pitcher Lefty car owned by United Auto Sales.
Walker Feb. 11‘ 1941. Her husDuffy’s
Shamrocks,
22-3.
Duffy
meet
to
be
played
at
Grand
RapThe
search
is
just
another
link
scored and 32 hits boomed in Van Wieren to pash across three
band la co-owner of Fiesta cafe in
was
forced
to
play
the
contest
ids
next
week.
7th and Cantral
Riverview Park during the three runs, making the count, Kalama- in a long chain of events which
Grand Haven. She is the former
without
several
of
its
stars.
Their
next
foe
will
be
the
win•tarted
when
the
young
man
took
hour clash, Holland finallywon zoo 7, Holland 6.
Katherine
Kubon.
Hart and Cooley wasted little
ner of the Allegan districttourThe Dutchmen moved in front a '36 model from the car lot on a
16-12.
Surviving are the husband,
time
with
the
hapless
Duffy
club,
ney which is scheduled to end
trial
basis
Saturday.
Holland garnered 17 safeties, 8-7 in their fifth on four hits
Howard; one »on, Robert; her parconnecting
for
15
runs
in
the
first
this
week.
This
contest
between
Later that afternoon, police rewhile the losing Cubs managed to and an error. Lefty Van Wieren
the locals and Allegan is slated ents, Mr. and Mrs. Rudolph
Min Franceo Dykema
highlighted the rally with a dou- ceived a call that there was a three innings off Howie Schutt,
connect for 15 hits.
for 9 p. m. at the Ann and Turn- Kubon; six sisters and two brothDuffy
flinger. Eight hits, many exreckless
driver
in
the
vicinity
of
Mr.
and
Mrs.
Louis
Dykema,
51
It was the second victory for ble to left field. Holland added
er
athletic field next Monday ers.
tra base blows, highlighted the East 20th St., announce the enthe locals over the Kalamazoo another in their sixth inning to Seventh and Central. They innight.
scoring
sprees.
An
eight
run
third
gagement
of
their
daughter,
Franvestigated
but
the
car
had
left.
A
Cubs, managed by Coach Charlie take another two run lead, 9-7.
Holland had earned the right to BEnd Bogey Winners
was their biggest scoring inning. ces, to Wesley Vryhof, son of Mr
Maher of Western Michigan col7th at Central
Phone StSS
But the stubborn Kalamazoo half hour later they were inform- Frank Wlodarczyk with two
and
Mrs.
Cornelias Vryhof, East compete in the Grand Haven fined
the same car was involved in
lege. Holland used two pitchers, lads fought back valiantly and
als
last
week
by
hurdling
the
24th
St.
home
runs
in
two
innings
was
the
Lilted an Leal Links
an accident near that intersection.
again knotted the count in their
Dake Engine Co., 8-0.
They found an occupant in the hitting star.
seventh, on a double, a triple and
Holland fans, like to many
Blind bogey winners named at
It was Cork Weener. on the
The winners added two more
car. but the man said he could not
a walk. Holland quickly dampened
others all over the world, paid
mound Monday night, who gained the Legion Memorial course this
identify the driver who had pick- in the fourth, three in the sixth
tribute to the Internationally their hopes for a victory, however
turned the victory leaf for his week-end are: Chris Den Herder
him up. The accident was a and two in the seventh to comknown sportsfigure.Babe when the locals pounded out three ed
second victory of the District Jay Fetter, Lee Kleis, Vem Tula,
minor affair in which the used car plete their scoring.
hits, good for five runs to take a
Ruth, who died Monday night,
tournament.He allowed just four George Sllkkers, Joe Kramer and
Duffy garnered its only scores
hit another in backing from a
14-9 margin. %
WEDDING STATIONERY
by standing In silent respect
scattered safeties,striking out Del Koop.
in the fifth inning on two hits
parking stall.
for a moment during the sevEveryone in the park thought
Earl Holkeboer,club pro, also
five Grand Haven batters in going
On Sunday morning,-a repre- and a walk. There might have
enth inning of the Dutchmen
that the Cubs would quit at thus
the distance.
Large Variety
sentative of United Auto Sales in- been a few more tallies, if an
tilt.
point— that is everyone but the formed police the youth had tak- alert HC infield hadn’t executed
new stamp issue has been
The Heaters bats were far from
Now Modem Typo Feee
Cubs themselves. With two run- en a second car on a trial basis the first triple play of the Lions received bv Holland Postmaster silent. Altogether the hickory
Just Arrivsd
Lefty Van Wieren and Bob Van- ners on in the eighth Right fielder
Saturday afternoon. Van Dyke league season.
Harry Kramer which commem- boomed for 11 hits. Including
denberg in the contest, while Bauman took hold of a fast ball said his mother had just arrived
many extra base blows,
One of The World’s Largaat
IIC baiters combined on 13 hits
NAPKINS - Plain or prints*
Kalamazoo used three flingersin of Bob Vandenberg, who had in Holland by bas and was too compared to three for the Duffy orates the 100 years of progress
Manufacturers of
Camfield took a iwo run lead
an effort to stem the tide.
relieved Van Wieren on the tired to come down to the lot. In aggregation.Frank Wlodarczyk of women.
Whit# or Calorsd
in the first inning on two hits,
COAL
OIL
GAS
The three cent stamp is blue hut the Heaters came back with
Oddly enough the first two in- mound, and sent it into the left good faith, the firm let the youth was the winning pitcher.
Hooting Equlpmont
and has three pictures in the cenfield si and1;. The score now stood,
six in their second to virtually
take the second car. a '33 model.
Sold by
ter. They are of Elizabeth StanHolland 14, Kalamazoo12.
clinch the victory at this point.
The youth has not returned to
ton. Carrie C. Catt and Lucretia The Hollanders added six more
Holland quickly assured the ul- the place he was staying on East
Mott.
CO.
in the fourth inning as a matter
timate victory, however, in their Eighth St. since Saturday afterKramer said he has received of “insurance".
eighth with two more runs. The noon. police said. He also had
Batwoan
7th
and
Ith
ia
US Kaat 14th St.
onh a limited supply of the new
The winners netted their final
Collect Avt
Cubs went scoreless in rheir ninth been staying on Fast 18th St.
HOLLAND
PHONB
2738
stamps.
tally in tin* fifth, whilp Grand
inning.
ZEELAND PHONE 469F4
First Grid Drill
Meanwhile, an announcement Haven pushed its lust marker
Phono 4406 177 Collogt Avo.
Frank Wlodarczykled the locals Local Woman’s Father
Buy Lonnox — Van Buy Quality
from Washington says tlie supply across in the seventh inning.
at hat with three hits in three
A large crowd of enthusiastic of air mail stamps commemorat- Ken Bauman led the local oftrips to the plate, while Right- Succumbs in Florida
toMt— oMWMMMaei
gridders greeted Coach Curley ing the founding of the city of fense with three hits In four yoooaooaooataoaMaoyoMMaa—
fielder Baujnan had four out of
Wiegerink at the opening session greater New fork is exhausted.
times at bat John Tula, Furnace
Word has been received by Mrs.
Kramer sent a query asking for catcher, garnered two aafctiaa
of the Holland Hurricanepractice
Louis Poppema, 194 West 24th
on the 19th Street athletic field additional. copies of the stamp
St., of the death Saturday of her
Monday night Coach Wiegerink and was informed only a limited
father, C. E. Crandall, 87. of Ocwas in charge of the drills in the number were printed.
ala, Fla. He had been ill for tw-;
a sence of Len Van Hoven who is
years. He was a former resident
on vacation. Wiegerink is slated Held at Kollen Park
Includat
of Ventura and Grand Rapids but
Cjfi
EVERT
PRINT
NEARLY ALL SIZES
to handle the backfield this seahad lived in Florida for the last
VACUUMING
INTERIOR
Vande
Water
Reunion
MAKES
BETTER
son
and
Van
Hoven,
the
line
JO
30 years Funeral services were
CHECK BRAKE FLUID

Holland Wins
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Mars Play

Dick
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With
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ALL

DAY.
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SUPER SERVKC

Stamp Issue
Honors
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A

LENNOX
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Hurricanes Hold

ENLARGING

OWN

WC LAST

ENLARGEMENT

REPAIR NOW!

Oil Saak.

plea-

PHOTO and GIFT SHOP
ta East eth Street

sure to your car.

t^S.

OUR LUBRICATION

FINE FOOD;

way la
bvy rapalri.

chores.
More than 165 descendants of
Highlighting the new prospects
who reported Monday are: Mervin the Vande Water family gathered
Caracas,Ven.— British, French
at Kollen park Friday afternoon
and Dutch possessions in South Aylworth, who played for the for their annual reunion which
Grand Rapids All Stars last year.
America have a combined populaJim Abl$ of Hudsonville who this year attracted relativesfrom
tion of about 545,000 persons.
played tackle for Western State as far away as Midland Park.,
last season and Pat Garzilloni, N. J., and Phoenix, Ariz.
who was unable to report Mon- The Rev. John Vande Water of
You’ll be
day night, but will be out to- Midland Park was elected presinight. He is a hard driving full- dent. Other officersare L. B.
thrilled
Dalman, vice-president; Henry
back from Coopersville.
at tht telectlona
Veterans who returned Mon- Smallegan, treasurer, and Mrs.
In flna designs of
day night are: Jason De Vries. Francis Hoek, secretary, all local
held

Ave.

A1 Kling, Jim Schurman, Stan
McClure. Don Leeuw, George

ELECTRIC CO.
West 8th

50

»L

residents.

Elaine De Ridder, Mrs. R. De
Haan and Mr. and Mrs. Harold

Asuncion—Over a period of time,
residents of Paraguay expect a
Dalman.
yearly average of 214 clear days.
Appointed to next year's sports
79 rainy days and 72 cloudy days.
committee are James De Ridder,

Phoea 4811

street

Holland, Mich.

operate chairman, Herman Bekker, Clif39 per cent of the nation's farms ton Dalman, Henry Helmink and
Herb Lugers.
today, as compared with less than
Relatives also were present
30 per cent 50 years ago.
from Cedar Springs, Middleville
and Detroit as well as the Holland

GOOD DEWS FOR CAR OWNERS
State Farm Mutual Co.

Lower Rates Call At —

AVE.

BEN
177 COLLEGE
Open

L.

Until 5:30

Iwt CLEAN

.

R£PAIR

VAN LENTE

P.M

PHONE

RADIO
SERVICE

1

It Your Are A Careful Driver end Interested
in

150

OTTAWA AUTO

7133

Except Wednesdays

•

;

i

"Wt Know Wa Know

-SUPPLYINGUSED GARS
LATE MODELS
Sold

With

30 Day 50-50 Guaranto

HOUSE TRAILERS
CAMPING TRAILERS

CM

FRED’S

USED

QUALITY

PIPE

FLUES

WIPING WASTE

'

MILL a FOUNDRY

and

SUPPLIES

STEEL ITEMS

MwiwnanM Bawra

LOT

neriffl

Miff and Foundry Supplies

686 Michigan Avo* Phono 8-7221

Holland, Michigan

FOR YOUR

LET US eiVE YOU A

ROOFING asi SIDING

Portugalhas had a republican
government since 19IL

"GOOD STEER"
' 'THOROUGH STEERING OVERHAUL AND

i

Holland Radio and
Applianco Co.
H TY8SE
Washington Phont

448

6-7212

HAD’S

WELL EQUIPPED SERVICE DEPT.

I0LUH

PHONE

ROAD SERVICE
W#

GENUINE FORD PARTS and ACCESSORIES

VRIELING MOTOR SALES
PHONE

8195

and

Including Complete Body and Paint Shop

heating, Internal strain,delays.

NAAN

IDEAL

No

Job la too large.

Reasonable Charges

HUDSON DEALER

W

8th

8t

WAVERLY DRIVE
It's

H O L L R N

DRY CLEANERS

PHONE 7774
ROUTE

Phont 7242

D

2
It’s

Planted!

CORNER COLLEGE AVE. ud STD STREET

Seta

ELZIRRA A V0LKERS,

lie.

- FRONT SETS

Corner Michigan and 28th St
Phone 4436

Until

GENERAL CONTRACTING
ENGINEERING

i

S £ R

INDUSTRIAL

sisf

\

LOTS

Pkoie 246S

$1.95

HARRISON’S
SUPER SERVICE

HOLLAND

Not a Homs,

G
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j.-

rW G L D I N
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-

JOHN

PETER

Green-Blue-Brown-Black

REAR

NURSERY

MOTOR SALES
25

pre-

$1.50

NOW

Are Welding mesne

RUG

FLOOR MATS

LANDSCAPING
skilled

Bumper

SPECIAL

7997

Plan Your

1 permanent weld without

Phono 885SS

711 Michigan Avanua

All Car Service From Bumper to

KM
Our

IGNITION

SALES 00.

Fllntkoto Products

Specialize in

MOTOR TUNE-UPS
CARBURETORS

COMMERCIAL
FO* YOU*

RESIDENTIAL

CONSTRUCTION

ROOFING NEEDS

ON

222 Rlvar

SqttdHdmviv

Ava.

Phono

2284

Holland, Mich.

LAKE
TRY OUR

MACATAWA
Now Oi

A

FRONT LOTS

completely equipped modern plont Hint serves

The Bier Kelder offers many
services for your pleasure.
The best In draught and
bottled beers and wines and

JENISON FARK

served by trainedemployees.

you with tine quality printing at

11:00 A.M. until midnight
So/d Exclusively By

*

I

STEKETEE-VAR HOIS
complete printing service

9 East lOtb

Street
m

; .

E

ALTOR

Dutch Block, 222 Rivor Avo.
Pboae 2326

yf

yf

,

HENRY OUSTING
R

Holland, Mich. v Phono 2871

8Am

champagnes. Alto, sandwiches and enack* All

IN

Alr-conditloneffand open

reasonable prices.

FRFJW

Solo

RESTRICTED LAKE

liffiNG r

*j

IEAIV I00FIII

869 Rlvar Ave.

Maximum Service From Your Car

HMR MOTOR

HENRY TER
Coll 9051

Sandwich-SodaBar
Can Give To You

SERVICE"

WHEEL ALIGNMENT

j

PLUS

• '

Tiraa"

Your Bulck-Pentlac Dealer

ALL MAKES

SALES, INC.

OUR FACTORY TRAINED MECHANICS

RIVER AVENUE

Phono 27RS

Holland
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EAST 8TH ST.
Phone 6422
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SHOP
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area.
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CUT

Free Pick and Delivery Servlet
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Prize

Washington— Tenants

RATE

—

USED TIRES

CHECK SPARE TIRE
WASH ALL WINDOWS

winners were Ed

Kraal,
:
iBoLsis.Randy Smart, Bub Streur Jimmy Bos. Joan Lappenga, Gordon De Bley, Herman Bekker,
; Vern Vande W'ator. Bob Wyngarden, Ted Bos. Marvin Van F?k, Donald Dokter, Betty Scheerhorn.
Dale De Ridder, Lois Jean Bos.
and Jack Westerhof.
Jerry Saggers. Shirley De Bidder,

ESSENBURG

RESTAURANT
• West 8th

Florida.

PAPER

DUTCH MILL

Inc.

Sarvlea Department2386

221 River

Monday in

WALL

ALWAYS
Decker Chevrolet,
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GOOD

Ml?

Add miles of

PRINTING

HEATING

!

VWK

GEORGE SCHREUR

HARRY KOOP

WARM
170 C. 15th ft

PHONE

81N
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Tender crust yosll lava
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its spicy flotor that
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time.
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29 Eoif 6th Strast
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Bride-Elect

Dntclnnen Eke

An Invading Zeeland Van’s aggregation humbled the Virginia
Park nine on the losers diamond
Thursday night, by a 7-1 margin. Zeeland was in command all

Van Wieren Homer
In Eighth Is Clincher;

the way, with the Parkers scoring

the Holland Flying Dutchmen to

only in their last inning.
The winners tallied twice in the
first jpning on two hits and an
error, and then upped their totai
to three In the third inning. A
double and two singles in tne
fourth produced two more tallies
making the score 5-0.

eke out a 11-10 decision over the
Kalamazoo Sutherland club at
RiverviewPark Thursday night.
The win gave the Dutchmen

doing practicallynothing with the
pitches of Able, Zeeland flinger.
Zeeland ended its scoring with
single tallies in the fifth and sev-

two

enth

A

Winner

t«rriflc ln»ide-the-p*rk-homer

with two runner* on by Harold
(Mouse) Van Wieren In the

Guatemalan Youth

Softball

Holland

Over Kalamazoo

Is

In Zeeland

Byron Center, Allendale and
North Holland were winners In Visiting
Zeeland softball play Thursday
night
They call It the land of eternal
Byron Center, making good use
spring,
said Luis Evrtsz when
of 13 hits whipped Borculo, 16-7
while Allendale defeated North describing his native Guatemala.
Holland with H. Inken on the
Evrtsz, a theology student at
mound. Ray Weener was the losCardinal
Mundelein seminary in
er.
Chicago,
is visiting at the home of
In the playoff of a protestgame
starting in the sixth inning, the Dr. Frank J. Ryan on the Port
North Holland lads stopped Al- Sheldon road.
lendale,9-7. The contest went 11
In talking about Guatemala,he
innings before It was decided on
said the small Latin country is
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11-10 Decision
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Three Outfits Win

last

half of the eighth inning enabled

Hop. Marve Maatman was

the

Meanwhile the Parkers were

victoriesout of three games

Zeeland
(From Saturday's Sentinel)
Mr. and Mrs. Frank Swan of

innings.

21 volcanos. Only two are active.
Luis says he can see four volcanos from his backyard.
Guatemala has several coffee
and banana plantationsand added
to their resort business, they
make up the economy of the country.
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Zeeland ................................
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Northern Wood ............4 2 0
(From Saturday'* Sentinel)
Koevering, Central Avenue.
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0 their cousin. Beatrice De Raster,
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committal chapel to eliminate home of Mrs..D. C. Ver Hage for optimism in the Holland Hurrifrom Webster, Van Wieren took
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* arrangement
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Mr. and Mrs. H. Boss were
Mr. and Mrs. Donnie De Geus
with three runner* streaking cemeteries, just east of the city
Thursday evening guests of Mr. Thursday night.
of Joliet, 111., spent the week- J. De Vries and Mrs. M. De at The Citadel in Charleston.
on 16th St.
About 30 prospects attended
Vries of Hudsonville, Mrs. H.
Th* Rev. and Mrs. Andrew* De
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Driesinga. Vries have returned to their home
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and
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floor
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and
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Thursday
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the
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The members of the Ladies' nesday. More than likely, practice Tiffany home to visit for a week. and discussing fall fashions dis- gational picnic at Jamestown
Mrs. Gladys Dutcher of Shelland moved ahead in the second cemeteryemployes, who are skill- Aid and Missionary society en- sessions will be held on the 19th
played by Mrs. Marlink.A lunch Spring Grove sponsoredby ’ the
byville, Mrs. Florence Bale and
with three markers on three hits. ed in construction,plumbing and joyed a potluck dinner Thursday. St. field, the owner said.
was served by the hostess.
Sunday school. The date has been
other
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The invaders, once again took a
Aug. 5. Those present were the
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Mr. and Mrs. Montique and rtset for next Wednesday in the
also accomplished in planting and
called
on
Mrs.
Bess
Whitbeck
one run lead in the third with
Mes dames J. G. J. Van Zoeren, J. reporting are two all-conference
daughter are again living in Grand afternoon and evening.
caring for shruba, flowers and
three scores in the third. They
Pott, C. Faber, H. Roelofs, S. players, with one holding an all Wednesday.
Rapids.
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and
home with the fourth local run
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gen, N. Sluisman,
Vander Baggott, All Southwest confer- Rev. Bast is on a tour of Euro- were Mr. and Mrs. D. Doonibos 21 at 1:30 p.m All former teach- people are complaining, but high
the cemetery.This work is exa walk, a sacrificeand a single pected to be completedby Sept. 1. Kolk and Miss Marie Ver Hage, ence center from Grand Haven pean countries in the interest of of Grand Ranids and Mr. and ers, pupils and friends are invited. price* were certain to come because
church activities.
At 2 p.m. the regular meeting High.
by MuMer.
of the Administration'* extravaLemonade will be served.
Gone are the days when a cemeRussell Stevens returned recent- Mrs. H. Hoekman and Russell of
The losers forged ahead 7-5 In tery meant only a burial place. was held in charge of the presigance and foreign policy, and they
Other new faces are Chuck TayHolland
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those policies continue.
Kribbs sent a homer over the particularlythe new development, read scripture, Mrs. Van Zoeren Lawrence Dennis, from Luding- cluding stops at manila, Japan and Grand Rapids sang at the Shower Compliments
and China.
As I have time and again pointed
right field fence with a runner on. are aettings of rare beauty with offered prayer and the readers of ton; Lawrence McCormick, a cenMr. and Mrs. L. H.^CuMem have evening service at the Reformed Genevieve Earnhardt
out, there is a limit to what we
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Services in the local cemeteries
liamson and Mr. and Mrs. R. H. that time.
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the
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In addition Bocks expects to Boyd, all of Nashville,Tennessee. sens left for Iowa and South Da- Friday night by Miss ShirleyJ0f metal, cannot be used at the
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his players
of last
Wednesday evening for a 15-day kota where they will spend a few Barnhardt and Mrs. Herbert same time by two individuals.
tor Holland, allowing 16 safeties, cemeteries far outrank those an the closing prayer. The offerings1 season on the squad, although he
leave of absence from the Kear- weeks with relatives and friends. Dyke. The event was held at the. pric# fixing and rationingh not
while Lester and Webster per- moat cities of like size. Lots are taken were birthday money— 12 admits that he may have to
The Rev. Martin Hoeksema of latter s home, 553 South Shore the remedy so long as we continue
ney Air Base. Kearnej. Neb.
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and
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Mrs.
Mr. and Mrs. William Timmer
designed shrubbery spots with
Ruth Seibelink. Janice Dykstra, your welfare— and the welfare of
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and
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drarf shrubs of mugho pine, a low
Carolyn Bush, Lois Koops, Daryl thought, guiding my every action. I
Miss Ida Vender Heuvel growing ornamentalpine; yews church on Sunday, Aug. 8, was Friday night at their home. 632 and Mrs Fred Crowther all of
Lee Boerman and the Mesdames think that la what you want— and
in globes and pyramids;,goldtip furnished by Mrs. Floyd Ter Haar Lawn Ave. A planned potluck Cleveland, O.
A personalshower was given arborvitae and woodward arbor- and Mrs. Will Van Haitsma.
Lester
Dekker. G. Dekker and for that reason I aak your support.
and uamburg fry was enjoyed.
Mr. and Mrs. George Smeed
last Friday evening in Detroit for
Miss Lorraine Dekker.
Mrs. John De Jonge who recentThose attendingwere Mr. and and son Stanley of Kalamazoo
vitae encircled with low bushes
Your Represcntativs,
Miss Isla Vander Heuvel of Holof hybrid tea roses which bloom ly underwent an operation at the Mrs. A. Deising, Mr. and Mrs. H. spent Sunday with their parents,
land, bride-electof Wesley Ries
Boise—
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rush
until frost. During May, large beds Zeeland hospital is getting along Dozeman and Ronnald, Mr. and Mr. and Mrs. James Smeed.
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Small of Detroit. The party was
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given by a group of friends at the
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to
be
about
Politiral Advertisement'
Roadways are planted with expects to leave the hospital sane- •/a. Nuil and Bruce, Mr. and Mrs. keeper at Mackinac Island, spent
EvangelineHotel for girls, where
40 nno. Now it is around 300.
Moerheim blue spruce, Japanese time this week.
bill Brewer. Marlene and Sharon, this week at his home here.
Mias Vander Heuvel lives.
bloodleaf maples, gingkoes (ChinThe mission boxes will be pass- Mrs. Belle De Vries. Mr. and Mrs.
three-courseluncheon was
ese maidenhair trees), Norway ed in the local Sunday school on Howard Dyke and Roger. Mr. and
served from a table decoratedin
CaUfom:a Visitor Is
maples, Schwederliemaples, hard Sunday, Aug. 15.
Mrs. Timmer, Bill and Dale.
yellow and aqua. Miss Vander
maples and purple beeches. Other
Jerold Dunning is at the UniHonored on Birthday
Heuvel was given a yellow rose
trees are Kentucky coffee trees, versity hospital at Ann Arbor for
Mist Barbara Jo Purton
corsage to match the centerpiece.
m untain ash, chestnut, Kwancan observation.
• Thirty-tworelativesmet at the
The engagement and approachOn Wednesday, Aug. 4, Miss cherry, pin oak, and ornamental The Wyngarden family reunion
home of Mr. and Mrs. Mayirice ing marriage of Miss Barbara Jo
Vander Heuvel's sisters, Mrs. plum and apple trees
will be held Aug. 24 at Hughes
Luidens, route 2, Thursday night Purton of Birminghamto James
John E. Howard of Benton HarGrove at Hudsonville.
to honor their brother and uncle, P. Folkertsma of Zeeland “was
bor and Mrs. Anthony Bouwman
Mrs. C. Van Haitsma was a
Albert Timmer, on his 75th birth- announced at an informal party
of Holland, entertainedwith a
Monday afternoonguest of Mr*.
day anniversaiy.Mr. and Mrs. in the Purton home, Aug 1. by
miscellaneous shower at the home
H Van Haitsma.
Timmer of Los Angeles, Calif., ar- the parents of the bride-to-be.Mr.
of their parents, Mr. and Mrs.
(From Friday’s Sentinel)
rived in Holland on Tuesday night and Mrs. Kingsley G. Purton.
Mrs.
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and
Hine Vander Heuvel, route 4.
The annual Mission Fest of the
for an indefinitestay.
family moved to their new home
Sept. 10 is the date chosen by
Gaines were played and dupli- Reformed churches of the Holin Zeeland last week.
The evening was spent socially the couple for the ceremony which
cate prizes awarded.
buffet land Classis was held last week
and refreshments were served will take place in Grace Episcopal
Mr. and Mrs. Ed Ver Hage atluncheon was served. The table Wednesday, at the Zeeland City
The honored guest was presented church, Mt. Clemen*.
tended the funeral of a nephew in
was decoratedin green and yel- Park. The Rev. A. Branche of
Allegan on Monday.
a gift
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low with a mixed bouquet of flow- Brewton, Ala., led the song serMr*. M. P. Wyngarden and Elat
Michigan State college and
ers forming the centerpiece.Eigh- vice, the Rev. J. Pott of Vrieaplan to continue their studies.
len were Monday afternoon guests
teen guests attended the event.
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Kay
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land was in charge of the chilMiss Jerry Uppleger
fiance is a member of I^appa SigMr*. Kenneth De Jonge and
dren's program. Children of tha
Linda Kay Salisbury celebrated ma fraternity.
Jack Owei. of Zeeland were Mondifferent churches of Holland,
Honored at Shower
her sixth birthday anniversary
day guesta at the Henry WynWow! Talk about the fair lined up for YOU! lt*s the
First Reformed church of Zeeland,
garden home. .
Friday afternoon at a party at
Miss Jerry Uppleger- of Birm- churches of Hamilton; North Hoi*
biggest,, most exciting fair you’ve seen YET! Treemendous!
Kollen park given by her mother,
ingham, who will be married Sat- land. Beech wood,' Overisel,Forest
A ELSIE, tha world-famouscow and A i-EO CARRILLO, ranownad movia
Mrs. Leo Salisbury.
urday, Aug. 28, to Ernest Meeu- Grove, North and South Blerdon, Ships Red Light
star IN PERSON.
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try . . . lAdustty's latest,finest
tonal shower Friday night at the land, took part in the program. route 3, Hudsonville, appeared in
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STAGE REVUE.
products.
of Mias Connie Hinga, 89 Dr. M. Gibbons of India, the Rev. municipal court Thursday and
in Santa Ana, Calif. A picnic supit MICHIGAN’SChampion Uvastock
it BIG RODEO and Wild Wait Show!
Zest 12th St Miss Hinga and A. Blanche of Brewton,Ala., and pleaded guilty to a charge of runper was served.
on panda! Cattlo, sheep,twine,
Mitt Dolores Matt
Pstn Print were hostesses, Dr. P. Harrison of Arabia were ning a red light. He paid fine and
Guests were Judy Zwemer, Mar.it CAR -CRASHING,bOM-smishink
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t was spent socially, the speakers of the day. Tha wo- coat* of $4. John Castaneda, 53, of
it 63 MICHIGAN BANDS on parada.
AUTO THRILL AND SPILL SHOW.
The engagementof Mias De- lene Dykstra. Judy Kronemeyer,
lerved by the hos- men of the Beaverdam Reformed 269 East Ninth Si., paid $3 for
lores Maet to Robert Wayne Hout- Joan Nieohuls,Barbara Vander
CbtUrtu Under 14 Admitted * Gtmmds Free Every Day
ft
church sold the lunches, candy runhing a stop street
man has been announced by her Werf, Karen Yntema, Gloria
act the Misses Lois and ice cream at the Mission
parents, Mr. and Mrs. Gerrit Mast Schurman, Marty Johnston, Judy
v\
Fest
Plywood is an industrial pro- of Zeeland: Mr. Houtroan is the Laitsch, Mary Laitsch,.Jane Van
Mr. and Mrs. Neal Sluisman duct manufactured qjiiy within •on of Mr. and Mrs. S. H. Hout- Tatenhove,Randy Jansen, Russell
the guest fftooor. who have been staying 'at the the last 15 to 16 yesr^
man, 655 Michigan Av*, Holland. Schurman and Jimmy Vet Hoef.
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Inquest

Zeeland

Under

Consideration in

coroner's inquest

triple

to

in

night, Allegan

church next Sunday.
Dr. Las ter Kuyper of Western
seminary will be guest preacher
at the Second Reformed church
next Sunday.
Jane Vande Velde, Joyce Kuipera and John Boeve are at Camp
Geneva conference this week.
Mrs. Peter Veltman of Holland
was guest soloist at the Second
Reformed church. She «ang "Come
Now, And Let Ui Reason Together." Stebbina, "Some Morning, 0 Some Morning." Forman,
and "Now I Belong to Jesus,"

Sheriff Louis Johnson said today.

The informal hearing, conducted
by Sheriff Johnson and Allegan
Prosecutor Chester A. Ray, also
revealed the identity of another
boat operator who may have been
responsible for the heavy wake
which swamped a rowboat sending
three Jamestown residents to

Third Polio Case

their death.

A large crowd attended the
meeting at the roller rink. Johnson said many propertyownera
appeared belligerent over practices which led to the drowning,
and mapped plans to form an asA third case of polio for the losociation to promote safety and
cal area was reported Tuesday
general improvements. Property
owners scheduled another meeting with the announcementthat Ronald Bos, 13-year -old son of Mr. and
next Monday night.
Johnson said the resort area at Mrs. Edward Bos of 194 West 26th
Green lake has grown rapidly the St., is receiving treatment at St
last few years and the roads and Mary's hospital in Grand Rapids.
Authoritiessaid the case has
other facilities are inadequate for
been definitelydiagnosed as polio
trafficdemands.
Residents also asked for full- but that there are -to signs of
time policing. Johnson said the paralysisnow. The case developed
Board of Supervisors has made no a few days ago.
provision in the budget for this
type of patrol work, but he probCasco Man, Electrocuted

Develops Here

(

ably will appoint a couple special
deputies for work in that area. He
said he has one deputy within two
Lrf miles of the lake.

neighbor, Andrew Litts, coming

who was

killed in the Battle of from Pullman, said he saw CopCt. Lo, France, July 17, 1944, ar- pock going towaro the fire and
1 rived in Holland on the 2:50 pm. stopped to help him. Then he
found Coppock lying face down.
train Tuesday.

Funeral services will be held One of Coppock’s cows also
Wednesday at 2 p.m. from the Ten was killed by the electriccharge.
Brink funeral home in Hamilton Grass and muck were burned by
with burial in Hamilton cemetery. the high voltage.

,
‘

1

Surviving are the wife. Aldeen;

a son, Donald, 41; a daughter,
Gloria Jean, two months; his
n.other, Mrs. Jane Coppock who
lived with her son, and three sisters. Mrs. Bert Ramsey of Detroit.
Mrs. John Bush of Pullman and
Mrs. Ivor Coburn of Allegan.

to live.

Surviving besides the grandMarriage Licensee
father are his mother, Mrs. Calla
Roblyer who came to Allegan a
Palmer Joseph Cooper, 21, and
few days ago from Chicago, and Joan Joyce Strabbing 18, both
two sisters, -drs. Ina Shafer of of Holland; Nelson Klungle,23,
Allegan and Mrs. Edith Rizzo of Holland, and Wilma Van Dyke, 19,
Chicago.

route 4, Holland; Jason Vander

Combination Shower

Feta Wilma Van Dyke
Miss Wilma Van Dyke, whose
marriage to Nelson Klungle will
take place this month, was guest

1

of honor at a combination grocery

•

,

and kitchen shower Friday night
in the home of Mrs. Robert Myrick, 38 East Seventh St. Mrs. Myrick and Mrs. C. Klungle, Sr.,
were hostesses.
The guest of honor opened her
gifts under a large aqua and rose
umbrella The rooms were decorated in the same color scheme. A
two-course lunch was served.
Prizes in "Kootie" were won by
Mrs. A. Schregardus of Grand
Rapids, Mrs. L. Rosendahi and
Mrs. M. Kunen.
Other guests included the Mesdames J. Schregardus,H. Hav-

P. Havinga, N Havinga,
Joe Vanden Elst, John Vanden
Elst, H. Breuker, J. Van Dyke,
inga,

V. Van Langevelde, J. Klungle, C.

Klungle, Jr., N. Klungle, Ed
Schutt, 0. Van Dyke, A. Slingerland of Grand Rapids, N. Nagel*
kirk, T. Geertman and J. Dunkirk
of Zeeland and G. Joostberns of
Hamilton, also the Misses Betty
.Kunen and Eleanor Klungle.

Maple Hill

<

(From Wednesday’s Sentinel)
Mrs. Cox of Beverly was in
charge of all the services on Sunday,* Aug. 15 at the Maple Hill
United Brethren church during
the absence of the pastor, the
Rev. Edger Perkins, who has been
attending the conference and
camp meetings at the United Brethren camp grounds at Sunfield.
The Rev. Edger Perkins will
continue pastor of the Maple Hill
United Brethren church, according to latest conferencereports
here. Next Sunday Rev. Perkins
,will have charge of the services.
Mr. ‘ and Mrs. Albert Mills attended the Sunday meetings at
the camp meeting In Sunfield.
Mrs. Mercy Swander had her
daughter as. her house gueat on
Saturday afternoon.
The adult prayer meeting of
the Maple Hill United. Brethren
church was held on Thursday.
The Junior adult prayer meeting was held on Friday evening
at the church.
of

Matt Wilson

Diet in Philadelphia
Word has been received here of
the death of Mrs. Matthew J. Wilaon, Sr., which occurred Tuesday
morning In Philadelphia, Pa. Her
' son and daughter-in-law, Mr. and
' Mrs. Matthew J. Wilson, living in
Temple building, left last Saturday tjfe Philadelphia, called by
the iluMfli of the elder Mn. Wi 1-

jl

\

V

m mm

mrnmWSm
mm
(de Vries photo)

Henry

0. Strsbblng who has been carrying mall out of Hamilton for
38 years has aeen many changes In the mode of delivery. Top picture
shows Strabbing at right with three colleagues before their mall
wagons In the early days when routes were 17 miles long. Left to
right are carriers John G. Kronemeyer, John Kronemeyer, Gerrlt

Koolker and Strabbing. Middle pictureshows Strabbing’scontrived
snowmobile which had skis on the front and extra wheels at the rear.
Bottom picture shows how today's carrier manages to get around in
the heavy snow.

Carriers Travel Equals
17 Times Around

Hulst, 24. Zeeland, and Clarissa
Faber, 25, Holland; Jason Edwin
Hamilton, Aug. 18
For 38
Kuipers, 22, Zeeiand. and Florence Joan Walters, 19. route 2, years the Henry D. Strabbings of
Zeeland; Elmer Becksfort. 22, route 1, Hamilton, have had no
route 1 Holland, and Pearl Poest, mail box at their home and have
20. route 3, Zeeland; James Alhad no mail delivery by carrier.
len Stroven, 21. route 1, CoopersAll this, however, will be dif-

World

basket supper
"

and Mrs. Thomas W. Karabsss
of Detroit are spending a week
with their lister and brother-inlaw. Mr. and Mrs. Bert CentUle,
Virginia Park Mrs. Boas will attend the wedding of Mias Ilia
Vander Heuvel Saturday in Third
Reformed church.
The De Witt family reunion will be held Saturday afternoon and
evening at Kollen park.
Mrs. B. D. Flewell of Detroit
Lakes, Minn., arrived Wednesday 1

land

3-Year-Old Viola Joan
Holland's V-J Symbol

(From Wednesday’s Sentinel)
Mr. and Mrs. Clifford Rynbrandt of Hudsonville were recent
Saturday guests of Mr. and Mrs.
Saturday, the third anniversary
Gerrit Do Vree
of V-J day, held special signifiMr. and Mrs. J. F. De Witt and
family were Sunday evening cance for this winsome miss, who
not only was born on V-J day
guests of Mr. and Mrs. J. Broersthree years ago but was named
;na and family.
The annual congregational pic- Viola Joan in keeping with the
initialsof the great day which
nic sponsored by, the Vriesland
Sunday school was held on Wed- marked victory over Japan.
She is Viola Joan Kline, daughnesday. Aug. 18 at Hughes Grove
ter of Mr. and Mrs. Ernest Kline
at Hudsonville.
Mrs. G. IK- Vree, Mrs. H. Wyngarden, Mrs. ty. P. Wyngarden,
Mrs. Jack Wyngarden and daughters attended the Wentzel reunion
Wednesday, Aug. 11. Due to the
rain at noon, ths potluck dinner
was served at the cottage of Dr.
ind Mrs. B. Mulder of Central
Park.
Mr. and Mrs. Gale Vande Moore
and daughters of Byron Center

>f Port Sheldon.

Aug. 14. 1945, was a day for
wild celebration in Holland and
elsewherein the country. Shortly
after the momentous announcement at 6 p.m. that peace had

been declared, people, automobiles
and vehiclesof ail kinds converged
on the business district with home
blowing, cow bells ringing, streamers flying and hoarded illegal firewere Sunday guests of Mr. and works exploding.
That the long double line* of
.Mrs. Merton Wabeke and daughtraffic made little progress in the
ter*.
Mr. and Mrs. A1 Kampi and din wa* of little account— nobody

to be the guest of her sister, Mrs. ,,
W. Curtis Snow, 21 East 12th 8L
She will remain here for the wedding of her niece, Miss Janet
Snow, Aug. 27.
Holland chapter of SPEBSQSA v
will have a picnic Monday at 6
p.m. at A1 Demberger’a in Poet
Sheldon. The meeting will feature
>

Muskegon Chapter Night
A boy, David Leroy, 18 months
old, has com* to make his home'
with Mr. and Mrs. Gradus Koqps,
of route 6.
Robert G. and John W. Whelan,
both of 201 West 14th St, were
among 1,772 to win honoro on the
distinguishedstudent list of Purdue university for the second

semester of the put academic
year, accordingto the office of
the registrar.
Jay Vander Sluis, ton of Mr.
and Mrs. Leonard Vander Sluis,
475 Washington Ave, and Bruce
Van Voorst, son of Mr. and Mrs.
Jacob Van Voorst, 121 East 21st
St, left early this morning on s
scooter for Interlochen where
they will attend the closing sessions of the National Music camp.
(From Wednesday's Sentinel)
Paul Rosenbaum of Berwyn,
111, la spending a few days with
Mr. and Mrs. John Antu and son,
Richard, at 196 River Ave. On Fr*
day he and his grandson, Richard
Antas,, will leave for Niagara
Falla to visit Paul Rosenbaum,
Richard’s uncle.
A daughter wa* bom ‘Dieeday
morning in SL Francis hospital in
Evanston to Dr. and Mrs. Charles
t. Ridenourof Chicago. Mrs. Ridenour is the former Dona J. Zwemer, daughter of Mr. and Mrs. Ed
Zwemer of Holland.
Mr. and Mrs. Roy Woodruff
and family of MeUose Park, 111*
are visiting the former’sfather,
Roy Woodruff,and Mr. and Mil.
Henry Bos of Holland. Mr. Woodruff is head keeper of the Brookfield zoo in Chicago.

Mr. and Mrs. H. Menken, 479

vacationing at Bear was going anywhere anyway.
Central Ave, left Tuesday for
When retired. Strabbing will lake this week.
Holland firemen responded to
Seattle, Wash, where they wiU
spend his time doing the things
Mr. and Mrs. Gordon Streur and six alarms, all false, although one
visit their son, Jake, and family.
lie likes to do. He likes to take I la Streur were Thursdayevening was called for a meat market
They will be gone about three
pictures— he has a wonderfulcol- guests at the M. P. Wyngarden where a spray system for fresh
week*.
lection of photographs depicting home.
produce gave the effect of smoke.
All former teechers, pupils and
his years of service. He likes to
The Rev. and Mrs. J. Pott and More gas was probably burned
friends are invited to attend the
fish with the casting rod he won family are enjoying a vacation this in a few hours and more gears
1 l-L
ville, and Laverne Konvndyk, 19,
Huyser school reunion to be held
at the Holland Fish and Game month.
shifted than at any time since the
West Olive; Peter B. DeWitt, 25, ferent after Aug. 31. The reason?
Saturday, Aug. 21 at 1:30
at
club banquet last spring. He also
last
big
Tulip
Time
traffic
jam
in
Mrs. T. W. Van Haitsma spent
and Elizabeth K. Mersbach, 20,
Aug. 31 is the birthday anniverthe school grounds at Beaverdam.
likes to work in his garden and last week Friday at the home of Holland. After four hours of
both of Grand Haven.
Free lemonade will be served.
sary of Mr. Strabbing, mail carheavy traffic, the newspapers,
Mr. and Mrs. C. Van Haitsma.
The following marriage license.- rier for route 1, and on that day do some traveling.
Mrs. Gerrit Rezelman and tour
A civic-minded sort, Strabbing Mrs. Jennie Kroodsma and chil- si reamers, tissue paper and other
were issued by the county clerk he will retire from the U. S. postchildren of Adams, Neb, arrived
served several years as a member dren of Zeeland were Sunday litter was reduced to a dirty rubViola Joan Kilns
Monday: Howard Koop 24, and al service after 38 years as a carin Holland today to visit relatives
and officer of the Board of Edu- guests in Vriesland.
full days of activitywith such feable.
Virginia Bilkert, 22. of Holland;
and
friends in Holland, Grand
rier. All these years were spent
No V-J day celebrationwas turea a* parades, programs, pic- Rapids
Mr. and Mrs. Syrene Bos* of
Ethmer Erisman, 23, Fairview, in service with the Hamilton post cation. and also as an officer in
and vicinity.The RezeL
Missouri, and Kathryn Valen- office, under four postmasters and the Hamilton CommunityWelfare Galewood were Saturday guests planned in Holland this year, but nics, a horse show, swimming mans recently moved from Utchassociation.He has been a Sunday of Mr. and Mrs. Henry Boss.
last year the anniversary came in meet, merchant’s picnic, a relicourt, 18, Spring Lake; Lewis Devllle, N. D, to Adams.
one postmistress.Herman Nyhotf school teacher more than 30
Mrs. Carl Schermer held a brush the midst of Holland's Centennial gious convocation, and a soap box
Weerd 23, and Hazel Geers, 25 is currently the postmaster.
Mr. and Mrs. Virgil Murray
years and a Sunday school sup- demonstration at her home on celebration which brought four derby.
both of Hudsonville.
of National City, Calif, who have
Altogether,Strabbing figures erintendent for 10 years, also an
Thursday afternoon. Aug. 12.
been guests at the home of Mr.
that he has covered some 425,000 elder and clerk of the consistory
Mrs. H. Wyngarden and Dari
and Mrs. Ben Weller, her mother,
miles, equivalent to 17 times of Hamilton Reformed church for were Friday callers on Mrs. A1 Former Local Resident
and her grandmother,Mrs. Floraround the earth. For 7ft years many years.
Kamps and children.
ence Bickford, have left tor
Diet in Grand Rapids
he covered 17 miles a day; for 17
The Strabbings
three
Mr. and Mrs. John Broersma,
Miss Lucille Kardux, 340 Maple Springfield,III, to meet friends
years, 3 miles a day; for six daughters, Mrs. Theodore L. Bar- Mr. and Mrs. Harold Ter Hear
Word has been received here of Ave., left today for Punxsutaw- who will return to California
years, 41 miles a day; and for telmez of San Francisco, Mrs. went on a two-day pleasure trip
the death Thursday of Mrs. Bes- ney, Pa., where she will attend with them by automobile. While
eight years over his current route. Gradus L. Schrofenboerof Collast week. Mrs. Fred Ter Haar of
the wedding of Miss Dorothy visitingin Holland the Murray'f
56 miles a day. As better modes umbus, Ohio, and Mrs. Charlotte Drenthe stayed at the Ter Haar sie Van Westenberg, 80, at her
of transportationcame about, Clough of Saugatuck,and a son. home during the absence of the home in Grand Rapids following a J'unk. a former classmate at Syra- also visited her sister, Mrs. Harfour year's illness. She was the cuse university.
old Dangremond and family of
routes became longer.
Alvin, a railroad engineer liv- parents.
Bob McLean and Roger Johnson Hamilton, and brother, Robert
wife of the late Martin Van W««Formerly, the Hamilton office ing at 50 East 20th St., Holland.
The Rev. Henry Mollcma of tenberg. She was born in Gelder- of Seattle arrived in Holland Streicher and family of Pina
served four routes. These were
Living with the Strabbings is Holland was guest preacher on land, the Netherlands.
"ednesdayfoi a visit with the Creek.
;
consolidatedinto two routes in his 92-year-old father, the Rev. Sunday. Aug. 15. Next Sunday,
fomwr’s uncle and aunt, Mr. and
Miss Annetta Brandsma, nurse
the fall of 1915. On March 2, A. H. Strabbing, retired Reformed Aug. 22. the Rev. J. Vander Beck The Van Westenbergs lived in
Holland before moving to Grand Mrs. Jud Hohl, West 12th St. Mc- in Chicago County hospital, has
1908, Strabbing, having passed his church minister.
of Ebenezer will have charge of Rapids several years ago.
Lean and Johnson, students at the returned home after vacationing
civil service examination, became
the services in the local church.
Survivingare three daughters, University of Washington,are on at the home of her parents, Mr.
a carrier.At that time his salary
Willing Workers met Mrs. C. A. Van Wiere and Gezina the final leg of a hitch-hiking trip and Mrs. John De Koster, 132
Officers Are Elected
was $630 a year.
Thursday evening. Mrs. H. Hey- Van Westenberg of Grand Rap- from their home. They plan to West 17th St.
From 1908 to 1911, horse and At Walker Reunion
boer and Mrs. L. Datema were ids and Mrs. Everett Gaikema of take the southern route on their
Mrs. John L. Kollen and two
buggy - served to carry the mail
joint hostesses.
Muskegon; a son, the Rev. An- return.
sons of Ann Arbor are spending a
Mrs.
Alice
De
Bold
of
South
the year around. From then until
Special music in the local thony Van Westenberg of Scotia. The MUse* Arlene Eby and vacation In the home of Mrs.
1917, Strabbing used a motorcycle Haven was elected presidentat
church on Sunday evening, Aug. N. Y.; a foster son, John Meengs, Rose Mary Rowell returned Wed- George E. Kollen, West 13th St
the
first
family
reunion
of
the
In summer and horse and sleigh
15, was furnished by Miss Evelyn of Grand Rapids; eight grand- nesday from a vacation trip to Mr. Kollen will Join his family
descendants of Asahel Walker held
in winter until 1917.
Van Dam of Forest Grove.
children and one great grandchild; Milwaukee,Wis. They visited the here later.
"Gas was then 11 cents a gallon, Sunday in the Salem township Mr. and Mrs. M. Vander Meulen
also several niece* and nephews Washington Park zoo and attendBirths at Holland hospital inand it took me a half gallon for community hall in Burnips. Other and family have moved from the
in Holland.
ed the Wisconsinstate fair and clude a son, Bruce H, to Mr. and
officers include Mrs. Jacob Hilmy 17-mile route," he recalls.
J. G. J. Van Zoeren farm home to
Funeral service* will be held centennial exposition.
Mrs. Henry Kragt, Jr, Lakewood
In 1917, Strabbing bought a debrand of Burnips, secretary; tho Walter Lippenga farm home.
Saturday at 2 p.m. at Van't Hof
Edward S. Aviscn, Jr., 129 West Blvd, on Tuesday,and a daughFord touring car, the cheapest and Mrs. Dale Moomey of Burnips, Mr. and Mrs. John Elzinga of
chapel in Grand Rapids. Burial 11th St., will be among the 404 ter, Linda Rose, to Mr. and Mrs.
touring- car then available, for treasurer.
Grand Rapids were Vriesland will be in Garfield Park ceme- rvw students at the College of Marinus De Jonge, 86 East 37th
Ray Walker of Benton Harbor guests on Sunday.
$360. This he used during the
tery, Grand Rapids.
Wooster, O., this fall, according to St, this morning.
summer for several years. In win- was sponsor of the reunion and The dedication services of the
the director of admissions. Freshsecond reunion
ter, it was put on jacks, and out presided.
man week begins Sept. 10.
will be held on the second Suncame the trusty sleigh.
Social Held for
Subdivision It
The Married Peoples class of
Although, Strabbing used six day of June, 1949, In the Salem
the City Mission is sponsoring a
Opened in Holland
horses, two motorcycles, one snow- townshiphall
Mu- Van Baak
hymn sing Sunday at 9 p.m at
mobile attachable to a car, and
The
Women's
Missionary
society
vices upstairs will be on Sept. 5.
Kollen Park. Clyde Taylor, of the . A new development,known as
19 automobiles for carrying mail. Birthday Party Given
Mrs. M. C. Ver Hage of Zee- of Fourteenth Street Christian Maranatha Bible conference, will Heidema Bros, subdivision,
His load increased from one moland has , resented the local Reformed church held a social be song leader. Mrs. Peter Velt- been opened in Holland. The subtorcycle load to a carload of one For Connie Da
church with a new' communion meeting in the church Tuesday man will be soloist. In event of division is located between 28th
to 10 pouches. His route serves
table to match the newly purchas- night to bid farewell to the Rev. rain the sing will be held in and 29th Sts, extending from
300 boxes in Bentheim, Oakland,
and Mrs. Edward A. Van Baak, First Methodist church.
Central to College Aves. near the
Diamond Springs and environs.
The mission boxes were passed missionaries from the church who Juanita Searcy arrived in Hol- new Christian school and Bethany
Last winter was bad, Strab- anniversary was held Monday in the local Sunday school on Aug. expect to leave for China on land Wednesday morning from Christian Reformed church.
bing recalls.Detours were com- night at the Du Mond home, 602 15.
Sept. 11.
The area comprises 29 large
Norfolk, Va., to make her home
mon and sometimes the 56-mile Lawn Ave. Games were played The Wyngarden reunion will be . The society president, Mrs. J. with her parent*, Chief Boats- lots. One modern brick horns alroute was extended to i00 because and prizes were awarded winners. held next we*k Tuesday.Aug. 24, Timmerman,was in charge of de- wain’s Mate Horace E. Searcy ready h&f been constructed on lot
of detours. One time a detour A two-course lunch was served.
ghes ( >ve at Hudsonville. votions, Vocal duets were sung and Mrs. Searcy and her two l. The old Heidema homestead la
through Allegan was necessary. Invited guests were Glermyce
(Peima-Sas Photo)
and Mrs. Willis Boss re* by Mrs. H. Palmbos and Mr*. brothers. Sgarcy arrived at the being remodeledby the new ownOrlle A. Bishop, advertising
As for trouser seats, Strabbing Klels, Judy Oudersluys, Hazel turned from their wedding trip Charles Voss and a piano (oio was Holland Coast Guard station last er to conform with the building
director at The tentinel,
says can with right-handdrive Vande Bunte, Janice Karsten, last week Thur lay. They are now played by Mrs. A Westerhof. Mrs. December from Norfolk. His wife restrictions.
proudly displayshis prize catch
are availabletor carriers,but few Hope Schutmaat, Barbara Elger- living at the Van Kley apartment Nick Lanning reed an original and two sons came here In June
J. Arendshorst, local realtor,is
of two Great Northern pike
purchaa* them because they are sma. Marietta Elgersma, Eleanor in Zeeland.
poem
of
farewell.
The
annual
stag
picnic
of
the
exclusive
agent for the sale at
which he caught Monday night
hard to resell. When can are Sova Marilyn Witteveen.Norma Sever ' residents of this comRev. and Mrs. Van Baak re- Holland Shrine club will be held the lots.
while fishing with 8ipp Houtplentiful,cairien like to change Windemuller, Norma Vander -flunity*attended the. fireworks sponded.
at the Ver Plank farm on Friday.
msn at Big Bayou near Jack
every, year. ,
Yacht, Joan Yntema, Peggy Yn- display in Zeeland on Fridav eveRefreshments were served and
Gray Ladies who will go to Vet- HOURLY WAGE HIKED
Grlssen’a on Lake Macatawa.
Strabbingrecallsone humorous tema, Grace Moeke and Eliza- hiog. Aug. 13, a' the soft ball a aocial hour followed. An Offer- eran’s hospital at Ft. Custer on
Tho smaller fish measures 2514
Atlantic City, N. J.,
incident in which a man sent a beth Bennett
Inches and wslghsd about alx
ing was presented to the mission- Monday for Red Cross service will (UP)— Some 1,600
park.
money order for two bottles of
pounds. The big number meainclude Mesdames John Har- glass container
aries.
rat killer at $1 apiece. "One for
sures M ft Inches and weighs 1$
Celebration of Navy day was
A standard barrel, as required Rev. Van Bask will preach at thome, I. J. Lubbers, Lester were granted
pound* and 11 ounces. Bishop
me and one for my father-in-lawI" nnt sponsoredby the Navy lea- by the U.S., must have a capacity both servicesla FourteenthStreet Klaasen, Richard Hill, Henry T|
need a dardovl* lure.
the man
*
gue, of the US. in 1922. ,
Tysse and Harold De P|uw. >
of 7,056 cubic inches.
church Sunday^
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will be served at 6 pm.
Mrs. Albert T. Boss and children, Nancy and Marty, and Mr.

Farmer's Picnic will be held in
Zeeland on Wednesday Aug. 25.
The affair is sponsored by the
Mr. and Mrs. John ft. Bouwa
Zeeland Chamber of Commerce
Mr. and Mrs John R. 6ouws, ager and liter is millwright
and plana for entertainmentare
Thirty-five year* ago he purwell under way. The first on the 344 Central Ave., Zeeland, will
day's program will be a parade of celebrate their 50th wedding an- chased a large dairy farm one
horses at 9
to be followed niversary on Friday, Aug. 27, with mile northwest of Zeeland and
specializedin the raising of Holby a horse pulling contest at 9:30
open house for relatives and stein cattle. He retired seven
a m. on West Central Ave. at the
Zeeland Christian school grounds. friends from 2 to 5 and from 7 to years ago and moved to Zeeland.
A 4-H horse show will be the at- 9 p.m. The couple was married Both Mr. and Mrs. Bouws are in
in Graafschap on Aug. 27, 1898, fairly good health.
traction in the afternoonfrom 1
by the Rev. Haan, then minister
There have been no deaths In
to 3:30 p.m. at Lawrence St. City
park. At 3:45 p.m. the 4-H or- of First Christian Reformed the immediate family. They have
church, Zeeland.
nine children, Albertua of Buchestra will entertain.The evenMr. Bouws was born in Graaf- chanan, Mrs. Anthony Mulder,
ing program will feature WLS
schap and Mrs. Bouws in East Mrs. Clayton Van Dyke and Mrs.
rangers. An Invitationis extended
to everybody to attend the all day Saugatuck.They lived in Graaf- Rufus Van Ommcn of Zeeland,
basket picnic. Free coffee and schap for 15 years. He was direc- Richard, John Russell and Gordon
lemonade will be served and the tor of the Farmer’s Mutual for of Holland, Mrs. Kenneth Karnewly constructed canteen at the Ottawa and Allegan counties and sten of New York city and Clarcity park will be ready for a big helped organize the Holland sugar ence of Grand Rapids. There are
company, serving as field man- also 20 grandchildren.
crowd.

On Farm, Buried Today

Pullman,Aug. 17— Funeral services were to be held this afternoon for John I. Coppock. 33-yearWilliam Van Rhee, 14, and Arlan old Casco township farmer who
Van Rhee, 17 months, all of was electrocuted Sunday morning
when he came in contact with a
Jamestown.
pasture fence charged by a brol^n
high tension Consumers Power
Body of Hamilton
wire carrying 14,400 volts.
His wife told state police they
Soldier Returning
were getting ready for church
The body of Sgt. Walter Rob- when her husband went out to investigate a fire in the pasture. A
.yer of Hamilton and Chicago,

in Jamestown.

Clayton.

Drowned in last Wednesdays
tragedy were Henry Zylstra, 71,

Allegan VFW members will assist
in the service.
The soldiei, who was 32 at the
time of his death, was born near
Hamilton and spent his boyhood
on the farm of his grandfather,
Walter B. Monroe, Sr. When he
was in his 20's, he went to Chicago

Mrs. Adrian Kauhoek quietly
celebrated her 88th birthday anniversary Tuesday at the home at
her son-in-law and daughter, Mr.
and Mrs. William Pott. 226 West
20th SL
The annual picnic of former South
Dakotians will be held Saturday
at 2:30 pm. at the Spring Grove

Grove

pointment at South Blendon.
Dr. J. R. Mulder of Western
seminary, Holland, will be guest
preacJitT at the First Reformed

sult of a meeting of Green lake

*

Holland Loan Association
10 West 8th Street, 2nd floor

7.VV-

Reformed
church. The pastor, the Rev. J.
Wolterink tilled a classicalap-

will probably oe called as the re-

Monday

LOANS

Up to $250 or mar*

Adv.

at the Forest

Green lake in Allegan county

residents

LOANS LOANS

The Rev. M. J. Duven of Inwood. Iowa, waa guest preacher

to the

drowning last Wednesday

WANT-ADS

Indiana.

Green Lake Case
A

To Celebrate Golden Anniversary

(From WodMaday**tontlnel)
The Rev. and Mrs. A. Rynbrandt
are spending a few weeks at the
Winona Lake Bible conference in

Mi

'

said.
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West Michigan Farm News Features Poultry
Annual Tour of
Allegan Soil
District Planned
Conservation Group
Schedules Visits to
Several Farms in Area
The annual tour of the Allegan
Soil Cc ervation district will be
held Tuesday.

The tour will start from WhatNot-Inn at the junction of US-31
and M-89 at 9 a.m. The first stop
on the tour will be at the farm
of Manual P. Huyser. Mr. Huyser
will conduct the tour over 40
acres of his land, explaining his
reforestation program. The
Huyser farm Is located two-andone-half miles north of US-31 on
“old 31.’'
From the huyser farm the tour
will go to the farm of Roy Van
Dragt, one mile south of Douglas.
Here the group, led by Mr. Van
Dragt, will see the work being
done in soil building in cherries
and other tree and small fruits.

Control Suggested

Watch Cows (or Loss

For Grasshoppers
Michigan farmers are

Of Weight in

Summer

Holland Girl Weds

Schedule Showing

in

Kalamazoo

Of Frost

(From Monday’s Sentinel)
Holland hospital births this

Machine

One

of the latest developments

modem farm machinery will

'

in

Home Ceremony

week-end include a daughter, LinPalms, candelabra and large
da Lou, on Friday to Mr. and
Mrs. Alvin Bos, 588 Butternut baskets of white gladiolibanked
Dr., and a daughter, Lois Ann, also the fireplacein the home of Mr.
on Friday to Mr. and Mrs. Joe
and Mrs. John Van Oss, 560
Prince, 777 136th Ave.; a son.
William Cornelius, on Sunday to State St, Saturday afternoon
Mr and Mrs. Elmer Van Faasen, when their daughter, Joyce Elaine, *
168 East 32nd St, and a daugh- became the bride of Robert Harter Sunday to Mr. and Mrs. Carl
ris Scheerhorn, son of Mr. and
Visscher, 160 W 23rd St., daughMrs. Ben Scheerhorn, 451 College
ter, Pamela Ann, also on Sunday
Ave Dr. H. D. Terkeurst performto Mr. and Mrs. Laurence Brink.
Box 47, East Saugatuck. A son ed the double ring ceremony at
4
.
was born this morning at the l\osPreceding the ceremony, Mrs.
pital to Mr. and Mrs. Steven
Robert Freeman of Dayton, O,
Wolters, route 6.
sister of the bride, played approThere will be a meeting of votpriate music, including the traers of school districtNo. 7 frt,
ditional
Lohengrin wedding march
Montello Park, at the Montello

At State Fair
in

Vows Spoken

Personals

being

Watch your dairy cows for a
troubled by grasshoppersin some
loss
of body weight during sumareas. Ray Janes, extension entomologist at Michigan State col- mer months was a warning given
dairymen today by L. R. Arnold
lege, reports.
While the infestationIs spotty, county agriculturalagent for Otmast counties of the state have a tawa county.,
There are several factors which
grasshopperproblem to some exmay cause dairy animals to lose
tent. Favorite haunts of the 'hopweight* but the main one is a lack
pers are pastures,orchards, and
of feed. Too often pastures begardens.
Janes advises poison bait as come inadequateto caity the
number of animals being grazed,
grasshopper control.The bait can
the agent warns.
be mixed in small amounts by usOther factors causing the loss
ing bran or a mixture of bran and
of body weight in dairy cows insawdust. Use six pounds of the
clude high temperatures, high humixture of the bran to six ounces
midity, lack of water supply, flies
of sodium fluosilicate and moisten
to a point so a little water and irregular milking due to
press of farm work.
comes out when squeezed. Six
Cows should be milked as near
pounds, spread thinly, is sufficient
to 12 hours apart as pcesible Buf
to cover one-third of an acre. The
County Agent Arnold believes the
bait should be put out in the
span from morning to night often
morning.
runs near 14 hours and from night
Care should he taken to keep
to morning 10 hours duiing heavy
the poison bait from children
farming months.
and animals. Janes cautions.
Cows that lose body weight in
Farmers with badly infested
the summer often drop in milk
crops can get information on othproduction. They will go into the
er control measures from their
winter months in poor condition
county agricultural agent.
and then it will take lots of silage. hay and expensive feed to
bring them back to top shape, the
agent reminds.

Industry

.

be

seen for the first time at the
Michigan State fair in Detroit,
Sept. 3-12, when the newest machine to serve as
protection
from frost will be on exhibit.

a

p.m.

With a powerful infra-ray
warming only the plants or trees
instead of the whole outdoors,
crops are protected from cold.
When used in groups each machine protects about an acre of
space.

Park school tonight at 8 p.m.

The machine

is the result of
three years of intensive work of
two organizations,Michigan State
college and the Agricultural Industrial foundation of the Detroit

for

special millage discussion.Benjamin Kole will be director.
Mrs. Alice De Jong has moved
to 89 West Eighth St. from 102
East 23rd St.
Mr. and Mrs. Henry Looman o'
348 Lincoln Ave., and Mr. and
Mrs. Louis Volkema, Shirley and
Sandy of route 4, have returned
from a motor trip around. Lake
Michigan.

Board of Commerce.
The two groups worked together for several years exploring
methods of combatingfrost before
producing this generator for heat
energy, transformingthe energy
into infra-red rays and distrib-

.

.

as the bridal party assembled.
Given in marriage by her father, the bride wore a gown of
pure silk white marquisettefashioned with long sleeves, fitted
bodice with high round neckline
and bouffant skirt. Three tiers of

the material formed an off-theshouldereffect in the tucked
bodice and her circular veil fell
from a matching tucked cap. Her
all-white colonial bouquet was of
Mr. and Mrs. Ed Boeve, Mr. orange blossoms, roses and gladof
uted the ray* over a certain area.
and Mrs L J. Mannes and Mr. ioli.
The rays when directed toward
The irrigation system may also
Attending the bride were Miss
and Mrs. Bon Lubbers have rethe earth tend to compensate for
be seen.
turned from a five-day trip around Elaine Prins and Mrs. John Bagthe loss of heat from the earth
After lunch the first stop of the
Lake Michigan. They visited the ladi, Jr., who wore identical
due to radiation.
tour will be at the farm of Albert
Straits, Mackinac Island, Wis- gowns of aqua silk marquisette
.Unlike many heating principles,
Nye and sons. Here Mr. Nye will
The rare money market is good
styled similar to the bride’s gown.
consin Dells and Chicago.
infra-fred energy does not appreshow the group seedings of chew- in Holland.
Mr. and Mrs. Gordon Bcrkel They wore bands of flowers in .
ciably heat the air through which
ings fescue in apples, pears, Today, Mrs. Aiex Barnum, of
and daughters,Janet and Bar- their hair and carried colonial
it passes, but travelsin waves unplums, and peaches.
435J Central Ave., submittedfor
bara, are visiting at the home of bouquets of peach gladioli and
A
new program for women 'i til it strikes the plants or trees to
From the D'ye farm the tour inspectionthree old bills. Two
Mr. and Mrs. Grdver Berkel, 94 roses.
clubs that also may result in imbe protected. The machine has
will go south of Fennville to see were Confederatebills printed in
Bernard Scheerhorn assisted
West 12th St. After a short visit,
proved consumer products has been tested in nine different secthe use of shelterbeltfor protect- 1864. one for $100 and the other
Mr. Barkel will return to duty his brother as best man.
been announced by tlie school ol tions of the United States. As
ing muck soil and look over the for $20. The third was United
with the U. S. Naval Academy A profusion of vari-coloredglamuck crops. A. D. Morley will ex- States fractional currency for 25 home economics at Michigar freezing weather visited these lodioli decorated the yard of the
Band in Annapolis, Md.
State college.
plain the use of weed killersfor cents. The latter is still legal
calities, the machine proved satisMrs. John K. Venner
Mr. and Mrs. A. G. Sail and son, Van Oss home for the outdoor reCalled
the
"Consumer
Speaks’
factory.
controllingweeds in crops produc- tender. She said the bills had been
(Bnlford photo)
Andy, Jr., have returned from a ception attended by 80 guests. Dr.
project,the plan furnishes matered in muck.
Li the Barnum family for many
Miss .Joan Cartland, daughter land, was maid of honor, wearing three-week vacation spent in the and Mrs. Melvin Costing of Dayial
for
one
or
more
interestini
The next stop on the tour will years
of Mr. and Mrs. John Cartland. a blue marquisettegown fashion- East. They visited Bar Harbor, ton served as master and mistress
programs.In addition,the results
be at the farm of W. H. Wark
Mrs. R. H. Mulder, of 249 West
of ceremonies and Mr. and Mrs.
East 23rd St., and John Kendall e'* with a small round collar, but- Maine and Quebec, Canada.
and sons. Here the group will be 17th St., has a t me-worn souvedir of the meetings are used to adtoned bodice and full skirt. She
Mr. and Mrs. Bruce Anderen and Thomas Kenny, Jr, of Akron,
vise
manufacturers
what
the
Venner,
son
of
Mr.
and
Mrs.
R.
J.
led by Mr. Wark. Cover crops and in the form of a 10-cent bill, printwore a floral head garland match- son, Neill, of East Lansing, and la, presided at the punch bowl.
irrigationwill be of interest to ed. she believed, in 1804. The frac- housewife wants in the product
Venner of Kalamazoo, were mar- ing her bouquet of yellow roses. Mr. and Mrs. A. J. Perreault of Gifts were arranged by Mrs.
she
buys.
all on this stop.
ried Saturday at 4 p.m. in First
tional currencymeasures 21 by 3
The bridesmaids, Misses Peggy Grand Rapids, spent the week-end Leonard Dick.
The final stop will be at the inches and bears the manual sig- Topics for discussionfor the fal
Congregationalchurch. Kalama- French and Virginia Dekker of with their parents and grandparServing the guests were th§
of
1948
and
the
spring
of
1949
inorchards of the Barden Brothers. nature of John Alison.
zoo, in the presence of 150 guests Holland, wore similar dresses in
ents, Mr. and Mrs. E. V. Hart- Misses Gretchen Vander Ploeg,
clude:
canned
fruits
and
vegeThose turkeys you’ll be eat- The double ring ceremony was yellow and pink and carried colHere the group will see terraces,
man and Mr. and Mrs. D. J. Ardis Bishop, Pearl Webster, Bartables; vacuum cleaners; chil- ing about Thanksgiving time are performed by Dr. William A
contour orchards, and chewings
onial bouquets of pastel flowers Borden. 73 East 10th St.
bara Tarr and Beverly Brietfield,
dren’s snow suits; and upholsterec doing their part now— they’re Keith.
fescue in peaches.
matching their headdresses. ,
Mary Kyger left Sunday night all students of the bride in North
chairs.
Your
group
may
choost
filling
up
on
mash
and
grain
to
Directors of the Allegan Soil Farmers’
to
Traditionalbridal music was
Richard Venner was his broth- to return to Chicago after spend- Muskegon high school. Mrs. Chesone, two, three or all of the make sure they will be plump and played by Harris Meyer, organist.
Conservation district extend an
er's best man and the ushers in- ing the week-end with her par- ter Phillips and Mrs. Russell Vistopics. The "Consumer Speaks' just right for eating.
Invitationto all interested in soil
Miss Jean Snow of Ifolland sang cluded Edward Campbell of Kala- ents, Mr. and Mrs. Donald E. ser poured.
project is sponsored by the AmResearch in recent years has ‘Through the Years", and 'The mazoo and Richard Cartland, the
conservationto come on this
Kyger at 95 West 10th St
Guests were present from Wesat
erican Home Economics associa- done a lot to make sure thase tur- Lord's Prayer." Palms, candelatour.
bride's brother.
William H. Vande Water, secre- son. Miss, Dayton, O, LeMars
tion. It gives homemakers a keys eat the right things too. bra and tall vases of white gladiMichigan State college will be
After a reception in the church tary of the Holland Chamber of and Akron, la. Charleston. S. C,
the destination of many rural chance to tell manufacturerswhat The Michigan Agricultural Exper- oli decorated the altar.
parlors. Mr. and Mrs. Venner left Commerce,is attendingthe 25th Beloit, Wis, Chicago, Detroit, ,
they
would
like
in
various
comiment station has conductedfeedThe bride, escorted by her fath- on a wedding trip to northern national instituteof commercial
youths Aug. 31 to Sept. 3, when
Kalamazoo, Grand Rapids and
the annual State 4-H show con- mercial products. Their opinion* ing trials at its Lake City sub- er who gave her in marriage, Michigan and Canada. The bride secretaries school at Northwest-* Grandville.
are
collected,
published
and
turnvenes.
station to find just the right feed wore a gown of white marquisette wore a grey tissue flannel suit
ern University this week. The
Both bride and groom are gradfor turkeys. Tests have shown, with a double edged ruffle of with Scotch plaid accessoriesand school openel with registration
Also scheduled for the week Is ed over to the manufacturers.
uates of Holland high school and
General
procedure
for
conduct
too. that a careful choice of lace marking the off-shoulder an orchid corsage. They wil' live
the Farmers’ Day program on
in
Sunday and first classes began Hope college. They will live in
ing "Consumer Speaks" meetings mashes and grains can cut (he neckline, long fitted sleeves, and
Sept. 2.
in Elgin, 111., where he Ls enroll- this morning. He will return to Muskegon where Mrs. Scheerhorn
is
first
to
hold
a
group
discussion
In telling of plans for the show,
cast of producingmarket turkey. a hooped skirt extending into a ed in the Elgin Watchmaking col- Holland Saturday afternoon.
L. R. Arnold, county agriculturwill’ resume her teaching duties
A. G. Kettunen, state 4-H club regarding the articles and then This can be done without seri- lace-edged train. Her fingertip
\
Mr. and Mrs. Leonard Witt and in North Muskegon schools and
al agent, has received informaleader, indicates that this year’s to vote on different characteris- ously affecting the quality of the veil was held in place by an orAssisting at the reception were son, William, of Minneapolis. Mr. Scheerhorn will teach in Mustion from Drt Muncie, Michigan
show will be one of the finest. tics the group feels would be de- finished product.
ange blossom headdress and .he the Misses Shirley Nienhuis, Ar- Minn., and Mr. and Mrs. James kegon.
State college, that the wheat disFifteen hundred registered dele- sireable or essential to that arIn ordinary times, grains can carried a cascade bouquet of lene De Ridder, Lois Timmer, Pru- Mahoney of Toledo, left Saturday
ease 'Take-air’was located in
Following the reception the
gates are expected and they will ticle.
he purchased at not over two- white rases centeredwith an or- dence Haskin and Marie Terese after spending a v eek in Holland
couple left on a wedding trip to
several areas of Michigan in bring approximately1.400 head of
This project thus gives you a thirds the cost of mash. Free- chid She wore a single strand of Flach Miss Haskin played several
as guests of Mi. and Mrs. Henry northern Michigan, the bride
1948. Dr. Muncie says the new
livestock.Several thousand other chance to tell the manufactur- choice feeding combinationsthat pearls worn by her mother at her piano selections.
Witt and family and Mr. and wearing an Oxford gjay gabardine
disease has come to Michigan
exhibits in the handicraft, crops, er what you want before the pro- result in high grain consumption wedding .and carried a white lace
Mrs. Venner attendeod Hope I Irs. Andrew Smeenge and family. suit with navy accessories and an
primarily because of lack of rotaject
is
manufactured.
It
also
gives
and home economics divisions
and low mash consumption help handkerchief,a golden wedding and Western Michigan college
tion of this crop. The disease is
your club a planned program to lower feeding costs. The type anniversary gift of her grand- Mr. Venner attended Western Mr and Mrs Raymond F. Gier orchid corsage.
also are expected.
of Fort Lauderdale,Fla., who
After Sept. 1 they will be at
known as 'Take-all” because of
All livestock,with the excep- which is not only very interest- of mash fed as well as the kind mother.
Michigan college and served in have been the guests of Mr. and
its rapid killingof the affected
home
on Sanford Ave, Muskegon.
ing
but
also
worthwhile
tion of horses, will be housed in
of grains used will affect the Her sister, Miss Cherrie Cart- the Army.
Mrs. Phillips Brooks a; the Boat
parts. It is a fungus disease. The
Among parties given for the
If you are interested in this amount of each that will be conthe new Macklin Field stadium.
House" left today for their home. bride was a shower at the home
fungus grows on basal stems of Horses will be shown in the riding project, write to Marjorie Knoll, sumed.
Mr. and Mrs. Hugh De Free of her parents given by her siswheat and certain grasses.
horse barn. Other exhibits will school of Home Economics,MichTurkeys have a remarkable
and daughter, Barbara, of Mil- ters. Mrs. Oosting and Mrs.
The disease is recognized by the be shown in the college auditor- igan State college,East Lansing,
sense for balancing their own diet
waukee, who have been visiting Freeman.
lad-color to black discolorationat ium.
for the materials.
when given opportunity to do so.
lie former’s parents. Mr. and Mrs.
the base of the stem sometimes A full week of activitieshas
After a number of trials, each
James De Free, West 12th St.,
extendingtwo inches above the been planned for the 4-H boys
feeding program shows a characleft for their home Sunday after- Nykamp Family Reunion
soil line. Roots turn brown or and girls while they are in East Plans Completed for
teristicfeeding pattern which is
noon.
rot off. Plants are much shorter Lansing. Evening programs will
Is Held at Kollen Park
Hopkins Holiness Camp
closely followed during each
Guest at the home of Mr. and
The
Saugatuck
Summer
players
and heads appear to ripen pre- be held in the auditorium at 8
growth
period as well as from
Mrs.
S.
Locwy,
Jenison
Park,
are
maturely. Affected heads produce p.m. on Wednesday and ThursTlie Nykamp family reunion
The 34th session of the Hopkin year to year. If 'high-proteincon- opened Friday with their curMrs. Gertrude DLssetteof Los was held Wednesday at Kollen
Tannel Park Scene ol
little seeds or kernnels that are day nights and will feature top- Holiness Camp Meeting assoda
rent
vehicle
“Kiss
and
Tell"
at
tent mashes arc fed. turkeys conAngeles, the Martin Hulsebos Park with 300 persons attending.
light and chaffy. In most cases r:ght entertainment.
tion will be held Aug. 19 to 29 a
sume smaller amounts of the Saugatuck high school. The com- Baker Furniture Picnic
family of Tiffin, O.. and Miss Ev- A basket lunch was served at
the disease is found where wheat
Since many farm families come the camp grounds one and a hal mash and a greater proportion of
edy was well received by an audielyn Hervig of Toledo. Mrs. Dis- 6 p.m.
follows wheat.
miles
north
oi
Hopkins.
The
camp
to the MSC campus for the big
Approximately1,200 persons
With proper rotation the fun- youth event, Farmers' Day has which is interdenominational, wil grain for each pound of grain. If ence of more than 200, mostly attended the Baker Furniture Co. sette, who Is a sister of Mrs.
Don Van Eyck, accompanied
low-proteinmashes are fed, the
Loewy, arrived Friday night by by Mrs. Jack Vander Hulst on
gus is held in check. But when been set as Thursday. Sept. 2.
from the resort area.
have three services each day wit! reverse Ls true.
picnic Saturday at Tunnel Park.
wheat follows wheat there is a
The play revolvesaround the The event was sponsoredby the plane from California.
the piano accordion, led group
During Farmers’ Day, the col- a separate ar.d complete prograr
Maybe
the turkeys don’t know
Mr and Mrs. Arthur J. Keane singing.A recitationwas given by
rapid increase of the parasite and lege farms and bams will be open for young people. There will be
domestic affairs of a neighbor- company for employes and their
it. but these research findings are
and family, Michigan Ave, have Christine Nykamp and solos were
under wet conditions the wheat is for inspection so visitors may see missionaryprogram Thursdaj
hood in a typical American com- families.
the basis of much of the diet
as their guests, Mrs. William O'- played by Mrs. Vander Hulst. A
attacked. So far as is known the Michigan Agricultural Experi- Aug. 26, in the morning and at
munity, becoming hilarious in
Contest, games and entertainthey're eating now as a preparaNeill and son, Terence, of New
all varieties of wheat are suscep- ment station. Members of the ternoon. Guests are accommodat
spots and at times, bitterly satment were scheduled for the York Terence has been visiting dialoguewas presentedby Mary
tion for the choppingblock.
tible to this disease.Seed treat- school of agriculture staff will be ed at the camp hotel and dininj
irical. The lines are spritely and
Kamphuis, Bobbie Kamphuis,
afternoon. Prizes were awarded to
his aunt and uncle since June.
modern in tempo.
ment seems to be of no use.
Christine Nykamp, Gladys Shoestationed at various locations to room.
all contest winners. A feature
Mr. and Mrs. Gerrit Dykstra maker, Laverne Steenwyk and
Arnold urges farmers to recall explain the experiments and to
Director J. Colson Wehstc* was the ball game between the
Fatigue Is Caused by
welded togethera large cast of “Mahogany Choppers" of plant of East 18th»St., have as their Kenneth Walcott.
that Sept. 19-20 is recognized as consult with farmers on agricultPrevent Browning of
Hot, Summer Weather
guests for a few weeks, Dr. and
“Fly Free” date for escape of ural problems and techniques.
juveniles and adults to produce a
The businessmeeting was in
No. 1, and the ‘Track Chewers"
Mrs. Jack L. Wierda of Philadel- charge of Richard Walcott. Louis
highly
acceptable
play
A
most
trouble from Hessian fly. Little
Fruits During Freezing
of plant No. 2. The former team
A
warning to “beware of the
phia, Pa. On Sunday Dr. and Mrs.
complaintsfrom farmers have
effectiva stage setting was used
To protect light-colored fruits heat" was given this week by to advantage in depicting life on won by a 7 to 5 score, and were Wierda and Mr. and Mrs. Gerrit Nykamp and Ray Nykamp were
been made due to this insect. hatchery Conference Is
in charge of sports and the pro- **
presented a large silver trophy.
from becoming brown on the sui- Fred Roth, farm safety specialist
Dykstra and son, Donald, were gram committee included Mrs.
the back porch of a middle class
However continued early planting
Jim
H
a
1
a
n
and
Roger
Olive
face
during
freezing,
Mary
E.
at
Michigan
State
college.
The
American home.
dinner guests of Mr. and Mrs. Nick Cook and Mrs. Gertrude
could well bring on an invasion Slated at Michigan State
formed the battery for the
Bui is, home extension agent,, re- caution applies not only to farmof this pest.
James Vander Wege of RiverView Taylor.
The juvenile parts had rather winning team.
The annual Hatchery confer- commends that homemakers use ers who may be working in the
Hills.
the better of it, but then the plot
The Yorkwin wheat seems to ence w’ill be held at Michigan anti-darkening agents when freezOfficers for next year are RichMusic was furnished through6ut
fields, but to Mrs. Farmer who
revolves around Corliss Archer,
Several relatives called at the
have met with great favor State college on Sept. 15 and 16. ing these fruits.
can overdo right in the kitchen. who feigns a “delicate condition" the at ternoon by Neal Eastman's home of Mr. and Mrs. James Voss,- ard Walcott, president; Jack
throughoutMichigan.Arnold beZwemer, vice-president;Mrs. Moraccording to an announcement
Ascorbic acid (vitamin C), the
Don't work too Jong without to give her sister-in-law an op- “Musketeers.”
.13 East 16th St., on Sunday after- ris Van Spyker, secretary; Raylieves that this wheat will become
made this week.
most effective anti-darkeningag- a rest period, Roth advises.Take
Nicholas Wicrda won a mohoportunity to announce her secre*
noon and evening, Aug. 8, to con- mond Nykamp, treasurer and Jack
the most popular one in Ottawa
Michigan poultrymen are invit- ent, may be purchasedat a drug a few minutes occasionally to sit
gany leather top nest of tables
county.
marriage. The situation develops
gratulate
Mrs. D. Voss, of 412 Vander Hulst, assistantsecretaryed to attend the sessions of the store. It is cheaper in powdered down and relax. You’ll be more
plausibly, leaving a feeling :t which was donated by the com- West 16th St., on her 78th birth- treasurer.
two-day conference and also will form and gives a clearer solution comfortableif you eat lightly in
pany.
could happen here.
day anniversary.
Retiring officers are Ralph
lie welcome at the banquet to lie Tablets of ascorbic acid are more hot weather, wear lease, light
Fire Dangers Listed
Wayne Cams was general picThe work of John Corkill as
Bouwman. treasurer and Dick
held the first night of the con- commonly sold, but more expen- clothes,and have plenty of ventilnic chairman assisted by Wayne
Dexter and the lines of Duncan
By MSC Forester
Vander Heuvel, vice-president.
ference.
•»
ation where you're working.
Clarkson as Raymond Pringle are Reynolds, Jim Oowle, Ralph Jill- Fifty Guests Attend
Highlightof the banquet proWhen packing peaches,pears,
son,
John
De
Wilde
and
other
worthy of special mention. They
A warning to Michigan campers gram will be a report by John A. apricots or white cherriesin
BULKY PLANTS
IUBYC Bridge Luncheon
handle rather difficult roles ably. members of Baker’s Old Timers
and tourists concerningforest Hannah, presidentof Michigan syrup, use one-quarterteaspoon Mrs. Henry Fountain
The bulkiest plants now known
club, an organization for employes
Don Rothschild played two
fires was given this w>eek by L.
Fifty guests attended the weeK- are the “Big Trees” of California,
State college,on' his trip to Eur- powdered ascorbic acid to one or
who
have
been
with
the
company
Of
Grand
Rapids
Dies
parts, that of Private Earhart
A. Carter, forester at Michigan ope. He recently went to Europe one and a half cups syrup. Boil
ly bridge luncheon Friday after- with trunks which sometimes
and. Mr. Willard. The rest of the for 20 years of more.
State college.
noon at Macatawa Bay Yacht reach a girth of over 30 feet in
where he served as American and cool water before making
Mrs, Henry Fountain. 74, of cast includedLouise, played by
Already this year, the state has
club. Hostesses were Mrs. Earnest diameter.
delegate to the World Poultry the syrup and adding the ascorbic Grand Rapids, died Thursday
Janet Bainbridge; Corliss by Ann
auffered several disastrous fires. conference in Copenhagen, Den- acid.
Brooks and Mrs. Otto van der
morning in Burgess hospital.Kal- Smith; Mildred Pringle by Bar- Elusive Sheep Caught
Carter points out that the toll mark.
Velde. White gladiolitable decor- FAST OSTRICH
Citric acid, which also may be amazoo, where she had been takbara Kent; Janet Archer by Zora But It’s Wrong One
taken by these fires is heavy.
ations were arranged by Mrs.
The speed of the ostrich is said
purchased, may be used but is less en a few days earlier after she
Taylor; Harry Archer by Ray
Even light burning fires cause
Eugene Teusink of Central Park Reemer Boersema.
to exceed that of. any mammal,
effective Uian ascorbic acid. Use was stricken in her summer home
Wagner'; Lenny Archer by Bill has found a sheep— but it isn’t
this high mortality in the forest. Says Individualism
Bridge prizes were won by Mrs. and has been set at 60 miles an
one-quarter teaspoon of citric on Gull lake. Death was believWeber; Mary Franklin by Bob- his.
Tests have shown that nearly
Neal
Tiesenga,Mrs. Stanley hour, but not for a long-sustained
acid,
to
one
quart
of
water.
Let
On Farm Has Passed
ed caused by a blood clot.
bie Pierce; Dorothy Pringle by ' Teusink received a call Thurs- Curtis and Mrs. Ransom Everett
100 per cent of small trees up to
period.
the fruit stand in this mixture
Mrs. Fountain, the former Reek Donna’ McQueen, Uncle George
seven feet tall are killed by light
day before supper saying a sheep
Ionia, Aug. 16 (UP)— The day for two minutes, before putting Van Voorst, was born in Holland
by
Olin
McQueen
and
Robert
burning fires and trees from one- of individualism on the farm has in syrup.
was oeen near Dunn’s woods and
and lived here before her mar- Pringle by Paul Erlebach.
fourth to four inches in diameter passed.
in the vicinity of 32nd St. He
The price of protecting a pint riage. Survivingare four sons,
CERTIFIED YORKWIN
Don
Rothchild was technical answered the call and found
are also destroyed.
So Vernon Vaniman of Chicago, package of frozen fruit would cost
Larger trees suffer bark in- director of the American farm from a tiny fraction of a .cent us- several grandchildren; $nd a bro- director,Janet Bainbridgehandl- tracks, but not the animal.
ther, Henry Van Voorst, and two ed makeup, Jean Staples ’took
juries that expose them to wood bureau told 1,000 farmers who atAfter supper, Teusink organized
ing citric acid to six cents using sisters, Mrs. Peter Naber and.
care of costuming and Frank a posse of youngstersto search
rotting fungj and insects.
tended a special farm program a*, ascorbic acid tablets.
Mrs. Gerrit Schouten,all of Hol- Funk was in charge of propertie.v
Carter urges that persons who the Ionia fair Saturday.
for the missing sheep which he
land.
The play wUl be repeated to- believed was his.
build fires in wooded areas take
Machinery and scientific adA person driving 50 miles per
Funeral services were set ten- night, Sunday, Monday and then
:+.ry- (plus bags)
all precautions to prevent spread- vancement have Increased the
At about 8:30, the group spotted
hour sees 14 per cent less than tatively for 2 pjn. Monday in
Place
your
erdara
NOW for fall delivery.
will
close
to
reopen
Aug.
20
for
ing of fires.
the wool-giver and began a
output of agriculture tremendous- when traveling at 45 miles.
Grace chapel, Grandville.
Buy Cooperatively and .Participate in the Savings!
4 shows. Curtain time is 8:20 p.m. “merry" chase. They finally
ly and as a result, he declared,
Webster has issued a call to Hol- caught the elusive sheep and to
there must be increasing co- Philadelphia— Plates from which Mr. and Mrs. James H. Foote of
land amateurs to read for parts T?usink’s surprise,it was not his.
operation qnd organization if were printed the first paper Jackson wore guest* Sunday of
in the next play. The reading will
Anyone missing a sheep can
gains made by ogriculture since money used In the U.S. were en- the former’s sister, Mrs. J. D.
be Tuesday in the Iqbby of the call Teusink and he will 'be glad
HARLEM
1933 are be maintained.
graved by Paul Revere in 1775.
%
French, South Shore
Saugatuck high school
to retunihia catch.
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